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I N T ROD U C T ION 
THE ATHENIAN CmJSTIT!JTION FROM SOLatI TO PERICLES 
B. C. 594 -~ B. C. 457 
INTRODUCTION 
Knowledge of the ';onstitution of. Athens previous to the time 
of Pericles is not clear because of the meagerness of source 
materials. Quite a bit of information is available concerning 
oertain phases of the question. Solon's reforms are discussed by 
most of the authorities, but no attempt is made by any writer to 
indicate the laws in their entirety. The usual reference is to 
the effect that the Solonian laws were based on the then existing 
consti tution. What was that constitution? Without a blowlede;e 
of it attempts to reconstruct the final constitution of Solon are 
extremely difficult. When we search for it we find constitutional 
data for the most part mixed with the legendary charHcters of ear-
lier times; and it is only by a process of separating the myth from 
the probable fact that we !1.re able to piece together the frae;mentary 
references to that domrrnent. Ae;ain, Solon's constitution was sup-
posed to have laid the foundation for later democratic supremacy. 




" " " 
All authorities agree thatCleisthenes prepared a new con-
sti tution for Athens, and that it made the democracy supreme. 
There is no doubt that he changed the tribal arrangement and thereby 
weakened the position of the nobility, but how was this related to 
the constitution as a whole? Did it have any effect on the con-
stitutional processes beyond the reorganization of the old Council 
of Four Hundred? Except for detailed accounts of these two changes, 
the sources give us very little to draw upon relative to the remain-
der of his reforms. Two questions face the student in such an in-
quiry: 1) Did Cleisthenes increase the power of the Assembly? 2) 
What did he do to make the law courts function more broadly? 
Evidenoe seems to indicate that Cleisthenes's reforms took 
place gradually, and that the constitution did not come to its 
final democratic supremacy until the time of Pericles. What was 
the nature of his constitution after the reforms were completed 
by B. C. 503? Just how did it differ from the Solonian constitution 
which had been legally in effect under Peisistratus and his sons? 
Cleisthenes is said by his reforms to have made the common people 
supreme. Why, then, did the aristocratic element of Athens remain 
in ascendency for a period of sixteen years after the constitution 
beoame effecti va? Why was power not defini tel:,' curtailed before 
B. C. 487? Wh;' did the Areopagus find it possible to conduct the 
administration for seventeen years after Thermopylae and Salamis 
as indicated by Aristotle? What did the constitution look like 
after the demooratic supremacy in B. C. 457? 
2 
... The solution of all the foregoing problems is the purpose of 
this thesis. First, the legendary sources will' be examined, and 
the constitution will be reconstructed as it stood when Solon began 
his reforms. Next, the reforms of Solon will be studied. Then 
follows the account of Peisistratus's regime, and the constitution 
will be reconstructed as it stood in the year B. C. 510 at the fall 
of Hippias. The reforms of Gleisthenes will be treated, and his 
r.onstitution will be discussed. The development of the democracy 
under Themistocles and Aristides will follow, and, finally, the 
Cleisthenean constitution will be presented as it existed in B. C. 
457 after the democratic triumph under Pericles. 
Seven main points will be proved: 
1. There was a constitution functioning when Solon oame to power. 
2. Solon'S constitution was a oonstitution of the nobility, with 
all powers effeotually ohecked. 
3. Peisistratus did not destroy the constituti~n of Solon but 
operated under it, using the laws for his position as admin-
istrator with the old powers of the life-Archon. 
4. Cleisthenes's reforms did not have the democratic effect that 
is commonly supposed, but took effect gradually. 
5. Cleisthenes definitely increased the power of the popular 
assembly (Ecclesia). 
6. The Assembly was the instrument by which complete democraoy 




means of backing up the decisions of the Assembly. 
7. The development of demooracy was due to the rise of Athens 
commeroially, and was a partial result of her imperialism. 
-
_____________________ ~J . 
,. 




THE PRE-SOIDNIk~ CONSTITUTION 
.. 
Legendary Period -- Formation of the Constitution. The early period 
of Athenian history is filled with legendary characters. The memory 
of great men and their wonderful deeds lingered long after their 
deaths. As great legendary heroes such as Hercules and Theseus 
faded into the mists of the past, public patriotism surrounded 
them with a halo of wisdom and by degrees attributed to them all 
institutions which were found in existence years later. It is 
certain that no one man did or could have done such deeds as are 
ascribed to these heroes. but to all such tales there is a foun-
dation of fact. It is thet foundation which reveals the early 
history of constitutional Athens, and reveals roughlJT the chan~ing. 
governmental processes of that city. Such are the materials with 
which we begin our stud:' of the constitution which Solo~ found in 
existence when he me~de his famous la.w freeine; the poor of their 








_~.~ ~"C_~_' ___ ~.~ __ ~ ____ ~ ____ • _ ~...,.....,._ • ___ -.-,-:_~-_..._. ~_, 
Accordinr, to the legends the first government to be founded 
1 
was a system of royalty based upon a tribal system. By degrees 
the population of Attioe. beoame organi zed into a four-part tribal 
arrangement. Each tri be was divided into three e;roups celled 
Brotherhoods or Tri ttye s. Each Brotharhood a~;:parently consi sted 
of thirty family groups 0r clans, and although this ideal number 
probably fluctuated from time to time it is likely that every 
attempt was made to keep it intact. 2 Each of the clans could 
trace its ancestry to an ancient hero, an advantage which fonned 
the foundation of the later ?ower of the nobility. 
Under this primitive plan the community seems to have prospered. 
Ancient records indicate that victims of war or faction in other parts 
of Hellas could COtlTIt on AttiCft as a safe retreat, and settled there 
3 
in large numbers. Despite the growing influence of the community, 
however, unity was lacking. The people were scattered about the area 
1. Heracleides, E itome of Aristotle's Athenian Constitution, fragment 1 
Since the b:: ginning of Aristotle's wor is ost, the ragments of 
Heracleides' Bpi tome must be constll ted for the opening sections of 
his work. 
As the legend goes, Ion settled at Athens and witnessed the division 
of the inhabitants into four tribes under appointed tribal kings. 
Another account states that the first of the kings were the four 
sons of Pandion who inherited his realm. Later legends ascribed 
the tribal arrangement to an imitation of the seasons of the year 
with each tribe further divided into three parts in order that there 
might b~ one part for each month in the year. Moreover each . part 
corresponding to the month of a year was ~lrther divided into thirty 
parts each corresponding to a day in the year. See Aristotle, 
Athenian Constitution XLI, 2; also nerac. Epit., frag. 2,5 
2. Herac. Enit., frag. 5 






and had difficulty in consulting their common interests, and these 
difficulties were further heightened by the occasional t'!uarrels and 
1 
fi!Shts amonr; the sections. 
It is at this point that the legAndary hero, Theseus, enters 
the picture. Dismayed at the si5':ht of such disorder, he is sUFPosed 
to h~ve used his influence to consolidate all of Attica into one 
2 
city-state with Athens as its center. In his effort at unity he 
is said to have visited each township and clan expounning his plan 
and its advnnta~es. The co:::.rnon folk and the poor rea;;ily accepted 
the idea, and the more llowerful were persuaded by the promise of a 
government without a king. The proposal was that the governmen~ 
become a democracy with Theseus as warlord and guardian of the laws. 3 
Some inhabitants altHough opposed to the plan agreed to accept rather 
1: 
than rGfuse the great hero and perhaps be forced into sllbmission. 
Abolishing the council-chambers and macistracies of the sur-
rounding cities, Theseus created a new sin~le council-chamber and 
meeting place 0D: a rocky hilltop in a central location and called 
5 
the new site Athens • Although individuals might still enjoy all 
of their old rights of private property as before, they were hence-
forth compelled to acknowledge one and only one politi cal center --
Athens. Furthermore the later settlers of the region were granted 
1. Plutarch, Theseus, 24 
2. Ibid., 24 
3. AilImnortant term to be encountered more than once in this work 
4. PI~tarch, Theseus, 24 




oitizenship thus inoreasing·the ~pulation of the city to such 
1 
an extent that an era of oolonization followed. 
Theseus is also supposed to have limited the monarchy to SO:r:le 
extent. Having won the inhabitants of Attica to his point of view 
2 he laid asi~e hi s royal power end drew up a new fonn of government. 
Although he is said to he.ve established a democracy there is li tt.1e 
evidence to support any chane;e except the limiting of the monarchy 
3 in fe.vor of the nobles. The first important chen[';e is indicated 
in the breaking of the hereditary nature of the kin~ship. The 
legends in this respect are in agreement. It is represented that 
the sons of Theseus were not his immediate sucoessors· but remained 
as men of private station gaining the klngdom only after the death 
of one Menestheus. '4 
During this shadowy period several important ch~~ges took 
place. ';'fe can see the a~)pearance of a class system with noblemen 
or Eupatrids in the ascendancy. These men had several important 
privileges. One of the most important was the oontrol and care of 
the religious rites of the city with the oorrespondinf, authority to 
interpret the will of heaven. Also the Eupatrids had control of 
1. Thuo. I, 2 
2. Pluto Thes. 24 
3. Thuc. 1T,'"""15 
4. Pluto Thes. 35. Another acoount states that the house of Codrus, 
a late~asty, was no longer utilized for tho monarchy because 
they were thought to have lost the force end vitality believed a 
requisi te for the kings}~ip. Another vimv is to the effect that 
the house of Codrus aba...'1doned the ~)osi tion of kine; for the new and 
important office of Archon. See llerao • Epit. frag. 7; also Arist. 
Ath. Canst. III, 3 -
8 
the magistracies and ree~~ited the membership from themselves. 
A further advantage growing out of the religious and legal ad-
ministration waS the duty of teaehinr, the laws to the community. 
·1 
a former duty of the king. These El1patrids formed the faotion 
kno~ as the Plain. The other social ~roups of the city were the 
peasants or Georgi who oultivated their own farms and had little 
time to give to the affairs of government; and the handioraftsmen 
or Damiurgi who gained their living through trade or oommeroe. 2 
It seams that the limitation of the monarchy was to the ad-
vantage of the nobles. lie find them not only in possession of 
administrative knowledge, but also in possession of a jury court 
for their'exolusive use. The reoord of the trial of the desoendants 
3 
of Alamaeon states that this noble family was tried by jurymen 
4 
selected according to noble birth. Since the offense was a reli-
gious one it is likely that some conneotion with the court of the 
Areopagus existed since that body had authority in cases of sao-
5 
rilege. Another development -- more important perhaps -- is the 
fact that the monarohy beoomes transformed from a hereditary mon-
archy to an eleotive monarchy, and that the kingship loses by de-
grees its administrative powers to the newly oreated official kno~ 
as the Archon. This new office was also at first of a hereditary 
1. Plut. Thes. 25 
2. Cf. no~. They had only recently gained citizenship if immigrants 
at time of the institution of the law. 
3. For the oharge against the Alamaeonids see the case of Cylon below 
pp. 13-14. 
4. Arist. Ath. Canst. I, 1 
5. See pp. 12, 13. 
9 
nature, and increased so greatly in power the.t finally the reigning 
family abandoned the kingship for the Archonship.l 
The king or Basileus had lost his powers by a slow and long-
drawn-out process. In the period represented by Theseus the Basileus 
2 
was commander in war and guardian of the laws and had in addition 
certain ancestral ri,'"hts which were probably connected with the 
3 
religious life of the community. The institution of the council 
4 
chamber under Theseus was probably the first check on the monarchy. 
Another early diminution of the monarchical power C9.Jne with the in-
stitution of the Polemarch or warlord. Alth0ugh it was alleged that 
the cowardice of the Basileus had necessitated the creation of the 
5 
new office, it is probable that the seizing of the military power 
was just another step in the effort of the Eupatrids to weaken the 
hereditary ruler. With the military duties went also the ancestral 
6 
rights connected with war responsibilities. 
The ~reatest encroachment on the powers of the Dasileus, how-
ever, was the institution and development of the office of Archon. 
As was the case of the two other offices the Archonship was of a 
hereditary nature, and the increase in power became so great that 
finally the reigning family of the Medontids throuf':h the a.ction of 
7 
Codrus abandoned the kingship for th~ Archonship. That it was of 
1. Arist. Ath. Const. III, 3 
2. Pluto Thes. 24 
3. Arist to' At'h. Const. III, 3 
4. See page 7 
5. Arist. Ath. Const. III, 2 
6. ;Ar.ist. !~. Cons~. III, 3 
7. Ibid. 
10 
rather late institution is seen in the fact that no ancestral rites 
were ever administered by that officer, but all festivals in his 
charge were, merely duties added after the office had come into being. l 
As the nobles continued to increase in power the Archonship 
became divoroed from the possession of one family and was opened 
to the nobility on the basis of birth and wealth as had been the 
2 
case with the kingship. Birth was still all important, but we 
see wealth as an added requirement thus undennining the privileges 
of birth. As first instituted the office was held for life as 
was the case with the Basileus and Polemaroh, but some time during 
this period the tenn of service for these offices vms reduced from 
3 
a life-time job to a term of ten years. This time of service was 
reduced further to a one-year term in a relatively short time, and 
there was no privilege of r2election although at first this was 
4 hardly the case. It is at this final stage that the Archonship 
emerges from legend. 
It was at this same time (about B. C. 650-630) that the powers 
a 5 of the rchons, as the Basileus, Polemarch and, Archon Eponymus were 
colleotivelyknown, were restricted fllrther with the creation of six 
minor Archons known as the Thesmothetae or Legislators. As was the 
case of the Archon Eponymus these officers were qualified by birth 
6 
and wealth, and could never hold office for more than one year. 
1. Arist. Ath. Const. III, 3 
2. Ibid., III, 2 
3. Ibid., III,l 
4. Ibid., III, 4 
5. DeSr~ation of the chief administrative Archon 
6. ~.,III, 4 
11 
These six men acted as assistants for the three major Archons eaoh 
of which had two of the l\hesmothetae to serve him. 1'0 these six 
officers went "a major part of the judicial functions of the Archons. 
including the public recording of the ordinancAs in order that they 
1 
might be preserved for the trial of litigants. They had the further 
power to gi va final judgments in lawsuits thus further undennining 
the powers of the major Archons. 2 We further notice that the election 
of the entire group of nine Archons was in the hands of the Areopagus 
which issued a summons selecting each candidate independently a.l1d 
3 
commissioning him to hold office for one year. Despite these coun-
ter-checks. the nine Archons remained strong. and in the time of Cylon 
4 
discharged most public functions of the sts.te. 
The Areopagus was a judicial and executive body which con-
sisted entirely of membership from the nobility. The first trace 
of its existence is seen in the council-chamber as instituted by 
5 
Theseus. whi ch certainly included among its members the nobility 
although it is by no means certain that the other factions were 
excluded. In spite of our uncertainty concerning the original 
method of choosinE the membership. it is as a body of ex-Archons 
that the Areopugus first meets us in the sources. Its original 
powers seem to have been the exercising of moral control over the 
1. Arist. Ath. Const. III. 4 
2. ~., III, 5 
3. Ibid., VIII, 2 
4. ~. I, 126 






.state in whioh capaoity it heard cases of sacrilege and was enabled 
to inflict penalties and fines upon offenders against public order, 
2 
from which decisions there was no a!)peal. 
The real strenr;th of the Areope.rt'ts was of an administrative 
nature, however. Officially the Council (as the Areopagus was 
frequently called) was given the power of guarding the laws -- a 
3 
duty whi ch hael fonnerly rested with the Basileus. Actuall~r in 
carrying out this duty the Areoparus reached the point where it 
administered the ~reatest Dlmber and most important affairs of 
4 
state. Since each member was a former law maker and held his 
5 
membership for life, the body rapidly gained in influence until 
it rive.led the ~chons in power. Indeed, it not only chose the 
Archons; it was possi bl;-.," the S01.1rce of su:::'ply for the noblemen' l? 
6 jury court also. 
This process of eli vidinc; the achninistrati ve power was not a 
peaceful process. There is no doubt that much strife must have 
occurred at each new departure from the old and accepted customs. 
It is very likely that on more than one occasion some ambitious 
nobleman tried to seize for himself all of the power of the state • 
One such case is recorded in the an!1als of Athens, and because of 
its future politic!'\l significance must be related at this time. 
1. Arist. Ath. Canst. I, 1 
2. Ibid., III, 6 
3. 'S"e'e" p ap:e 7 
4. fA.rist. ,Atli. Con st. III, 6 
5. Ibid., 
6. ifist. Ath. Const. I, 1 
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An. Athenian named Cylon hai been a winner at the Olympic games 
and had utilized his popularity to gain a followine of other young 
men in the oity. Putting on a brave air he attempted to seize the 
I 
oitadel. Receiving word of the act, the citizens came from the 
surrounding countl"'J and laid siege to the place. As time went on 
the citizens wearied of the affair and left, entrusting everything 
to the nine Archons who were r::,i ven "plenal"'J powers to arrange every-
thing according to their g')od judgment. 112 
As the siege progressed Cylon and his brother made their esoape, 
but the others faoing starvation took refuge in the temple. Megacles, 
the Archon Eponymus a.nd member of the povverful family of the Alo-
maeonids, persuaded the fuEitives to surrender and stand trial for 
3 
their offense. Under the law Cylon r s followers were liable for any 
penalty exoept death and consequentl:: the men surren'lered themsel vas. 
1>!evertheless l-degacles and his fellow Arcr'ons slew them, and evan those. 
who sought sanctuary at the altar of the Eoddess were not spared.4 
As their defense the Alomaeonids related that the insurrection-
ists had fastened a braided thread to the ime.e;e of the :,:oddess and 
had kept hold of it; but that on their way down the thread had broken 
of its own accord. ~onsiderin~ this a judgment of rejection on the 
5 
;:art of the goddess Alcme.eon and his followers killed them. In spite 
of this defense the Alcmaeonids were unable to clear themselves of 
1. Herodotus, V, 71 
2. Thuc. I, 126 
3. Ibid. 
4. Herodotus, V, 71 
5. Pluto oolon, XII, I 
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the charge and they and their descendants were held to be under the 
blood taint of the goddess whom they had desecrated. The descend-
ants of Cylon continued the charge and the polluted family was con-
stantl" being threatened with expulsion, and just as persistantly 
I 
returned whenever the sentenoe of exile was ?assed upon them. 
While the nobles were destroying the power of the king, di viding 
up the powers of the Archonship, and fighting among themselves, they 
were 'also oppressing the common people. It seems that with the passege 
of time, as the pobles beoame richer and the commons became poorer, 
all debts became secured on land qr failing that on liens secured 
2 
on the person. As the nobles gradually seoured possession of the 
land, Attioa became divided among only a few owners and the commons 
were passing into a condition of serfdom which closely resembled 
slavery.3 Finally in exasperation at being mistreated and perhaps 
cheated, the commons rose up in revolt and a?parently demanded a 
code of law in order that they might know the law as \~ll as their 
noble masters. This task fell upon Draco, and it is his modification 
of the then existing oonstitution that was the law of the land when 
Solon came into power. 
The fteforms of Draco. The principal work of Draco seems to have 
been the reforming of the then exi stine constitution the nature of 
which has been previously discussed. 4 The major portion of the 
1. Thuo. I, 126 
2. Arist. Ath. Const. IV, 4 
3. Ibid. 





work undoubtedly oonsisted of a written law oode whioh supplemented 
the constitution and made available to the people knowledge of the 
1 
laws -- a privilege previously in the hands of the Eupatrids alone. 
It is probable that the code was written in response to ilrumediate 
difficulties developing out of the faotional strife. 
In the souroes there are allusions to the Archonship and the 
Areopagus thus ooni'irming their position in an earlier constitu-
tion." Citizenship had been bestowed on all persons who were able 
to provide themselves with arms, presumably as a guarantee of their 
ability to help protect the state in times of stress, and these 
oitizens elected the nine Arohons from among a group of persons 
eaoh of whom owned" an unencumbered estate worth at least ten minae. 2 
Eaoh outgoing Arohon was required to 1':i ve bail until' an official 
3 
oheok had been made of his accounts as an officer. Acoording to 
Solon's laws the Areopagus was apparently funotioning before his 
time especially with respect to oases involving murder or homicide. 
From this it appears that the Areopagus was inoluded in the Draconian 
4 Code. 
The Eoclesia soems also to have been in existence at the time of 
Draco although nothing is known of the nature of its duties.5 This 
body presents an interesting problem in connection with Solon. He 
1. Arist. Ath. Const. XLI, 2 
2. ~., IV, 1,,:,,2 
3. Ibid. , IV, 2 
4. Plut. Solon, XIX, 2-3 




1 is mentioned by Aristotle as the first leader of the people, and 
the leader of the people usually functioned in the EcclE!sia. Does 
this mean that there was no organizetion of the people before his 
time? Not necessarily. The body mir.;ht have been a m!Jeting of the 
nobles to discuss the proposed actions of the Areopagus or Archons 
in other words somewhat like the ~ouncil of l' our Hundred; but 
it might just as well have been instituted by Draco. Solon's Code 
folloWed thRt of Draco by about twenty-seven years so that he (Solon) 
could ~ite easily have been leader of the people in Draco's time 
end have worked under his supervision. Thus it could have been an 
organization of the people, and a concession to them for tteir lack 
of activity in the government. 
Another new body is the above-mentioned Council of Four Hundred. 
It oonsisted of four hundred men chosen from the ci ti zen body by 
lot, and all· citizens thirty years of age or above participated in 
the eleotion. The body was probably presided over by an Archon thus 
2 
bringing the number up to four hundred and one. No person was rer-
mi tted to hold office twice until the lot had been extended through 
the entire list of eligible oitizens; and en additional op~ortunity 
. for servioe might again arise as the lot was cast again from the 
3 
beginning. It seems, however, that no !=lerson might serve for more 
than two years in his life. Nothing is definitely known of the nature 
1. Arist. Ath. Canst. II, 1-2 






of the Council's business at this time. It may be that the size 
of the Ecclesia had made necessary the creation of this new body 
as a committee for the purpose. of shaping up the business to come 
before the popular group. i'e are told that failure to attend the 
meetings of either Councilor Ecclesia incurred a fine against the 
offending Councillor. and that the fine was proportional to the 
wealth of the member. Since there is no mention of a fine for the 
1 Thetes (the poorer elas2). and it is inoonoeivable that the poorer 
olasses would get off scot-free, it is evident that they were ex-
oluded from membership_ If this is the case, the probable function 
of the Council was to oheck the activities of the Eeclesia which did 
include the Thetes • 
The most famous part of Draco's work, however, is his severe 
oode of law which imposed the death f'enalty for most infraotions 
including idleness, theft. saorilege, or murder.2 The requirement 
of such an extreme penalty for a transgression such as stealing salad 
• or fruit seemed as unreasonable then as it does now; yet, when the 
ci tizens asked Draoo why he required death for most offenses, he 
stated thRt in his opinion the lesser ones were deservin~ of death 
while for greater offenses no heavier penalty was possible. 3 Such 
severity seems to indicate a serious strug~le arisin~ out of op-
pression in whioh the commons gr.ined oertain advantages suoh as 
1. Arist. Ath. Const. IV. 3 
2. Plut. S.ol0E..' XVII 





admission to minor offices, perhaps membership in the Ecclesia, 
and beyond doubt a written code. In return, however, the Thetes 
me.y have submitted to a check on the Ecclasia by means of the Coun-
2 
cil of Four Hundred, a~d a harsh code as a guarantee against a 
further uprising. 
The Constitution of Draco. Although Aristotle states that Draco 
3 
was author of a constitution as well as a lew code, not a r,reat 
deal is known about the former. Since Aristotle states that there 
is nothing about the laws worthy of mention except their severity, 4 
it is probable that the general lines of the constituti~n remained 
much as he found them. The w;,ole framework was built upon a class 
system conSisting of the Eupatrids, the Georgi, and the Demiurgi, 
each of which was identified vri th the factions of the Plain, the Hill, . 
and the Shore respectively. Appointment to office went by birth, and 
wealth was beginning to ~lay an increasing role in influencin~ the 
5 deliberative bodies. 
Of the offices the Archonship was well established, and con-
trolled the administration subject to supervision of the Areopagus 
although that body no longer retained the ri~ht to elect the officers.6 
It is probable that the Basileus presided over the Areopagus even as 
the Archon Eponymus ::;resided over the COlmcil of Four Hundred. In 
Draco's. time the Archons had separate meeting places: the Basileus 
1. Arist. Ath. Const. IV, 1-2 
2. Pluto Solon, XIX 
3. Arist. Po1it. II, ix, 1 
4. Ibid., II, ix, 9 
5. ThEi'tes barred- from Counoil.; Council dominates Ecclesia 




near the Town Hall or Bucolium, the Po1emarch in the Epi1yoeum, 
the Arohon' Eponymus in the President 's Hal1, and the 'rhesmothetae 
1 
in the Legislator's Court. 
The Areopagus controlled the administration of affairs through 
its power of moral oensorship, and was the center of power in the 
land sinoe it also acted as a court of a:;?peal against the :lla,rdstrates. 
As guardian of the laws the Areopagus was enabled to keep a watch on 
the activities of the Archons holding them to the letter of the law. 
Should the Archons evade snch supervision a person unjustly treated 
had the right of ap~earin~ before the Areopagites stating the law 
in nuestion and obtaining justice. 2 The .<I.reopae;us was thus a sort 
of court of a~~peal, and in that capacity was rapidly forring ahead 
to a position of eminence. 
There was also an Assembly (the Ecclesia) in existenoe although 
not very strong, and it was 1i9 maps dominated by the nobility. Al-
though nowhere directl~T mentioned, the assnranoe of continuation of 
most features of the old constitution indioates the existence of jury 
courts; but it is probably true that they were as yet restricted to 
the nobles for their exclusive use. That this is likely is sub-
stantis.ted by the growth of the court funotions of the Areopagus 
and the development of the duties of the Thesmothetae and other 
Arohons. The Council of Four Hundred was in operation at this 
time and was probably oreated to act as a check on the l::eclesia 
1. Arist. Ath. Canst. III, 5 
2. ~., IV, 4 
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should the oommons at any time threaten to Ret out of hand. It 
exoluded the Thetes as the commons were known, and prepared the 
business for the Ecclesia without which preparation that body 
was seriously hampered. 
Finally we find provision for the election of Generals by the 
citizen body. These officers were chosen from among the more 
wealthy members of the state sinoe it was required that eaoh suo-
oessful candidate must own ;?roperty worth not less than one hundred 
minae. A further requirement was the possession )f legitimate sons 
over ten years of age -- a provision the significance of which is 
1 
not olear. 
In general the constitution with U.s powerful Archonship, 
Areopaeus, enri Council of Four Hundred apnears to be heavUv aristo-
cratic, and the Ecclesia a..l1d vvnatever other power the people had 
gained seems to have been effectually checked. 
1. Arist. Ath. Const. IV, 1-2. Under the laws of Solon the general-
ship could not be held by the Thetes (those. of lowest property 
qualifications). For a description of these classes see p. 28 • 
21 
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T?E SOLONIP~ CONSTITUTION 
Failure of the Draconian Reforms. Draco's harsh code did not 
settle the issue between Eupatrids, Demiurgi, and CTeorgi. Although 
the Georgi had gained definite lmow1edge a f the laws and he.d re-
ceived a limited representation in the government they were dis-
satisfied. The constitution was in all respects an oligarchy, 9..tJ.d 
the Eupatrids had by degrees reduced ownership of the land to a 
1 
select few. Most Georgi thus found themselves reduced to the 
position of tenants, and were required to pay five-sixths of their 
gain through farming. 2 The payment of this yearly sum was secured 
through the person of a tenant or a member or members of his family, 
3 
and failure to pay a debt made one liable to arrest. If a tenant 
were unable to meet his obligation, he or his family could be sold 
into sh.very for the debt. In such an event the debtor might either 
become a slave at home or be sn1d into foreign lands. Frequently 
debtors were forced to sell their own children to preserve their 
freedom or, if able to escape, go into exile.4 The real oause of 
1. Aristotle, Athenian Constitution, II, 1 
2. Ibid., II, 2 . 
3. "fbTd. 
4. PlUtarch, Solon, XIII, 2 
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1 the previous uprising in the time of JJraco , the rl_ebt situation, 
had not been af'fected l and with the Georgi threatened by virtual 
serfdom the social strug~le oontinued. 
By B. C. 594 two definite factions had developed in Athens: 
the Plain representinl': the noble 1upatrids, and the riill oonsisting 
of the oommonGeorgi. With these two groups arrayed against eaoh 
other the issue at stake seemed to be democraoy versus oligarchy. 
Meanwhile another group was also interested, the Shore, represent-
in~ the Damiurgi or merchant faotion. 2 The Shore-men preferred a 
mixed form of government and were suffioiently strong to prevent 
3 
either of the other two parties from gaining the asoendencr.y. Using 
their strategio position the Demiurgi threw their influence where it 
seemed to yield the greatest benefit for themselves in the form of 
either admission to the offices or the privilege of oitizenship. 
So serious had the struggle beoome that the only solution to the 
4 
situation seemed to lie in a tyranny, and after an apparently ex-
hausting strug~le all parties in searoh for a means of oompromise 
found their man in Solon. 
Solon had gained-fame as a settler of quarrels by his handling 
of the quarrel of the desoendants of Cylon and Megaoles over the 
5 blood curse. Although apparently able to madntain themsel vas in 
1. The revolt subsequent to Cylon t s e.ttempt at tyranny. See p. 15 
2. The three groups, Plain Hill and Shore, were named after the 
geographical location of their adherents' plaoe ofresidenoe. 
3. Pluto Solon, XlIII 1 
4. Ibid., XIII, 2 
5. See pages 14-15 
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Athens for some time after the deed, Megacles's family (the Alc-
maeonids) was unable to withstand the religious accusation and finally 
1 
submi tted to banishment. They were evidently too powerful to be 
kept out of the city permanently for we soon find them back in the 
city disputing the le~1ership with the desoendants of Cylon who had 
recovered their strength. By about B. C. 599 the quarrel had reached 
its height and the entire city had divided itself into two factions 
supporting one family or the other. 2 Solon was at this time in high 
3 
repute probably in consequence of his fame as a ?oet, and possibly 
as a result of some connection with the reforms of Draco .4 Further-
more he was a member of the illustrious Medontid family,5 and his 
desoent from the superlatively r,ood Codrus enhanced his eminent 
reputa.tion. Judging from his later career it is likely that he 
had refrained from taking sides in the quarrel. 
At any rate Solon together ~.th tho noblest of the Athenians 
succeeded in persuading the acc'Jsed family to submit to a trial of 
three hundred jurors selected from the nobility and to abide by 
6 
their decision. The Alomaeonids were found g~uilty of sacrilege 
by the jury and in consequenoe of the verdict the family was con-
demned to everlastin~ banishment, and the bodies of the perpetrators 
1. Heracleides, Epitome of Aristotle's Athenian Constitution, frag. 8 
2. Pluto Solon, XII, 2 
3. Ibid. 
4. See pp. 16-17 
5. Pluto Solon, I 





of the crime of B. C. 632 were oast out of their tombs and taken 
1 
to a spot without the oity. 
Solon was in a singularl~' favorable position to challenge the 
admiration of his fellow-oitizens. By birth he was of the fore-
2 
most family in the citYI and by wealth belonged to the upper middle 
class. 3 In addition he had espoused +he cause of the commons and 
had defended them to some extent.4 His composition of an elegy --
"in which he does battle on behalf of each party against the other 
and acts as mediator l and after this exhorts them jointly to stop 
the quarrel that prevailed between them,,5 -- oreated further oon-
fidence in himself. He also offered other sound advioe looking 
toward a reasonable solution of the social problem. 1'he populace 
felt that anything was preferable to their situation; all faotions l 
in faotl favored a tyranny under Solon and offered the power to him. 
Yfuen he refused the offer, he was chosen Archon and made emergenoy 
6 
administrator. 
He was chosen Arohon to suoceed Philombrotus, and 
made mediator and le~islator for the crisis l the rioh 
aooepting him readily beoause he was well-tO-dO, and 
the poor beoause he was honest. It is also said that 
a certain utteranoe of his whioh was ourrent before 
his election l to the effect that equality bred no war, 
pleased both the men of substance and those who had 
none; the former expecting to have equaE ty based on 
worth and excellence, the latter on measure and count. 
1. Arist. Ath. Const. I, 1 
2. Plut. Solon, I 
3. Arist. Politics, IV, ix, 10 
4. Arist. Ath. ,Const. XXVIII, 2; see also pp. 16-17 
5. Ibid., VI 1-2 
6. Plut. Solon, XlVI 2 
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~herefore both parties were in high hopes, and their 
ohief men persistantly recommended a tyranny to Solon, 
and tried to persuade him to seize the city all the 
more confidentl~T now that he had it oompletely in his 
power. Many oitizens, too who belonged to neither 
party, seeing that it would be a laborious and diffi-
oult matter to effeot a ohDn~e by means of argument and 
law, were not reluotant to have one man, the jusrest 
and wisest of all, put at the he:?d of the state. 
The Solonian Reforms. As Arohon Eponymus Solon was entrusted with 
the entire government and was given full power to make ohe.nges in 
the laws whioh would make peaoe between the rival factions. In his 
aotions he was quite independent, showing regard neither for the rich 
2 
nor for his supporters. His first aot was a demonstration of this 
free hand which he had gained in public affairs. Attackinr; the root 
of the situation Solon oenoelled all debts, DubUo and private, and 
deoreed that in the future no more loans could be secnred on the 
person of the borrower or his family.3 This act, while not a oom-
plete solution to the debt problem, did alleviate the situation 
·in two ways: it made future serfdom impossible, and the debt oan-
oellation gave everyone a new start. PoU tiol"lly it was a move 
definitely in favor of the peo::-,le, but approval was not immediately 
forthooming. 
The faotions as a whole were dissatisfied with Solon'S action. 
Many of the bupatrids having become poor were filled with resent-
ment, end ma.'lY of the Georgi were dissatisfied beoause they had 
1. Pluto Solon, XIV, 2-3 
2. Ibid., XV, 1 




expec~ed a redistribution of wealth instead of a mere canoellation 
1 
of debt. In addition there was a suspicion that he had used the 
law for his ~ersonal benefit since it was known that some of his 
" 2 personal friends had greatly prof1ted from the decree. This 
reaction soon passed, however, when the factions began to realize 
that Solon, if he had wished, could easil~r have used his opportunity 
to reduce either the Hill or the Plain to oomplet'~ subjugation and 
3 
thereby have won for himself a tyranny. Seeing that the action 
had been taken for th8 public good and that Solon instead of 
allying himself with one of the 'factions had made every effort 
4 h "t" f th d to bring about concord among them, t e c1 1zens ur er empowere 
him to alter the constitution so that their differenoes might be 
composed. 5 In this respeot he was given a free hand so that he 
oould alter magistracies, assemblies, courts, and councils; more-
over he was to "fix thd property qualifioation for eaoh of these, 
their numbers, and their times of meeting, abrogatinr, and main-
6 
taining existing institutions at his pleasure." 
1. Pluto Solon, XVI, 1-2 
2. Arist. Ath. Canst. VI, 2-3. It is possible that Solon did this 
deliberately in order to e;ain sup!1ort for his further measures. 
It may be. that some of these friends were of the faction of the 
Shore, and that he took this means to win their party to his 
support. It so happened that he discussed the plan with some 
friends before taking aotion; and those friends ]Jsinl': the in-
side information exohanged their threatened debt holdings for 
land thus emerf,ing with a handsome i:lcrease in wealth. Solon 
was much blamed for this, but his supporters defended him on 
the ground that he misjudged th'3 honor of his friends. See 
Pluto Moralia, 807 E; also Arist. Ath. Const. VI, 2-3 
3. Arist. Ath. Const. VI, 3-4 
4. Pluto Mor. 805 E 
5. Diogenes Laertius, Solon, I, 61-62 
6. Pluto Solon, XVI, 3 
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One of his first' chpn~es was the abolition of the ordinances 
of Draco except for those relating to homicide. l The reason for 
this wholesale elimination of the Code was the severity of its 
terms and the heavines s of its penal tie s. The almost universal 
punishment of death for each infraction was undoubtedly un]?op-
plar with the masses, and was very likely another move for pop-
2 
ular support. 
It was Solon'S desire to keep the ma~istracies in the hands 
of the weal th~r, but he did not think it proper to exclude the 
poorer classes from other participation in the government as had 
3 
formerly been the case. He therefore reorganized the class system 
along the lines previously established for the Council of Four 
4 
Hundred and the Generals, basing the divisions e.ccordine; to wealth 
gained from produce of the land. Four neW' g;roups were now created: 
1) the Pente.cosiomedimnij 2) the Hippesj 3) the Zeugitaej and 4) 
the Thetes. The Pentacosiomedimni were those persons who enjoyed 
a yearl~r production of five hundred measures either wet or dry, 
and to them was entrusted the carryinG out of mar:istral duties. 
The Rippes consisted of thos,~, whose yee.rl: r production runcmnted 
to three hundred measures 'while the Zeugi tae were all those with 
an annual yield of two hundred measures. Theoretically the Dippes 
were those able to equip 9...11d maintaj.n a horse for battle purposes 
1. Arist. Ath. Const. VII, 1 
2. P1ut. Solon, XVII 
3. Ibid., XVIII, 1 
4. See pages 17-18, 21 
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while the Zeugitae were of R ~roup not so well off yet able to 
provide e.t call a team of horses for military use. These two e;roups 
1 
were also a:1mi tted to some o:f the offi. ces in the ::,:overnI'lent. The 
Thetes were those persons who vmre unable to meet the above pro-
duction requirements end consisted for the most Dart of the laboring 
class. They were not permitted to hold office~ but did have the 
.. 2 
pri vilege of membership in the F;cclesia and l:ieliaea. 
Solon then made all officers elective by lot accordinr: to the 
':!: 
assessments of the above system. v Al th,)urh the Thetes were barred 
from office they could by increasing their production be advanced 
to a higher classification and thus gain admission to the offices.4 
Similarly ~ one could advance or fall under the production system. 
Practical Results of the Keforms. The reforms of Solon put an end 
to oligarchy and liberated the lower classes from slavery. No longer 
could a member of the lower class be reduced to serfdom by failure 
5 
to meet his obligations. By bas~ne; class divisions on the ~roduce 
of land, Solo destroyed th8 :!;)ri vilce;es of birth, and substituted 
weHl th as a bflse for aristocracy. From this point of view Solon 
took one step toward democracy siner; he marie it possible for a :per-
son to a'ivr.nce fro) one classification to enother by increasj.ng or 
decreasing the amount of }-lis yearl~r income from the land. B~r making 
1. Arist. Polite II~ ix, 4 
2. Pluto Solon, XVIII, 1-2 
3. Arist. Ath. Const. VIII, 1 
4. Ibid., VII, 4 
5. Arist. Polito II, ix, 2 
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the ~]ry Courts available to the Thetes Solon also materially aided 
the cause of democracy since he placed all classes on an equal 
footing at law with the element of the lot removin~ aristocratic 
control. 
Yet the Solonian constitution was strongly aristooratio. 
The effectiveness of the Jury Courts was somewhat nullified by 
the difficulty of e:ett:i.ng the Thetes who lived at a distance to 
1 
come to town and serve. A similar ciroumstance weakened the 
position of the Thetes in the Eeclesia, while the Council of Four 
Hundred (strengthened by Solon) through its control of agenda and 
its exclusion of therhetes further strengthened the hand of the 
upper classes. Most important was the fect that all offices were 
held by the nobles and the wealthy, and no one of the Thetes was 
eligible for such service. ··j·~i th the courts unavailable through 
circumstance, the Ecclesia subject to the will of the'Council, 
the Council barring Thetes, an Areopagus recruited from Archons, 
and the magistracies open only to upper-olass men, the aristocratic 
principle remained. The only difference was a change from aristo-
cracy of birth to aristocracy of wealth. 
The ~onstitution of Solon. Solon based his constitution squarely 
upon the structure provided by Draco. In comparin~ the two we 
find the same administrative and deliberative bodies in each 
government. The four tribes, the Archons, Areopagus, Ecclesia, 
1. Arist. Polito II, ix, 2 
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Council. and Heliaea are common to both; and no revolutionary 
differences are to be noted in any case. His refonns were really 
a compromise in which the lower classes weren:;iven as much rower as 
the occasion warranted. but no more. 
The tribal system remained untouched, anrl. the u!'per 'classes 
continued to reele as before. There were still four tribes and 
four tribal kings, and each tribe had three brntherhoods each. 
We can see evidence of the ~rowth of commercial relations in the 
time of Solon, for we find that the shippin~ is controlled by the 
tribes with each tribe havinG twelve ship-boards or Naucrariae. 
These Naucrariae were forty-eight administrative districts for 
taxation. and each provided equipment for one battleship. Over 
the Naucrariae were appointed Ship-Commissioners (Naucrari) who 
I 
"appointed for the leview and expenditures that were made. n 
For this purpose Ship COmT.Qission Funds had been established to 
defray expenses of c.ammerce.2 A further duty of the tribes was 
the selecting of ten candidates each for the Archonship by vote 
from which group of forty the election of nine was to take [lace 
by lot. All other offices of state were chosen in a similar menner.3 
Since the tribes were subject for the most part to pressure from 
the Eupatrids through the Brotherhoods, the aristocracy clearly 
dominated tribal rela:ticns to the governmental set-up. 
1. Arist. Ath. Const. VIII. 3 
2. Ibid. 
3. Ibid •• VIII. I 
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The four class divis~ons of the Pentacosiomedimni, Hippes, 
Zeugitae, and Thetes were an attempt to overthrow the power and 
influence of the Eupatrids, and as suoh supplanted the tribal 
influence to some degree. The five hundred, three hundred, and 
two hundred measure standard was a distinct blow at the Eupatrids 
since many persons of doubtful lineage or even naturalized oitizens 
were now eligible for the highest offices in the land save the 
Archonship. But even with this handicap thf:l most powerful families 
s1)ch as the Medontids and Alcmaeonids·c0ntinued to lead sinoe the 
wealth requirement only served to inorease their influenoe. Gen-
erally speaking the addition of wealth to birth as a requirement 
for the Archonship 0nly served to place that offioe in stronger 
hands and thus to make the office itself stronger • 
.. 
So the class reforms seemed to provide the ominous possibility 
of a struggle for supremacy in which the more powerful nobles might 
be tempted to aim at a tyranny. As we shall later see, this pos-
sibility developed into a reality. On the other hand ma~ nobles, 
reduced to poverty by the force of the debt cancellation, were in 
desperate straits and only needed a leader to OaUse trouble. Simi-
larly the Thetes, excluded from office and restrained by circum-
stance from exercising any of their f,}onstitutional rights, were 
sure to continue the strife shoL~ld a leader be found for them. 
Should these two groups be brotlP"ht together, a trial of strength 
would be certain. 
.. 
.. 
Concerning the "nat1)ralization ll of oitizens Solon set up 
two conditions: I) those permanently exiled from their own conn-
try, or 2) those moving to Athens with their entire family to ply 
a trade could gain citizenship.l His purpose was to attract to 
Athens those persons who would not only make usefUl citizens but 
would also offer full assurance of becoming citizens. It was felt 
that those who had been exiled for life would welcome the o~por-
tunity of citizenship while those who had shown by their deter-
mination of cuttine all ties with their fo~ner country would be 
equally deserving of the franchise. 2 Fores~eing the tendency of 
Athens toward factionalism and noting a tendency of some citizens 
to be indifferent to such quarrels, Solon enacted a speoial law 
decreeing that anyone refusino- to take sides in case of party 
strife should and would be disfranchised and lose his memberShip 
in the state.3 By this measure he h0ged to maintain complete 
civic interest in the affairs of state, and also to make it possible 
for every member of the oity to indioate his stand in a quarrel. 
He thus made certain that no faction weak in ntunbers might gain 
control of affairs through indifferenoe of the citizenry, and he 
probably hoped that the device would ~revent the establis~~ent 
of a tyranny through public inertia. 
The Archonship remained aristocre.tio as before, 4 althout':h 
election of those offioials was taken out of the hands of the 
1. Plut. Solon, XXIV, 2 
2. Ibid. 
3. Arist. Ath. Const. VIII, 5 





Areopagus and placed upon a lot basis. The fact that they were 
. chosen from a preliminary list chosen by the tribes, and were 
acoountable to the people does not alter the fact that the mag-
istraoies still remained in the hands of the weal thy Ul~'per class. l 
Nevertheless the people under supervision of the Ecclesia chose 
these mae:istrates, and more important required an account of their 
year's activities when they went out of office. 2 Choice of the 
Archons in the preliminary tri.bal selection was restricted to the 
Pentacosiomedirnni and Hippes thus disbarring the Zeuo;i tae and 
Thetes from legal access to the offioe.3 Solon was res)JonsH,le 
for several innovations including the rule that all of the Archons 
should meet in private conference4 in the Ledslators' court.~ 
Such conferenoes were doubtless institnted to facilitate the co-
ordination of duties of the offi ces :')artic11.larly relations between 
the major Archons and the Thesmothetae. A law he.d elso been paflsed 
forbidding the exportation of any product except oil, and it was 
the function to pronounoe curses upon anyoJ'"1e who violated the or-
dinance. Failure to do so incurred a fine of one hundred dracf'..mas 
which the V;ilty Arohon must pay into the public treasury.6 To 
secure fidelity to the laws each Archon was sworn to obey all of 
the laws, and faih1re to do so placed upon him the oblie:ation to 
dedicate a gold statue of a man as a penal t~r for his transgression. 7 
1. Arist. Ath. Const. VIII, 1 
2. Arist. Polit.II , ix, 4; 9.1so III, vi, 7 
3. Arist. Ath. Con st. ,XXVI, 2 
4. Diog. Laert. Solon, I, 58 
5. Arist. Ath. Con st. III, 5 
6. Plut. Solon, XXIV, 1 
7. Arist. Ath. Const. VII, 1-2 
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~he Areopagus, although it lost the ?ower to supervise the 
election of Archons, really became more powerful than before and 
was definitely in the position of guardian of the laws, thus keeping 
watch over the most important affairs of the state.1 , This meant 
that most ;:ublic affairs were snbject to its cognizance with the 
privilege of correcting offenders against the constitution, and to 
fine and punish }!l serious cases. The Areopagites als0 exercised 
the right to try those persons [\1 l. il ty of" attempt to put down the 
democracy.2 The Areopagus also had supervision :lver the IJl'blic 
morals,3 and had charge of murder cases (hOmicide).4 This moral 
power could have great potential advantage, and Solon directed it 
against the leisured class. Realizing that the land was barely 
able to support the inhabitants and was lmable to support an idle 
multitude, he made all trades worthy of di~pity; the Areopagus was 
ordered to investigate every man t s means of Ii velihood, and recom-
mended punishment for those who were discovered to ha~e no occu-
pation. 5 With so many important duties and privileges it is not 
strange that the Areopagus easily surpassed all other councils in 
excellence. 6 
As was formerly the case, the membership consisted exclusively 
of ex-Archons 7 who had nroved their fitness for the place, and that 
1. Pluto Solon, XIX. 2 
2. Arist. Ath. Const. VIII, 4 
3. lsoerates, .Areo~agiticus, 37 
4. Arist. Ath. Cnnst. XVI, 8 
5. Pluto Solon, XXII, S 
6. ISocrates;-Areopagiticus, 37 
7. Pluto Solon, XIX, 1 
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Membership was retained for life. 1 The membership was consequently 
recruited from those of noble birth2 making the body inevitably an 
oligarchic group.3 Nevertheless it maintained such a reputation of 
excellence and did its job so well that it was considered by all to 
be without equal, this to such an extent that even in a later age 
it seemed natural to refer to the body simply as "the Counci 1. ,,4 
Wi th such a reIJutati on it is not surpri sing to find an extraordinary 
degree of trust imposed upon it. This c·,nfidence was so great that 
it could dis:'ose of public moneys without a statement of the reason 
for the ex;:>enditt:re. 5 But with all this halo of righteousness the 
Areopagites were not impeccable, and provision was :Drob-ably made 
for removal under certain cirm1lnsta.'t1ces. 6 ATnone: such instances 
,vere doubtlessly included offenses involving forfeiture of citizen-
ship, exile, or perhaps inability to perform the duties of office 
in an acceptable manner. 7 It is also interesting to note that 
Areopagites probably were reouired to ask leave of abs8nce when 
departing from the city for any length of time. 8 This indicates 
the indispensibility of the members and is a further proof of the 
importance of the Areopap;us in Solon'S tiille. 9 
1. Arist. Ath. Const. III, 6 
2.,Isoc. Areop. 37 
3.' Arist. Polito II, ix, 2 
4. Cicero, De Natura Deorum, II, 29 
5. Arist. Ath. Const. VIII, 4 
6. Pluto Mor. 790 C 
7. See pp:-:24, 33 
8. Pluto Solon, XXV, 5 
9. 'The situation is similar to the law prohibiting the Tribunes from 





,Conoerning the Assembly of the people (the Eoclesia) little 
is definitely known of its duties at this time. Beyond thefaot 
that it is in existenoe and inoludes the entire citizen body (even 
the Thetas) nothing else oan definitely be said. l Potentially the 
organization was the bulwark of the common people, and at a later 
time was destined to form the ohannel through which the people were 
to achieve democrao:r. 
The C0unoil of F0ur Hundred was created by Solon to aot as a 
oheck on the oommon people, and its initial duty seems to have 
been the preparation of business for them -- in other words a 
oo~mittee comparable to the ~reat Congressional Committees rolled 
into one. It oan be traoed baok to Draoo in such a careci ty and 
was p0ssibly created by Solon then. 2 After freeing the Thetes from 
their debt slav0ry, Solon began to notioe their restlessness, and 
the dllties of the ~oundl of Four Hundred were enlare;ed. As had 
previously been the case the membership was reoruited from the four 
trj_bes with one hundred from eaoh. 3 It is likely that it was at 
this time that the Council received the sovereign power to pass 
sentenoes of fine, imprisonment and death a.s well as the right to 
reject officers whose qualifioations were not in order. 4 Its most 
important power was its right to deliberate on public matters before 
the Ecclesia did, and under Solon this right was expanded to the 
1. See pp. 16-17, 20 
2. See p. 17 
3. P1ut. Solon, XIX, 1 
4. Arist. Ath. Const. XLV, 1-3 
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extent that no matter oould oome before the Eoolesia without aotion 
by the Counoil. l Sinoe the Council had such close relation to 
the tribal set up and supervised the aoti',ns of the Eoclesia, it 
is entirely likely that the tribes aoted through it when making 
the preliminary selection of candidates for the Archonship. With 
these additional powers Solon had raised the Council of Four Hnn-
dred to a point where it was a definite power in the state, and 
aoting as an additional oheok on the Thetes since none of this 
classification was el1gible for membershiP.2 
The really democratio feature of the oonstitution was the 
:3 
Heliaea. Though probably based on the older Jury body which 
4 had operated exolusively for the benefit of the nobility, the 
new system bore no vestj.ge of the anoient aristocratio set-up in 
its operation. The new Heliaea were the real center of Solon's 
demooratio reforms, for .the lower classes were admitted with th~ 
5 
nobler groups, and every citizen had a right of appeal to them. 
This right of appeal, reoognized by the Athenians as the foundation 
stone ?f their demooraoy,6 was of highest importanoe for cases as-
signed to the magistrates, sinoe the deoision could be appealed to 
the Heliaea if anyone so desired. 7 This would lo~ioally make the 
law courts all-powerful. 
1. Pluto Solon, XIX, 2 
2. See pp. 21, 29 
3. Arist. Polite II, ix, 2 
4. Pluto Solon, XII; See also p. 24 
£, Ibid. XVIII, 1-2 
6. ArISt. Polite II, ix, :3 
7. Pluto Solon, XVIII, 2 
But at the time the potential strength of the courts was 
little notioed; indeed, Aristotle was of the opinion that the Heliaea 
did not found the demooracr.?l The Heliaea did not bring about demo-
orati 0 r;overnment; that remained we 11 in the future. Theoreti oally 
the Juries were democratio,2 but the people ·were not olose at hand 
and thus were unable to serve with any degree of regularity. In 
praotioe, therefore, they do not seem to have promoted the democraoy. 
Nevertheless the Heliaea did um]!ire all dispntes puhlic or 
private,3 for most of the laws were obscurely and ambi!'::'10usly 
worded; and parties failinr; to ~ain satisfaotion from the laws 
always desired the jurors to settle the matter for them. 4 In 
oonsideration of the weak position of the lower classes Solon 
also made a law which "gave every citi7.en the privilege of entering 
suit in behalf of one who had suffered wrong. If a man was a1lsaulted, 
and suffered violenoe or injvry, it was the privilege of anyone who 
had the ability and the inclination, to indict the wrong-doer end 
proseoute him.,,5 
Remaining information on the constitution is of a fragmentary 
nature. Officials in addition to the Archons were the Treasurers 
and Vendors who were ohosen froc,l the three urper classes in pro-
portion to the amount of their assessments; the Paymasters were 
1. Arist. Polito II, ix, 2 
2. Eleoted by lot; see Arist. Polito II, ix, 3 
3_ Arist. Ath. C~nst. IX, 2 
4. Pluto Solon, XVIII, 3 





chosen in a like manner. The Treasurers were eleoted by lot 
2 from the Pentaoosiomedimni exclusively. 
With the Constitution completed and other laws supporting it, 
the work was written up on boards and placed in the royal colonnade 
where all could see them. All offioers lrWore to obey and observe 
the lews,3 and Sol~n relinr:uished his power with the understanding 
that the laws were to remain unaltered for a period of ten years. 4 
Development of the Archonship. During the entire period of the 
aristocratic domine.tion of the constitution the office of Archon 
Eponymus was the center of attraction because of the powerful 
influence which went with such authority. Since each of the 
powerful families wished to attain the administrative supervision 
as much as possible, factional strife was a frequent outcome of 
rivalry for the position. 5 
1. Arist. Ath. Const. VII, 2-3 
2. Ibid. VIII, 1; the laws of heiresses were an interesting example 
Of"Solon r s conception of a man's duty toward hi s ·wife. The ruling 
was that no man could merely marry for an estate, but must carry 
on a husband's duties toward her. Should the man ~rove faithless 
the heiress was entitled to e: divorce, bnt if she should remarry 
she was instructed to choose her new spouse from the famil~r and 
lineage of her fonner husband. This provision was probably a 
means of preventing strife among families over the question of 
wealth now that social ratings were dependent on that item. See 
Pluto Solon, XX, 2-3 
3. Pluto Solon, XXV, 1; see also Arist. Ath. Const. VII, 1-2 
4. Herodotus, I, 29. Aristotle and Plutarch say one hlmdred years, 
but Herodotus ascribes Solon's ten year journey to his desire to 
avoid chanr,es himself which they could not make, It is also 
significant that no change took ple.oe in the r;overnment (save 
once when no Archon was elected) until after the ten year period. 






From the time of its institl1tion the Archonship had been a 
device of the aristocracy, and in its ori,o:in was aimed at the 
aboli tiOD of monarchy. That the device was a S11ccess is witnessed 
by the tradition that the family of the Medontids abandoned their 
royal prerogatives for the priviler;e of exclusive possession of the 
f . 1 o 1'lce. Wi th the old royel family red'lced to a posit jon of eqnal-
ity with themselves, the Eupatrids as their next step opened the 
office to families other than that of the Medontids thus destroying 
2 
the monopoly which had been the previou~ practice. Making certain 
stipulations concerning the wealth of an Archon the nobles still 
filrther undermined the old privileges of royal birth. 
With the opening of the office to all wealthy members of the 
Eupatrids, it remained to secure some means of preventing the 
dominance of one family for too lon~ a period. The result was a 
reduction of the term of office from life to tan years, and in a 
short time to the final term of one year without the pri vilap;e of 
3 
reelection. By B. C. 650 the one ye~ plen was firmly rooted. 
But a new problem had arisen; the Archonship had becom'} too 
powerfil1. The instit11tion of the T'besl1othetae met the diffic~,lty 
by breaking 1JP the power of the office and distributing most of 
the judicial d1Jties on the six new officials thus created.' Al-
though considered assistants to the three major Archons, the 
1. Arist. Ath. Cmst. III, 3 
2. Ibid. 
3. 1i):ici. III, 4 
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-'d. 
ThesTLothetae were beyond their reach in certa'; 1'1 matters. Through 
creation of the J'Jnior Archons the E1.1patrids not only decentralized 
the great power of the Archonship, but also provided additional posts 
of honor and power for themselves. This meant that each of the great 
families could tmder normal circumstances hold one of the offices 
frequently, and the device'Jf the lot seoured the offices from 
favoritism. l With the election taken from the supervision of the 
Areopagus by Solon, the Archonship was now fair game for anyone 
~nth the qualifications. 
Even these devices failed to reduce the prominence of the 
Archon Eponyrnus. Since he had p;eneral contral of the acLrninistra-
tion, his powers were considerable, and as time went on he con-
stantly found hi s strength being aur:mented by the acqlli si tion of 
new duties. 2 Thus the Archon Epony:mus beCaJile more powerful despite 
his loss of leEislative authority. With this increase of power the 
citizens felt it necessa~J to introduce some type of oheck, and by 
the time of Draoo the principle of requiring an fu,di t of aocounts 
before permitting retirement into membership of the Areopa,p;tls had 
. t b· 3 oome ~n 0 e~ng. Even in Solon'S day, the Archon Eponyr~s was 
available only to those pers,ns of at least moderate wealth, but 
the wealthy persnns were also those of the powerful Eupatrids. 
Thus powerful families such as the Medontids and the Alamaeonids 
1. Aristotle, Ath. Canst. III, 5 
2. In this respect the growth of the administrative power of the 
President of the United States is a parallel. 





found their position enhanced, and a union of suoh strength with 
the Archonship inevitably m~de the latter more and more powerful. 
Under such oirCllffistances it 'I'9.S certain that factional strife 
would break out with the Archonship as the ~oal should Solon'S 
reforms fail to <]uiet the rival fami lies. 
Public Reaction against Solon's Constitution. Having completed 
his laws, Solon went on a ten-year trip whioh took him far froM. 
Athens in order that his Constitution mi~ht stand on its own merits. 
He did this because people kept comin,~ to him worrying him about 
his laws. They were oonstantly criticizing certain parts and asking 
him questions about others. Since some were still ~ressin['; him on 
the point of tyrMnJ', he douhtless felt that a r:!ontinual exrllanation 
and amplification of the laws by hLnself mi["ht lead him into the 
tyranny he dreaded. l Another reason for his decision was the dis-
favor of the factions each of Which was disappointed at the settle-
r:;ent which they felt had not gone far enou",h. Since he did not 
choose to take sides, or to cre!?te f'Jr himself a tyranny, Solon 
2 
steadfastly refused to make changes in the laws. Making his owner-
ship of a vessel an excuse for foreign travel, Solon applied to the 
Areopagus for a leave of absence,3 announcing his intention to trade 
4 
and see the world for a period of ten years. Secure in the knowledge 
that the Athenians would be unable to repeal the laws for the ten year 
1. Arist. Ath. Canst. XI, I 
2. Ibid. XI, 2 
3. Pluto Solon, XXV, 5 
4. Hdt. I, 29 
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period because of the oaths they had taken~ he set out on his jour-
. 1 
neys and left his laws to take care of themselves. 
Dissatisfaction with the laws now blazed forth~ and the old 
parties of theHill~ Shore~ and Plain were reorganized. Among the 
Solonian laws was a general amnesty granting full rights and citi-
zenship to all persons exiled before formation of the new consti-
tution except those disfranchised on charges of murder, homicide, 
2 
or seekin~ to establish a tyranny. This decree was a signal for 
the return to Athens of the Alomaeonids under the leadership of 
Megaoles. During their exile the family had established friendly 
relations with Croesus of Lydia, and had ~ained throu~h these 
contaots a sizeable fortlme. 3 .Always a rowerful group, the Alc-
maeonids returned to Athens even more powerful than when they had 
left thanks to Solon's "timocratictt class system. Doubtless rival 
nobles resented their return and be~an to revive the old charge of 
4 
the blood taint. 
Failing to gain support from the Eupatrids~ the Alcmaeonids 
t1'rned their attention to the Demiurgi and soon organized them 
against the nobles. In choosing the Demiurgi as the basis of 
opposition to the Eupatrids it is likely that the Alomaeonids 
were influenced by new citizenship which had been gained by that 
group. Ivlore prosperous than the peasants and yet barred from 
1. Hdt. I, 29 
2. Pluto Solon, XIX, 3 
3. Hdt. VI, 125 





membership in the nobility, the merohants held an in-between 
position. Sinoe the Alamaeonids were repudiated by the Eupatrids 
and had a natural aversion toward the corrnnons, they found themselves 
in a position similar to that of the Demiurgi; and their leadership 
of the Shore faction was probably a consequence of this similarity. 
Within a short time a feud developed between the Shore faction 
under Megacles and the Plain faction under the leadership of ~cur­
I 
gus, son of Aristolaides. A g~neral state of disorder now ensued 
with some wrangling over the oancellation of debts beoause the laws 
had made them poor and others because of the great change that had 
tf,tken place. Others among the nobility contributed to the general 
2 
dissention through their mutual rivalries. The Shore faotion 
consisting chiefly of the merchants favored a compromise constitution, 
and under the leadership of Megacles were inolined to support the 
Solonian arrangement. The Plain, an exclusive faction of the nobles, 
3 
desired an oligarchy and were led by Lycurgus. Despi te these in-
ternal storms the city maintained peace between the groups, but 
the fifth year after the departure of Solon found the rarty strife 
4 
so great that no Archon was appointed. 
Ap!?arently some compromise must have been reached for the four 
suoceeding years found the general elections taking place as before. 
At this point a new power appeared on the scene in the person of 
5 
. Peisistratus, a third oousin of Solon. Aiming at eventual tyranny 
1. Hdt. I, 59 
2. Arist. Ath. Const. XIII, 3 
3. Ibid. XIII, 4 
4. IbId. XIII. 1 






and willing to bide his time, Peisistratus carefully laid his plans 
for gaining the sovereign power and decided thp..t his best chf'nce lay 
with those op~osed to the Eupatrids. Acting on this conclusion he 
I 
organized a faction directed a~ainst the Plain rea1izine that anyone 
who attacked the rich could count on the support of the common people 
2 
or the 'nerchants and eain their confidence. As a result he was 
appointed head of the Hill fe,ction which was made up of diverse 
groups. Included were the Thetes -- bitter .enemies of the rich, 
those nobles who had lost their wealth as a result of the debt 
cancellation, and those citizens not of pure descent and therefore 
fearful of losin~ their citizenship should an oligarchy bo formed. 3 
It was believed by all in the city that the Hill fa.ction aimed at 
democracy. 
Once again the factional strife flared forth and as had been 
the case five years previously the Archonship was suspended through 
4 
inabili ty to arrive at an election. This failure to elect Archons 
is en indication of the dangerous state to whjch the ci~r had come. 
Fearing to chene;e the consti tntion because of the oaths the~l had 
taken and um"lilling to see the~r rivals installed in ~ower, only 
one recourse remained -- the negative action of refraining from an 
e1eotion. 
1. Arist. Polite V, ~v, 5 
2. Ibid. 
3. Arist. Ath. Canst. XIII, 5; the latter group was probably in large 
part composed of the craftsmen who he.d been attracted to the oity 
by Solon's offer of citizenship. 
4. Arist. Ath. Const. XIII, 1 
4:6 
Although the laws were still beinE observed, all factions 
were expecting e. revolution; and each r;roup wished to have a 
different fonn of government not for the bonefi t of' all but for 
the sole purpose 0:' 2:aining entire master~r of all ol,ponents. It 
I 
was du ring such a period of tension ths.t Solon returned to Athens. 
2 Though he resumed his membership in the Areopagus, tt:e revered 
and honored man, thoroughly worn throuEh his travels, was unable 
. 3 
to take part in public affairs as had been his wont. Neverthe-
less he did ~onfer privately with the leaders of the opposing 
fe.ctions endeavoring to reconcile their differences and restore 
he.nnony to the city. Of all the leaders Peisistratus appeared 
to heed his advice more than others probably in an ef~ort to add 
to his popdari ty. 4 
Another five years passed, and one Damasias gained the Archon-
ship (apparently in a legal manner) holding the office for two years 
and two months. This was a definite attempt at tyranny, and Dama-
sias held the office until he was driven out by force. After his 
deposition the factions arrived at a compromise by which ten Arc~ons 
were elected distributine; five to the Eupatrids, three to the Seor::,i .. 
5 
and two to the Demiurgi. These ml?n served in the ~Tear followin,,; the 
exrmlsion of ..Jamasies, but it is not Imown how well the plan worked 
or how long it was retained. 
1. Pluto Solon, XXIX, 1 
2. Pluto Mor. 790 C 
3. Solon '"'Wa:, 56 years old at this time. 
4. Pluto Solon, XXIX, 2 
5. Arist. }~th. Con st. XIII, 2 
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Little is known of the happenings in the years that followed, 
but it is certain that Peisistratus was not idle. ~ben the Athenians 
went to war against Megara (B. C. 570-565) he played a prominent 
part, and won quite a reputation for himself as commander of the 
army. Under his leadership the Athenians took Nisaea, and Peisis-
tratus through the performanc8 of other great exploits emerged from 
1 
the war aR a great popular hero. 
Peisistratus now judged the time was ripe to attempt a seizure 
of the city. Of an illustrious family, seemingly in sympathy with 
Solon's i~eas, and wBll established es a leader of the Hill, he 
felit that now '.'rf!.S the time to CR]?i talize on his military glory. 
As the foremost ~opular leader, it is probable that he functioned 
principall:r through the Eeclesia for we find him '-uttinf:'; his plan 
into execution throuch th!:.t body ,\/here he had '1sed the methods of 
2 
a demacogue. 
One day in B. C. 560 Peisistre.tus wounded himself and his mules 
and drove his ce.rria:::;e into the mnrket ple.cf; with the tale that he 
had been set upon by his ene:mies (presllmably of the Plain or Shore). 
Representi::lg that he would have been slain had he not escaped, 
Peisistratus aDpealed to the Ecclesia for a 0\)8rd in order th~?ct 
3 
his life be not further endanp-;ersd. He requested a e:uard of four 
4 
hundred youn: men. Solon sa"r throu,~h this subterfuge despite his 
1. Hdt. I, 59 
2. Arist. Polite V, viii, 4 
3. ·lId.t. I, 5'9 






age, B.nd formally opposed the r:ranting of such a relJuest; he fle.tly 
accused Peisi stratus of aiw.ins et a tyranny and rebuked thase too 
1 
cowardly to do anythj.nr:: about it. iVhen he saw, however, that the 
poor were oVArwhelmine;ly in favor of protectinp; the life of their 
leader while the rich were fearfully avoidine; any conflict with him, 
Solon left the meetin[ and went home. 'iiith his withdrawal any pos-
sible opposition lNas silenced, e.nd the; Ecclesia passed the desired 
decree pennlttinr; Peisistratus to cho;:e any amount of' club-bearers 
2 
the.t he found needful. 
Shortl~T theree.fter Peisistratus rose up against th0 city and 
seized the Acropolis. Althou~h this was a bold stroke he received 
listIe opposition for he had previously as hea'; of the people under 
unknown cirClullstanc"s driven out many of the more powerful families 
3 
as partisans of oligarchy. S~einf, the hopelessness of their posi-
tion possibl:~r thro1J.1"h loss of the leadership of the Shore, Iiegacles 
and the rest of the Alcmaeonids immediately fled from the city since 
4 
opposi tio"} was useless. Solon, thou~h now wi thout e. rmrt~T, sOll"'ht 
to o!:,pose the movP!'lent ~nd stood in the Tcarket-place exhortin!'; the 
ci ti zens to "reserve their libert~r. No one he.r1 the c01'rH~e to SU~1-
port him, howev")r, and he returned to his house. 5 Al thou[':h now 
1. Arist. Ath. Canst. XIV, 2 
2. Pluto Solon, )lXX, 3 
3. Isoc. Panathenaicus, 148; Lycmrg:us was undoubtedly included in this 
group. Peisistratus may hAve collaborated w1.th ~sacles to achieve 
their expulsion. 
4. Plut. Solon~ LXX, 4 





seventy-nine years old, Solon still retained his spirit and oon-
tinued to oall upon the citizens to redeem their liberty and re-
sist the t:,rranny, but in vain. l 
Peisistratus, now master of the situation, and realizing the 
harmlessness of the 01Cl. man, endeavored to win him over by honoring 
him, showlIll'; him kindness, and invi tine; him to his palaoe.2 In 
setting forth his position the tyrant argued that he had merely 
resumed the old privileges such as had been enjoyed in former times 
by Codrus, his ancestor. Aside from that (he said), no other changes 
had been made, for the Athenians were still managing their affairs 
acoording to the laws which Solon had established.3 lie further 
argued that +:he people were better e;overned under his leadership 
because he allowed no one to overstep his rig:hts, and yet took 
to himself no "undue share of reputation and honor. ,,4 The net re-
suIt was the .vi~nine; of Solon's friendship so that the old law-giver 
aotually aoted as his oounsellor and a::,:~roved of many of his aots. 5 
On his own part Peisistratus retained most of Solon's laws and 
subjeoted himself anCl. his followers to their provisi~ns. Onone 
oocasion he even submitted to trial before the Areopagus on a murder 
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Solon survived Peisistratus's accession to the tyranny by only 
I 
one year dying in B. C. 559 at the age of eiEhty years, but the 
tyranny was not destined to have smooth sailing. Megacles and Ly-
curr,us as exiles rpl}onciled their differences, and th", year B. C. 
556 sew the Bupatrids, together with the Alcmaeonids, banishing 
2 
Peisistratus from the city and ta,king control for themselves. This 
develo:?ment 'could not have been entirely unforeseen, for much unrest 
had taken place in the oi ty amonr; the nobility. As a consefjl'ence of 
this Peisistratus was probably seeking some means of di vertinr; atten-
tion from himself as well as providinG a place of refuge should he 
be foro~d to flee from the city. A war in the :he rsonesus having 
developed between the native Dolonci and their northern neighbors 
(Lampsacenians), the former applied to the Athenians for aid, re-
questing a leader who could ~Ln for the.m their independence.3 This 
fitted very well into Peisistratus's scheme, and he devised the ulan 
of sending a party of citizens to the ~hersonesus as a colony. The 
condition within Athens ce~ be seen to have been tense and uncertain 
4 
in the desire of a great many persons to take part in the migration • 
• ~ong those ~ersons desiring to take part in the expedition was 
Mil tiades, son of C:ypselus, a powerful man of illustrius descent. 
Although of mixed Aeacian an0 Ae~initan extraction, his family had 
been established in Athens for many generations. Impatient of the 
1. Diog. Laert. Solon, I, 62 
2. Hdt. I, 60 
3. Ibid. VI, 34 






r111e of Peisistratus and anxious to IJ"et away from it, he welcomed 
the invi tatio!l to lead on his own responsibility and rerhaps gain 
1 
a more desirable situation. Having been assured of the assent of 
the "'ods and accompa.'1ied by a hand-picked band, he set sail wi. th a 
fl'3et for the Ghersonesus with the full approval of Peisistratus. 2 
Yfilen he arrived on the scene he immediately en~a~ed with the 
Lampsaoenians, but had the misfortune to be waylaid and captured by 
them. Fortunately Miltiades hart a strone: friendship w:i.th '-;roesus, 
the powerful Lydian king, vmo threatened his oaptors with reprisals 
should the:' harm him or retain him in captivity. In deferenoe to 
Croesus's wishes, Miltiades was set free and soon established his 
0'WIl authority. 3 As a token of their gratitude the inhabi tents of 
the region made him in effeot a despot althour,h he had no official 
title. Des;?ite the strength of his position Miltiades remained 
subjeot to the will of Athens, and retained permanent authority 
in the Chersonese peninsula despite the turmoil tha""\:; was rar;ing 
4 
in his home oi ty. As time went on, he even found it possible to 
5 
take control of the neighboring island of Lemnos~ 
Meanwhile affairs in Athens took a tnrn in favor of Peisistratus. 
With the demooratic faction ripped to pieces as a result of the ex-
pulsion of their leader, the Bu~atrids and the Demiurgi took control 
of affeirs. Soon they were at eaoh other's throats probably as a 
1. Hdt. VI, 35 
2. Nepos, Milt. I, 4 
3. Hdt. VI-;37 
4. Nepos, ~. II, 3 





result of their differing opinion on thq subjeot of an oligarohy, 
and Megaoles found things going against him. Turning to his erst-
while enemy. Peisistratus. Megaoles offered the hand of his daughter 
in marriage as a condition of supporting his bid for the sovereign 
power. Peisistratus aooepted the offer. and after creating a rtwor 
that the gods had bidden his return, was wannly raoei ved by the populaoe. 
But Peisistratus was fated to enjoy his second installment of 
tyranny for an even shorter time than before" for he soon fell out 
with JliLegaoles. is was ar;reed Peisistratus married .w.egaoles's daughter. 
but he had no wish that his newl;' found wife should bear him ohildren 
beoause he dreaded the effeot of being oonnected with the famous Ale-
2 
maeonid blood curse. Furthermore he had other ohildren by a ~revious 
marriage and had no desire to cause a dynastic quarrel amon~ his heirs. 
He, therefore, refused to grant to his wife the customary marital 
relations. and Megaoles feeling greatly dishonored patohed up his 
quarrel with the oligarohic faction. Faoing an ue;ly situation 
Peisistratus voluntarily quitted the oountry and set out for buboea 
3 
where he and his sons neld oounsel. 
Deciding to regain the sovereign~J they began to oolleotmoney 
and line up allies for their purpose. The friendly relations whioh 
Peisistratus had maintained with many of the Greek states now began 
to bear fruit. 4 All oi ties -which were tmder obligation began to 
1. lidt. I, 60 
2. See pp. 14-15 
3. Edt. I, 61 
4. Exaot nature of obligations unknown; possibly treaty arrangement 
or sympathetic tyrannies which mir;ht have reoei ved similar help 




oontribute great sums, and the strong oity of Thebes gsve more th~ 
any other. Final1;? after ten years of preparation they were ready 
to strike. Supplied with meroenaries from Argos and ~reatly aided 
in money and men by Lygdamis of Naxos toe;ether with all other supplies 
1 
whioh ha,·1 been e;ained, eveI"lJthin~ was ready for their retlJrn. 
The expedition set out from f;retria and landed at Me.rathon 
where they were joined by partisans from the neighborinc villages 
and 8ven from Athens itself. The loyal citizens, now realizing 
2 
their peril, set out to attaok him, but in vain. The adherents 
of Peisistratus easily put the Athenians to flight, and it is 
probable the.t many of these were only enp:a,r;ing in the bHttle for 
a sham s inee Herodotus st~tes thc.t l'Tlr".ny of the se upon encol'rage-
ment from Peisistratus's sons went to their homes thus destroying 
3 
the morale of the others. 
Peisistratus was now supreme and took meaSllres to assure his 
continued leadership. Establishing a strong armed guard and 001-
lecting revenue from the river Strymon as well as from Athens, he 
made certain of their lo;)ral ty. Seizing the sons of' the noble 
Athenians who remainecl w;thin the city, he sent them to .I.'axos 
.mere they remained as hoste.e;es under the [nard of L;)rgdamis whom 
he had previously 8.;Jpointed Governor. Other ;)owerful families s1 1 0h 
as the Alcmaeonids, and even Simon brother of 1.<i1 tiades, were exiled 
1. Hdt. I, 61 
2. Ibid. I, 62 




and forbidden to return to the city. By such means Peisistratus 
made certain of ;-:i s continned dom~ natiGn of the ci ty.l Feelin~ 
that his :,osi tion was now secure, he proceeded to set the city in 
order. 
Once he had established himself. Peisistratus conducted hi'11se1f 
with rare wisdom and gained a rep1Jtation as a J"!11er second to none. 
In later years it was said that he and ris son, Hipnias, c rmdl1cted 
the government in such a. manner that they were wiser in warfare· and 
state'craft than Peri ander, famous as one of the seven "\-vi S0: nen, and 
~ 
further that they were more hU..'Ylane then he;' 
Peisistratus g:ree.t1.:r fR.vored the thorough cu1 ti vation 0 f the 
land for he wished to keep the people sat~sfied. Having ridden to 
power throu~h their s11I'port he realized the necessi vJ of providing 
for their needs e.s e. means of retain~n!S ;popular leadership. He was 
therefore kind a.'1d lenient vii th all offenders ao:ninst the law, and 
adw.nced money to the poor in order that they might deve1o~; their 
farming activities. His purpose vms to prevr,nt their storPing in 
the city and interesting themselves in public business; thus he 
hoped to reduce the 10clesia to a position of impotence through 
3 disuse. Furthermore the added industr~r would increase. his revenue 
4 
will. ch amounted to one-tenth of the produoe of the 1anri. As a logi-
oa1 sequence of this desire to keep the peorle scattered on their 
1. Hdt. I, 64 
2. Pausanias, Desoription of Greece, I, xxiii, 1 
3. Arist. Ath. Const. XVI, 2-3 
4. Ibid. XVI, 4 
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farms, he organized the local justices 'who settled disp11tes on the 
spot and even took to the circuit himself in order that the men 
might not be required to neglect their work by a journey to the 
1 
city. That this encouree;ement of the farm industry bore fruit 
is witnessed by the fact thnt Hipphts and Iiipparchus reduced the 
2 
produce tax from one-tent}) to one-twentietb of the lend income. 
For the nost ;:Je,rt the [';overnment of the Peisistn,tids was 
agreeable to all. They c'l ti vated all of the arts and encouraged 
the intellectual life of Athens. .A public works proe:r8T1 flrlorned 
the city anrl rns."e the oi ti zens conscious of the stren~t!~ of their 
comnnmi ty. Reli~ious festi vels vrere Anoonr8ged, en r] the tJrrants 
t · 1 d' th' ... 3 were ac 1.ve y engage 1.n e1.r superV1.s1.on. In their legal actions 
they were c8.reful to remain for the rrlost :;art subservient to the laws 
thu" concealine: the operation of their t~rranny so fer as possible. 4 
Indeed, the only serious elteration in the city laws relHted to the 
5 Archonship which they generallJT hart some mer.,ber of th,:, fe.mily occupy. 
The foreir;n poli cy of the Peisistrs.tids W8.S for the most )art 
one of friendliness for neie;hborin.s states. Except for the war with 
Mytilene in B. C. 535 'when SigelJm was rec?ptured, no serious diffi-
1. Arist. Ath. Const. XVI, 5 
2. Thuc. VI, 55 
3. Ibid. VI, 57 
4. ArI'St. PoEt. V J ix, 21 
5. Cf. note 2. Peisistratus probahly retained for himself the position 
56 
of King-Archon which must have been over and above the rer:"le.r Archon-
ship; or his affice mi[';ht he.ve been a tenth Archonship inspired by an 








cuI ties developed with other oi ties ic:: Hellas • Maoedonia and 
1 
Thessa1''" were definitely allies, and Sparta end Thebes were out-
standine; in their support of the regime. The tyrents had thns 
lifted Lthens to a powerful position in the Aegean region. Sigeum 
was under the ~overnorship of Hegesistra~ls, a bastard son of 
Peisistratus, and despite disorders in the region remained a 
2 
stronghold "f the tyrenny. JI:pxos had been subdued and served 
3 
as a station for the fuarding of hosta ~es. The :':hersones'ls 
and Lemnos under Mil tiades secured a stronE rosi tion in the northern 
4 Aegean. 
An evidence of the lenienoy of the t;:,rrants oan be seen 
in their relations with the famil;,/ of liiiltie.des; Rnd yet a 
vindiotive strain can also be detected. Gimon the brother of 
Miltie.des had been exiled when Peisistratus came to final ~ower,5 
but built up a reputation for himself as a charioteer ,nnning the 
01~~pic prize on three oocasions. At his second victory he seems 
to have made some sort of deal with Peisistratus who desired to 
attain snch honor for himself, for we find h:i.m relinqlJishinp; "his 
6 
victory to the tyrant in return for a restoration of oitizenship. 
On his return to Athens Gimon took with him his younr;er son 
Mil tiades (named for his uncle the ruler of Chersonesus) but left 
stesae;oras, the eldest, with his brother in the Chersonesus. As a 
1. Hdt. V, 94 
2. Ibid. 
3. I"b"id. V, 64 
4. Nepos, Milt. II, 3, 5 
5. See pp. 54-55 
6 • lidt. VI, 103 
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citizen 01 Athens he added to the honor of his city by winning his 
third cha.'npionship at Olympia. Shortl~r thereafter Peisistratus 
died at an advanced age and Cimon for reasons llnlmown wa.s assassi-
nated at the orders of 'iippias and :-=ipparchus, possibly through 
1 
fear of his great popularit~T. Not rrru.ch later his brnther Milti-
ades died childless leaving his ~overnment and poss~ssions to 
stesagores. 
When Stesagoras met with death at the hands of an enemy in 
2 
Thrace the cOlmtry was left wi thout a leader. Rippias in seeking 
a new governor for the colony immediatel:' chose younf: ~El tiades, 
son of Gimon, to succeed his brother since he had already proved 
hirllself useful to the ar;ministration of oi ty affairs. 3 SettinG 
out in a trireme Miltiades soon arrived in the colony, by a stra.t-
egem seized all of the leAding men in the surrmmding cities as 
hostages, and set himself up as a tyrent. Providing himself with 
a bodyguard of five-hundred men he m.arried the daughter of the· king 
of Thrace and with this a.lliance ruled the norther)'. region for a. 
t . 4 time .rithou oP90sitlon. 
The Constitution under Peisistratus. Al thoug'h he tteld the !:':overnment 
by force, Peisistratus manAged to cr,rry on his ac1:ministration without 
seriously interfering with the Solonian consti tl1tion. 5 The source of 
1. Hdt. VI, 103 
2. Ibid. VI, 39 
3. Ibid. Possibl~r a means of removinr, a potential menace to the 
tyrann;r in Mnsequence of the a.ssassina.tion of his fe.ther. 
4. Hat. VI, 39 
5 .. Hdt. I, 59; see also 1}huc. VI, 55; Pluto Solon, XXXI, 1-2; Arist. 
Ath. Const. XVI, 8 
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his power lay in a by-passing of Solon's laws co~oerning the 
Arohonship. As he explained it Peisistratus took for himself all 
of the power of the life-f~chon of the ~re-Solonian constitution 
and was content to hold the extensive administrative powers of 
1 
that offioial. It was as chief administrator that he was enabled 
to assess and oolleot taxes, and as life-Arohon he was in a ['osition 
to dominate the oounoil of the Areopagus over whioh he presided. 
That body was all the more subservient to his will si~oe it was 
paoked by ex-Arc;'ons of his own selection or in sympath~r with him 
2 
drawn for the ;:nost part from his own family. 
He cioubtless had administrative control of the oourts as is 
seen both in the old time power of' the life-Arohon and in !'is ap-
pointment of looal jlJstices. 3 Furthermore he was :::opular with the 
Hill, and as organizer of thf.t numerous fBotio'~ was able to dominate 
4 
the Eoclesia. Further thaT'. this he did not r::o. The act11.al legis-
l!Jti ve rm-i judicial rovlers ()f the l'reop!.'.~s remained 1mtouched, so 
much so thflt he himself submi tted t,~ the serious charge of homioide 
5 
and rlaoed himself in their hands. The tyranny functioned, not by 
destroyinp.; th" laws, but by obliterating a portion of them through 
6 
disuse. Peisistratus wished to lead and oar~J on the administration. 
Other than that he had no 8mbition.":hat he was fair and somewhat 
1. Diog. Laert. Peis. to Sol. I, 53 
2. Thuo. VI, 55 
3. There were thirty of these. See Arist. Ath. Const. XXVI, 3 
4. Arist. Ath. Const. llXVIII, 2 
5. Ibid. XVI, 8; see page 50 
6. I'b'fd. XXII, 1 
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popular is seen in Ie. tar referenoes to his regime as "the golden 
ttl 
age. His son Hippias continued along the same lines for the r,reater 
2 
portion of his oareer as tyrant_ and had not the Assassination of 
his brother oocurred would doubtless have continued so to the· end 
of his life. 
Solon's Constitution under Peisistratid Management. The ohief 
administrative offioials were the Arohons of which there were 
nine. These officers were all restricted to the two upper olasses 
as determined by tho produoe of wee.l th in a one-year period. The 
Arohon Eponymus was restricted to the Pentaoosiomedinmi_ however. 
Eaoh tri1te made a preliminal"J seleotion of oandidates, and from 
3 this r:roup the people c"ose nine by vote. Onoe eleoted the Arohons 
remained accountable to the people. and eaoh was bound by an oath 
4 to dedioate a gold statue of a man should the laws be transgressed. 
There were also certain fines for failure to :?l1.nish offenders of 
the laws. 
The nine Archons were divided into two r,roups -- the major 
Arohons (Archon Eponymus, BaSileus. 5 Polemaroh) and the minor 
Archons (Thesmothetae) of whioh each major Archon had two as as-
sistants. All of tho Arohons came together in the Legislators 
court, and each had an established court of his own. The Arohon 
1. Arist. Ath. Const. XVI, 7 
2. Pause I, xxiii, 1 
3. Arist. Ath.Const. XYJI, 5' 
4. This part of the law must have been ignored under Peisistratus. 





Eponymus was most powerful and carried out the chief administrative 
1 functi,ns which inoluded presiding over the Areopagus. The Basileus 
was principally ooncerned with ancestral rites and had judicial duties 
2 
of a reli~ious nature includinp; the power to pronounce curses. The, 
Polemarch was war leader and held all powers connected ,vtth the ad-
ministration of military affairs. The Thesmothetae were leg-,islators 
and as such publicly recorded the ordinances, and preserved them for 
the trial of Ii tigants. They also had power to gi va final judgments 
in lawsuits. .Among them these nine men performed most of the publio 
ftmctions. Many of these duties, however, were probabl~r under direot 
sunervision of the tyranny d'_:ring the regime of Peisistratus and his 
sons, and r-erhaps became a legal fiction. 
The AreOpa,"llS was the center of the Solonian system. As gue.rd-
ian of the laws it had the d,·ty 0f watching publi cacti vi ties and 
punishing serious offenders e.g:ainst the Const! tution. The Areopagus 
also supervised public morals includine; the rir:ht to try cases of 
h . 'd 3 omlCl e. Set aside as the one body of experienced men each of 
Whom as ex-Archons had served in the administration of the city, 
it was certainly composed of the most influential and },oVlerful men 
in the city. Since the Archonship was the entrance to the Areopagus 
many of the struf':p:les over the ma,,:istracies ma;' be interpreted as an 
effort not to gain the Archonship for a one year period but to secure 
,1. Under the tyrann~r tti s power was probably exercised by the· Basileus 
2. The powers of the Basileus were greatly expanded under Peisistratus 
and his sons, because the old k~ng-Archon is the identical officer. 






domination of the Areo~a~s which held the veto power over most of 
the functions of state. EV'9n the l1eliaea was overshadowed through 
failure to funotion as po:;mlar bodies rl.ue to the inab:iUty of the 
Thetes to serve rerrl~larly. 
The Areopagus was th", most di~nifiAd of all the councils and 
consisted exclusively of ex-Archons whq retained their membership 
for life. Althour;h they could be removed under certain conditions 
no definj te restri cti ons are known exoept thet a :nember was required 
to make aI'plioation for leave of absence thus indicating that regu-
lari ty of attendenoe was probably one of the requirements for con-
tinued membership. Any breach of the law incurrinr; loss of ci ti zen-
ship was probably another cavse of removal. 
The chief duties of the Lreopa0Us related to its position of 
su!'ervisor of the phblic Elorals and the older power of :~u8rdi8n of 
the laws. In the latter capacity the Areopar,us ke]Jt a wa.tch on the 
most important affairs of stA,te, and thA exe"cise 'Jf thflt power 
carried their cOVlizance to most :::mblic 8ctivities. 'rhe Areopardtes 
maintained a definite check on the masistrates and held them to the 
1 laws. Anyone who offended ap'ainst the Co'~sti tution wa3 subject to 
correction, and th,=,se who attr..:;:-:::ted tC' ')verthrow the COT'sti tution 
2 
could be trier! by the ,creopazus. 
1. Probably not ap:?lied to the Basileus under the tyrfmny if Peisis-
tratus utili zed the offi ce as kinr;-Archon. 
2. Another !,:ood reason for the racking of th8t bod~r by Peisistratus 
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The Areopagus had an important function as a trial body. In 
addi tion to cases of revolvtion the Council had exclusive charge 
of rrrurder cases, and served as a court of 8.~peal against the magi-
I 
strates. Its moral supervision included trial of cases of sac-
rilege EL1'lQ investigation of cases of idleness with power tn provide 
proper punishment therefor. This was a powerful weapon directed by 
the tyrants toward the clearing of Athens of those persons who had 
no definite business in the city thus discouraging too much :7arti-
cipation in the deliberativ3 bodies. A further privilege of the 
body consisted of the rip:htto use the public monies ,vi thout 'a 
2 declaration of the reasons for SDch ')se. Although we have no 
details of its organization, the Areope.r;us was said to have excelled 
all of the ,.,ther councils in its conduct of affairs. Its rower was 
3 final, admitting of Dr) a·~:!,eal from its decisi':lns. 
The Council of Four }bndred was created as a check on the> Ec-
clesia. Tt cOY1.sisted of fonr hundred J'lerc,bers of which one hundred 
were chosen by lot from each tribe from the three 1):':!'er classes. 
'{'he lots .vere cast b~r all citizens thirt:r years old ani 0ver. 
~Kembership was limited to one year, and no :,erson could be reelected 
until the entire list of eligibles had been ex~osed to the lot. Then 
it was possible to be reelected, but no one could serve on the Council 
more than two years in his life. 
1. The appeal power wa.s probabl;;,r Em:l.ted b~r the tyrants 
2. A refuge for any finE'J1cial measures of the ~rrants 
3. No wonder Peisistratus took care that members of the family held 
the Archonship. A controlled Areopar~us was vital. 
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The principal work of the C01mcil consisted of deliberating 
on public matters before they reached the ~cclesia. i'ii thout action 
by the r'::ouncil, it 1'18.S impossible for a matter to come before the 
popular body. Additional powers which were gai.ned D.t the expense 
of the AreopaGUs \'I8.S the sovereign privilege to pass sentenoes of 
fine, ~.mpri sonment, and death; 1 also the soverei rn power to re ject 
di s<!uali fied offi cers • As was true of the AreopaE;l's, the COUll ci 1 
exnected the members to attend re~ularly, and fail,)re to attend 
meetings resulted in a fine. As a means of reducing the power of 
the Ecclesia, the Council probably functioned as a cOD1Bi ttee for 
that body. 
Of the Eoclesia, li tt18 is known. The membership inc11Jded all 
the citizen-body of AtheY's wroich presumably put the Thetes in a 
majorit~r, thus neoessitatin['; in Solon's eyes a check upon their 
ambition trroue;h creation of thp~ouncil of Four rfnndred. It was 
clearl"' in existence in Draco's time though ap:!;Hl.rentl;r not open to 
the lower Clr,8S8S. It :::-robably originated as a cO.ncession to the 
(1)',1:..10', people who were otherwise without representation. The Ecclesia 
arparentll/ had sO!:le power for providing for the safety of indi vi du als 
as exemplified in Peisistratus' s 8.I)pea.l to it for a. bod~rV1ard. It is 
possible that Solon was responstble for the induction of the lower 
olass' into the Bcclesia since he is credited with oreating the bOdy,2 
and also with creating the early stages of the democracy. This he 
probably achieved in his position as leader of the people. 
1. Probably restricted under the tyranny 






The Heliaea was another democratic element of the constitution 
and was considered by the Greeks to be the source of the people's 
power. All classes were represented, and every citizen had the right 
of a~peal to the courts. The jurymen were elected by lot, and trials 
were held before a jury of three hundred. The Heliaea umpired all 
disputes public or private, and a third person could insti tuteaction 
should one person suffer injury at the hand of another. In all prob-
abili ty the HeHaea of Solon was an expansion of the old court of the 
nobles which existed in earlier times. 
others who were chosen by the citizens were the Generals. These 
officers were chosen from the three upper classes, were required to 
ovm propertJT worth not less than one hundred minae, and were required 
to have legitimate sons over ten years of age. 
All citizens were numbered on the rolls who provided themsel vas 
with arms. Those thirty years of ar;e B...nd over could cast lots for 
offices. Although ne.turalization was rare, citizenship could be 
gained b~r permanent exiles from other states or b:r artisans moving 
to Athens with their families. Citizenship could be lost through 
conviction of murder, homicide, or tyr!3nny, or by a ::;erso1'1 failing 
to take sides should a factiona.l stru<":fle arise. 
So far as can be determined this was the constitutional si~lation 
when the year B. c. 510 arrived. Much of it in the hands of the ty-
rants had come into a state of suspended animation, but it still had 
sufficient hold on the oi tizen body to serve as a 1)asis for operation 
until a reform could be made; and that reform itself was strongly 
built on the Solonian model. 
,/ 
THE CON S TIT UTI 0 N o F C LEI S THE N E S 
• 
PART III 
THE cmrSTI'l'rr"'I01lT OF CLEISTHENES 
The Fall of Hiprias and the Tyranny. In B. C. 527 Peisistratus 
1 died, and his sons Hip:~ias and Hipparchus came to the tyranny. 
Of the two, Eipparchus wns little concerned with the administration 
preferrin~ to devote his efforts townrd cultivation of the arts. 2 
Hippias carried on the administration,3 and under him the tJrranny 
followed the seme lines as under Peisistratus. 
Indeed, generally their ~overnment was not grievous 
to the multitude, or in any way odious in rractice; and 
these tyrants cultivated wisdom and virtue as much as any, 
and without exacting from the Athenians more than a 
twentieth of their income, splendidly adorned their 
city, and carried on their vmrs, and provided sacrifices 
for the temples. For the rest, the city was left in full 
enjo~~ent of its existing laws, except that care ,vas al-
ways taken to have the offices in the hands of some one 
of the family. Amonro those of them that held the yearly 
archonship at Athens was Pisistratus, son of the tyrant 
Hippias, and named after his grandfather, who dedicated 
during his term of office the altar to the twelve gods 
in the ma4ketplace, and that of Apollo in the Pythian precinct. 
That they could be forceful and occasionally ruthless in their 
dealings with the people can be seen in Hipparchus's exile of his 
1. See pHge 58 
2. Herodotus, VII, 6 
3. Thucydides, I, 20 




friend Onomaoritus for tampering with the text of a olassiol and 
their assassination of Cimon who had been returned from exile by 
Peisistratus. 2 
It is evident that the tyranny under the brothers was any-
thing but seoure although it was unusually strong as tyra.1"lnies p;o. 
Hippias. accustomed as he was tv inspiring the citizens with deep 
respeot. maintained his oorps of meroenaries in order that he might 
3 be ready for any eventuality. When Hi~lparohus was assassinated in. 
B. C. 514. Hippias in rage and grief ohanged his poli~J of tolerance 
4 
and vented his spite on eve~Jone. The oonsequence was a despotism 
,~ich overrode the laws and resembled the modern conoept of the word 
5 tyranny. 
Unrest now began to develop within the oity and the exiles. 
under the leadership of the Alamaeonids, began to organize an attempt 
to seize the city. Not blind to these movements, Hippias began to 
. 6 ,7 
cement allianoes with Thessaly and Sparta, and it is likely that 
, 
friendship with Persia was gained throu~h the s.e;enoy of ~.1il tiades in 
8 
Thraoe. The exiles now attempted to toke the oi ty b~r force. but 
9 
the tyranny re~llsed their efforts. 
1. Hdt. VII. 6 
2. See pp. 57-58 
3. Thuo. VI. 56 
4. Hdt. V, 62 
5. Ibid. V, 55 
6. I"bI'd. V, 63 
7. Ibid. V. 90 
8. COrn'elius Nepos, Miltiades, III, 2. Miltiades's friendship with 
the Peisistratids may have resulted from the free hand whioh he 
exeroised in the Chersonesus. It was probably a case of tyrant 
supporti.nv tyrant as a self protective measure. 
9. Hit.. V· ... 62' 
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Seein."; that, unaided, they were unequal to the task before 
them, the exiles fortified Lipsydrium to the north of Paeonia 
and began to devise a plan to detach Sparta from her Peisistratid 
alliance. The Alamaeonids usin~ their weal thl freely contracted 
for the buildinf, of the Delphic temple and ~ratified the priestess 
2 by erecting a buildine; much more magnificent than had been agreed. 
They next bribed the priestess to tell the Spe.rtans that no affair 
of theim public or private could be successfully concluded 1Jntil 
Athens had been set free. Impressed by this oft reiterated command 
the Lacedaemonians, deciding to abandon their friendship for the 
Peisistratids and obe~r the commands of the !"ods, sent an expedition 
3 
against Athens by sea. The Feisistratids had alread;'{ gotten 'vind 
of the plot, however, enc1 sent to Thessaly for help. 'Nhen the 
~ Spartans arrived the Thessalian cavalrJ overwhelmed their forces, 
killed their general ~~chimolius, and forced their retreat. 4 
Undismayed the Lacedaemonians or~anized another eXl,edi tion 
larger than before, sent it by land against tho Thessalians whom 
they dispersed, and .iojnin~ hands '.vith the exiles ELTld others from 
within the city set upon the tyrannical family and drove them 
within their fortifications. The Peisi stratids were strongly 
garrisoned and wOl:ld prr:,babl:r have been able to outlast their 
1. Gained from Croesus (see p. 44) and probably so safeguarded that 
it did not admit of confisc8.tion by an enemy. 
2. Hdt. V, 62 
3. Ibid. V, 63 
4. Y'6I'd • 
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en0mies, but fate was p,e:ainst th~m. The besiegers had the good 
fortune to take into captivity the youn~ sons of the Peisistratids 
as they were being oarried out of the country, and the tyrants to 
regain possession of their children submitted to the terms of the 
revol ting Athenians and de~)arted from the w1'1ole of Atti ca wi thin a 
~eriod of five days.l Thus the t!~e.nny came to an end. 
Cleisthenes I s Strugr:le for Leadership. On the surrender of Hippias 
the victorious exiles re~lrned to the city. Foremost among these 
was Cleisthenes, an Alomaeonid, 'who had been largely responsible 
for gaining the Spartan alliance through managing the affair of the 
? 
Delphic temple and he now aspired to the leadership.- This was a 
logioal desire sinoe he and his family had been largely responsible 
for the Athenian faction which had played an important part in the 
3 
expulsion of the tyrants. 
drus, a man of the nObility4 
Opposing him was Isagoras, son of Tisan-
5 but 8. friend of the ty!'ants. The goal 
of each was apparentl~r the Archonship, and both mem turned to the 
Brotherhoods for S1JPport since the :,ower of those bodies was decisi va 
where Eupatrid leadership was concerned. In the ens't1inp: stru[':!"le 
Isagoras emerged with the victory and Cleisthenes despite his wealth 
found his adherents of the Shore
6 
unable to match the strength ~f the 
opposition. Cleisthenes having been rejected by the nobility, possibly 
1. Hdt. V, 64-65 
2. Ibid. V, 66 
3. Aristotle, The Athenian Constitution, XX, 3-4 
4. Bit.. V, 65 
5. Arist. Ath. G·)nst. XX, 1 
6. It must be remembered that the Alcmaeonids were traditionally of 





because of l-,is blood taint, turned to the people and <")uickly bec8~rne 
their leader. l The nobles in retaliation elected Isa~oras Archon,2 
probe.blJ' using the devices of the Peisistr",tids in the furtherance 
of olir;arch~r. In turn Cleisthenes offered to hand over the govern-
3 
ment to the commrm people. 
It is stated "that the tyrann~r had obliterated the laws of Solon 
by disuse, ,,4 and it must have been esy>ecially trne of the 8.,·thori ty 
of' administrative officie.ls. Vii th a subservient Archo'lship Imd an 
Areopagus in disrepute because of its Peisistratid flavor, Isagoras 
seems to have had difficulty wi ththe $.liministration, and Cleisthenes 
5 
workinr; throu!~h the people was able to best him. The case seems 
to have been nobles versus the people; oligarchy versus democracy. 
Since the people could only flmction in the Heliaea and in the 
Ecclesia, it is clear that the strl~g,"le took place in one 0r the 
other. The Heliaea, however, does not seem to have been a very sui t-
6 
able medium since at the time it was probabl;r only i!lfrequently invoked. 
Furthermore the Reliaea! s power \vas that 0f 1!lterpreti!'g, not rnakir.g, 
the laws anrJ thus was a somewhat passi VEl 8.uthori ty. TInder the oon-
ditions 0f the til",e, the Ecclesis. was thB only loEicel scene of the 
clash. In any event, the stru,,",;p'le seems to haye been n peacef'l11 one 
vlith Cleisthenes winn:;.n:: the victor:". 
1. Arist. Ath. Canst. XXVIII, 2 
2. Ibid. XXI, 1-2 
3. I'bfd. XX, 1; Ferodotus (V, 66) says that he "took the people into 
partnership. It 
4. Arist. Ath. Const. XXII, 1 
5. Ibid. XX, 1-2 
6. :rr9sult of Peisistratus's s~rstem of local justices. See page 56 
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We find him di vidin~ the whole body 0f people into ten tribes, 
. 1 
replecine: the a.'1cient fom. The new tribal arrangement was designed 
to put an end to the eternal strife betwoen the factions of the Hill, 
Shore, anrl Plein b~r destroying the power of the Eupatrids, i}eorgi, 
and Demiurfi to operate as separate poli tic!:.l .groups. 
"Ni th the Eupatrids defini tel:l losing power and the AreopaQJs 
apparently uninterested possibly throue:h hope of recalline; the Peisis-
tratids, Isar;orp..s recalled Cleomenes of S!"arta, his rersonal friend, 
on the religious pretext of cleansing Athens of the Al cmaeonid curse. 2 
Cleisthenes, however, realizino; that the new tribal arrangement would 
work to the advA.nte.ge of the C0!nmon people and the merchp.nts, was con-
fident of his stren~th of leadership and retirerl from the city3 since 
d 
he knew he ViaS stronser tha..TJ. his rivel. ~ Cleomenes, in answer to 
Isagore.s I S reauest had delflanded the banishment of Cleistbmes end 
his famil~T in answer to which th<' AlcrnEteonid ha'! departed, but the 
Spartan we.s not sntisfied. Appearine at Athens wi th a small force, 
he banished seven-hundred fe,milies desie;nA.ted by Isaforas e,s under 
I': 
the curse. v Next, he tried to put down the ':!ouncil anrl set up an 
oligarchy. 6 
Under his plan Isa~oras e,nd three hundred of his friends were 
to exercise the sovereign power,7 and it is probable that Isagoras 
1. Arist. Ath. ennst. XXI, 1-2 
2. Ibid. XX, 2 
3. i'i'd't":" V, 72 
4. Ib4,~. IT, 69 
. 5. ~: V~ 72 
6. Ibid. 
7. ~t. Ath. Const. XX, 3 
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was intendinp: to make himself tyrB.nt. '."Ii th the menory of Hippies 
and his tyrannJr still fresh in their minds, the people were !';reatly 
opposed to tyranny in Any form or anythinp: that remotel:r resembled 
it. Furthermore the Areopa:,:us was still in all probability stron,,:ly 
oomposed of Peisistre.tid symT'athizers who had some hopes of restoring 
the exiled tyrtmt; and a stronr: oligarchy would mean 9.n end to their 
dream. The reaction ·was not surprising. The "·reopagus resisted, the 
people swarmed into the city from all sides, and Cleomenes and Isago-
1 
ras were forced to take refuge in the Acropolis with their followers. 
After a siege of three daJ's Cleomenes gained a truce and departed 
for Sparta, taking Isagoras with him, but the others were put to death. 
Cleisthenes and the seven hundred families were then recalled. In 
anticipation of !t return of the Spartans, the Athenians now sought 
out an alliance with Persia, and their envoys accepted 'the Persian 
condi tion of r;i vine "earth and water. If When the~r returned, the envoys 
were stronr,l;,,' rehll!,:cd by the people for their A-otions. 2 YVi th Isagore.s 
exiled and the }<.;upe.trids without leadership Cleisthenes was oomplete 
3 
master of tho city and prooeeded vn.th his program of reform. 
The New Constitution. A powerf1:1 fie-ure, respected for his warlike 
procli vi ties, Clei sthenes submitted himself to the laws and as head 
of the people prooeeded with his reform of the Constitution, basing 
4 
his work on the Solonian model. ).n Alo..maeonid and ~xtremely wealthy, 
1. Arist. Ath. Const. XX, 3 
2. Hdt. V, 72-74. The envoys acted in behalf of the Ecclesia 
3. Arist. Ath. Const. XXVIII, 2 
4. Arist. Politics, V, ix, 21 
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he boasted of Cleisthenes of Sicyon as nn ancestor,l and reta:i.ned· 
support of the Demiurgi as he.d his family before him. Aside from 
the Shore class he could count 0n the suport nf' the common people 
\'lorkin/,: throl1E:h the Ecclesia or Assembl~T. 
The tribal reorf,anization, which hal already been started, vms 
the principal chane;e instituted. By settin~ up teYl tribes he is 
said to hav0 enabled more to take part in the government sinoe 
2 
the old distinctions of heredity war'> apparently broken down. 
The CO!fUnons hart been debarred from all rights, but the n0W tribal 
subdivisions established the oomrr.ons to a position of e'luali ty. 3 
Each tribe oonsi sted of equal parts, one ea ch of the Shore, Hill, 
and Plain whioh parts were oalled thirds or tri ttyes. These 
thirty trittyes were assi";!led to the ten tribes by lot, but in 
stlch a manner that ee.ch tr2.be received one each from the three 
factional areas.4. The distribution of these 8.reas we.s left to the 
lot, and as a result the tribes wet'e scattered over Attica. V-Tith 
terri torial unity thus disrllpted !mothet' blow wac:; stn.lck a.t fe.ction-
alism. ~ach tribe was further divided into ten divisions called 
demes, and each deme was theoretically credited with e. candidate 
5 
for the Archonship. The demes ee.ch had a president or head called 
the Demat'ch who supervised deme affairs takinc the place of the 
former ship-commissioners (Naucra.riae). 6 
1. Edt. VI, 131 
2. Arist. Ath. Const. XXI, 2 
3. Hdt. V, 69 
4. Arist. Ath. Const. XXI, 4 
5. Ibid. VIII, I 
6. Ibid. XXI, 5· , for the Naucrariae see page 31 
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This new plan resulted in oombining the olasses and destroying 
factionalism. The new tribes received as eponymus deities ten heroes 
selected by an oracle of the PJ~hian priestess l and the demes were 
variously named some from their localities and others from their 
founders. This was a blow et Hncestrel pride. Also many new citizens 
were created from the resident aliens who had bean either forei~ners 
or slaves,2 closel:' oonnected with members of the Shore fecti'm. In-
cluded was the confirmation of citizenship held by those not of pure 
3 descent. These new elements were scettered throue;hout the demes in 
order thet no distinction mi~ht occur which would lead to factionalism • 
•• • he me.de all the inhabitants in each of the demes fellow-
demesmen of one another, in order that they might not call 
attention to the newly enfranchised citizens by addressing 
people by their fathers f names, but to desi['7late people 
officially by their demes; owing to which Athenians in pri-
vate life also use the names of their demes as surnames.4 
The old clans, brotherhoods, and priesthoods were allowed to 
function on their ancestra.l plan as before, but the new tribal 
system effectively Umi ted their political influence :;ermanently. 
New tribes a,.,rl new brotherhoods replaced the old nni ts. as e;overn-
mental entities, and the celebration of private religious rites be-
came transferred to the new small number of public celebrations 





A democrac:c of this kind will also find useful such 
institutions as were employed by Cleisthenes of Athens 
when he wished to increase th0 power of the democracy ••• 
different tribes and brotherhoods must be created out-
numbering the old ones, end the celebration of private 
Arist. Ath. Const. XXI, 6 
Arist. Poli t. III, i, 10 
Arist. Ath. Const. XIII, 5 
Ibid. XXI, 4-5 
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religious rites must be ~rouped to~ether into a small 
number of public celebrations, and every device must be 
employed to make all the people as much as possible in-
termingled with one another, and to break up the previous-
ly existing Eroups of associates. 1 
This method abolished the effectiveness of the E1,'patrid brotherhoods 
2 
which han manipulated the old tribal units. Now, their m3mbership 
was scattered among the new tribes and their members outnumbered two 
to one in each tribe. 
A direct res))l t of this new tribal arrangement wac: the reor-
f,anization of th0 ''::ouncil cif Four Hundred. Orig,inally based npon 
the tribe, Cleisthenes decided to continue the.t relation, and raised 
the membership to five hundred with fifty me'lbers chosen from each 
3 4 
tribe. Each member was re~l)ired to take an oath of induction. 
So far as its powers were concerned the new Council seems to have 
been identical with the old body. It still possessed sovereign 
power .to reject officials-elect as disc:.ualified, and it retained 
soverei~n power to pass sentences of fine, imprisonment, and death. 5 
Cleisthenes, however, by h~_ s tribal redistribution, automatically 
broke the power of the nobles in the Council,6 and one of the first 
acts of the nc~w Council we,s the pass:,ng of n death sentence A.gainst 
7 
the partisans of Isagoras. 
1. Arist. Polito VI, ii, 11 
2. Arist. Ath. CO'1st. :XXI, 3 
3. Ibid. 
4. Ibid. XXII, 1-2; became effective five years later 
5. Ibid. XLV, 1, 3 
6. Ferhaps he remembered his defeat by Isagoras at the hands of the 
Bt:otherhoods and was aiminr-: at them. 




The Archonship was not seriously affected by the reforms. 
Eaoh tribe, as before, seleoted ten oandidates by lot, from a 
I preliminary list of five hundred chosen by vote by the demesmen. 
The nine Archons were then elected from the one hundred ca.ndidates, 
tribe by tribe. Th,rin~ the reriod from the end of the tyranny 
until B. C. 487, the Archons were finally elected by vote. 2 The 
powers of the Archons seem to have remained llnchanf,ed. 
The Areopagus seems to have emerged fr0m the reorEanization 
vii th most of its previous powers. :Ntembership still consisted of 
ex-:Archons on a life basis, anel the Council continued to hold the 
prinoipal power in the state. Furthermore, it was able at times 
3 
to command full support of the peo:ple. -'iii thin a few yee.rs the body 
became more and more influential. ~,ie finel that the Areopagus still 
exercised the :?ower to arrange treaties, and. that it also had the 
power to recall citizens expelled for various reasons. 4 
Althour;h little direct informati'-m is provided on the :Ecclesia, 
much can be inferred. It seems that Cleisthenes increased the ~ower 
of th~.t bod;:T, and that the power cOl1ferrerl remained even thoup:h, as 
we shall see , it yielded somewhat to the Areopagu s dl1rinr: the Per-
sian Wars. It has already been indicat.?r1. thnt the ~;cclesia possessed 
the power to provide for the sHfet:' of 'In 'ndi vi'h1s.l. 5 Cleisthenes 
1. Arist. Ath. 0 ons t. L1TI, 5 
2. Ibid. 
3. IbId. XX, 3 
4. Ibid. XX, 3-4 
5. See pp. 48-49 
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apparently expanded that previously unasserted power into the 
praotioe known as ostracism. l'h&..t he began the arrangement of 
the ten tribes during the Archonship of Isagoras l who definitely 
opposed the reform is another indioation of the Eoclesia's in-
fluenoe. The fact th9.t Cleisthenes operated under the laws 2 is 
8.lso signifioent, for he must have depended upon 111eanS sanotioned 
by the ~onsti tution i. e. implied :,owers or lal'ls whi ch had pre-
viousl:,r been ineffeoti ve. 
The power of ostra0ism was f'n exe~ple of such legal adaptation 
of en old lRw to a new si tuati':ln. Solon harl fOl'nrl .i.t neoes sary to 
provide some means of foroinE the pertioipation of all oitizens in 
faotional disputes as a meens of ens11rin[," the expression of the 
l!nll of the entire oi tizon bod~r. The penalty of disfre.nchjsement 
for fa.ilure to ;:'Rrtioi.?at'3 was his s('lution. 3 ~)imilarl:: Cleis-
thenes instituted e. sRfety device. in the form of ostracism by whioh 
any person cov,sidered by the oi tizen-body to be de.ngerous to the 
4 
democrac:r mi~ht be exiled for a ten-yee.r period. The law one rated 
5 
through p. prelimina,r;;r vote held in the Counoil of 1:'i ve llundred end 
in the Eoclesia. If an ostracism was found to be desirable, a 
proclame.tion vvas made, and on a set date the citizens 1vore invited 
to come to the Eoclesia and na..'1le by seoret ballot th'3 person he 
1. Arist. Ath. Canst. XXI, 1-2 
2. Arist. Polito V, ix, 21 
3. See pe.~e 33 
4. Plutaroh. Aristides, VII, 5 




considered da..'1serous to the ste.te. If six tho'.lsand persons or I'lCJre 
perticipated~ thro votes were counted B.nd the person named by a 
plurali ty of the participants was declared ostracised, anQ .,.i "len 
ten days i"1 which to leave tho oi t;),.l The device did not reflect 
dishonor or severance from the city's authority. Durin~ the exile 
2 
a citizen was still T.;er:-:1itter1 to '1njo~T the i.l'1coJlle from his property. 
anrJ. was subject to rec8.11 b:r the city for fL,l1Y reaso" if; r1e c)med 
r -P; • t 3 su , .... clen • 
Some (lut}>,orities reeard the I'n~ctice as a political !lance 
FI.imed b' r Gleis'thenes at tll:; s'r:ranathizers of the Peisistratids B.nd 
.... • •. l .... 
4 
others of oli ~archi cal leani::lGs, pnri it we,8 certa.5nl\t '1 sed Y";.th 
thAt effect in its eRrly employment. Ther? is 8. strow' }1robability, 
however, thp \; th':) ostraci sm pleyed 9n important part in the develop-
ment of the Ecolosia's nower. In the first place if; YfaS a device in 
line with popular s~rmpath~r .since it was 8. reaction to sl'spicion 
!tfelt ageinst the men in the positions of nower because Peisistratus 
5 
when leader of the poo;:10 "md r:eneral ~et himself ";: 9,S a t~rrant; II 
seocY'ctly, tho f)strRcism W'lS exercised by the people and lmdor its 
6 
supervision (sino" the dti zen-body was the ;:oclesie) ; finally, v _ v 
there is a probability thet the threat of ostral1is'Tl was an ir1"')ortant 
foundation of theEcclesia IS nower to effect the le,ter e;reat changes; 
1. Pluto Arist. VII, 4-5 
2. Ibid. VII, 5 
3. Thuc. I, 13f 
4. Arist. Ath. Const. XXII, 4 
5. Ibid. XXII, 3 





ol11!onents of the democr8:.cy would fear to offer opposi.tion since 
their immediate influence m: '!'ht be completely obliterated by an 
application of the principle. At any rate, the imp,')rtance of 
ostraoism in forcing changes is a f!:wt, since every year 'which 
saw an increase in the p01¥8r of the democracy also witnessed the 
ostracism of a member of the opposition. 
1 
Election of the Generals was by tribes one from each tribe. 
Al thouC;h the ten ,generals nm'/ represented the tribes, the Polemarch· 
still occupied his I'osi tion of eminence and spems to 1-a:ve been more 
" 2 or less influ.ential in the direction of the army at J\;are.thon. It 
may be that the fact that the Generals (Strategi) re;:>resented the 
tribes3 accOlmts for the later influenoe which they exerted in the 
governmen.; since they combined the features of direct responsibility 
to the people :;l11s direct sAlection by vote instead of receiving; 
office by the lot. 
C011cerning the Reliaea no evidence is available, and a::':Darently 
the 'Solonian system went on without chan,";e. 
Generally speaking, Cleisthenes' s reforms do not seem to have 
had the democratic effect that is cormnonly su;:>pos~~d. As already' 
indicated the constitution ViaS stron~ly based on the IJrecedinr; work 
of Solon. The lower classes were still exoluded from the offices, 
and none ~f' tl,~ "'r~,t0cratic devices were definitely changed. 
1. Aris~. Ath. Canst. XXII, 3; but at a later date this prooess seems 
to have come pnder the sl1pervision of the ,jounoil of Five Hundred. 
See Arist. Ath. Canst. LXI, I 
2. Cf. note 1; the institution of the ten r:enerals took place in 
B. C. 501 
3. It must be remembered, however, that the tribes were not terri-




Except for thn reorr:!:mization of the tribes the aristocre.c~r does 
not S8em to he.ve suffered imllledie.te hurt. The truth is that Cleis-
thenes made chan[';es that had great potential power, and that the 
growth of the democracy gradt1ally came about through 8. slow process 
of convertini" the notential into actual power. It is also likely 
that th'J Peri san Wars interfered with the f'1DctLmine: of Cleisthenes' s 
reforms. By rnai ntaining friendly relations vri th Sparta, it W!3.s 
f:!ossible for tho aristocratic element working throu,Sh the .tl.reopagus 
to dominate the scene during a seventeen-:rear period. The strue:~le 
for s"preme.c~r during the period B. C. 487-475 seems to bear out 
this theory. 
Furthermore the ~onstituti"n as 5.t orer?ted under Cleisthenes's 
iJ:!!!lediate reforms did not conform to the Greek view of democracy. 
Herodotus pictures the virtues of democracy in the followine: words: 
••• the virtue of a multitude's rule lies first in its 
excellent name, which sirnifies equality before the law; 
and secondly, in th8.t its !:l.cts are not the acts of the 
monarch. All offices are assi~ed by lot, and the hold-
ers are accountable for what they do thereini and the 
general assembl:' arbitrates on all counsels. 
Accordinc: to t 11is viow Athens was n"t yet a democracy in f13.ct since 
equali t~r before the law had only been attained in theory, end the 
Ecclesia was not yet tho veto -polver in the state Save throueh the 
indirect method of ostracism. 





The Council of Five Hundred. _~ important source of governmental 
acti vi ty durin;,: the Cleisthenean period was probably the Council of 
Five Hundred. It was an adaptation of the old Council of Four 
Hundred. The ori~in of the cruncil is uncertain but it can be 
placed in the time of Draco. It is possible that the creation of 
the 2cclesia as a popular body had di voroed it from its subordinate 
posi t:i.on under th8 Areopar.;us and the. t the Counci 1 was a means of 
provi1in"" thn same checks on the Ecclesia' s power as had been 
arplied in th~ past by the Areopae;i tes. It is interesting to 
note that from the beginning it was a means of seC11rin!,: dominance 
by the upper classes since the Thetas ware never admitted to mem-
1 
bership. 
The property qualification remained the principle of membership 
until the time of Pericles an':'! there is reaso:1 to believe thet even 
then it was not repealed but merely ignored. 2 
And men had to be rated in the Teamster class who made 
two hundred measures, wet and dr:r together; while the 
rest were rated in the Labourer class, bein~ admitted 
to no office: hence even now when the presiding of-
ficial asks a man who is about to draw lots for some 
office what rate he pays, no one whatever would say 
that he was rated as a Labourer. 3 
Under Solon the Council became a check on the Ecclesia for which it 
prepared the public business and without which preparation the pop-
ular body gould take no action. 4 A close relation wi th the tribal 
1. Arist. Ath. Canst. TiT 3 
.', 
2. Ibid. VII, 4 
3. "fb'Id. 
4. PlUt. Solon, XIX, 2 
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system existed, and the selection of the Archons was rrreatly in-
f . 1 luenoed thereby. We also find the Counoil exor0~sine the sov-
ereign power to pass sentenoes of fine, i~~"risonment, and death 
thus rising to a relatively powerf"l-osi tion in the state. 2 
Under Peisistratus the Counoil must hAve been largely oom-
posed of hand-picked membership subject to his will, but Gleis-
thenes restored the original authority of the body and enlarged 
its membership. The close relationship with the tribes was retained 
thus necessitating the inorease in membership. The mechanism of 
operation as set up b~l Cleisthenes continued for many years, but 
it lost some of its independence of aotion as the EcclesiB be came 
more powerful. 
The Pryta.ny (Presidency) was filled by ee.ch tribe in turn 
aocording to lot with the first four holding office thirt~r-six 
days and the last six holding offioe thirty-five days. 3 The 
Presidents after reoeiving money from the state oonvened meetings 
of the Counoil and the E'~olesie., and the forner met ever::r day 
4 holida~rs excepted while the Ecclesia met four times in each prytany. 
It was the further duty of the Presidents to gi va written noti ce of 
the time, place, and nature of business o~, each occasion of a meeting. 
5 
They also g:ave notice of t,hp meetinGS of the Ecclesie. 
1. See page 38 
2. Arist. Ath. Canst. XLV, 1-3 
3. Ibid. XLIII, 2 
4. Ibid. XLIII, 3 
5. Ibid. XLIII, 3-4 
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The Presidents also had a single Head elected by lot who 
held office fot a single day and waS not privileged to serve again. 
He was custodian of the public monies and documents of state being 
required to remain on duty day and night. 'Whenever a mp.eting of 
the Council or Ecclesia took place it was his duty to select by 
lot nine chairmen, one from each tribe, except his own, and like-
wise from their number a single Head. To these was entnlsted the 
agenda ~md direction of the meeJdng. No one was permitted to be 
Heacl. more than once a year, but it was possible to be Chairman onoe 
1 
in each presidency (prytany). 
Most of the trials of officials were held by the Council 
especially those handlir.~ funds, and their decisions were final • 
.An important duty of th'3 Co~cil was the checkin/,:'f the quali-
ficstions of the Nine Archons with the sovereign power of rejection 
should they be insufficient. It had sunervision over the navy, and 
shared in the a0..1llini stration af most nther !"-ffs.irs. It can thus be 
seen that the :::ouncil was a powerful part of the rovermnent of the 
2 
state. 
The Persian Wars end the Facti0na1 Strur::"le. The new Constitution 
was not destined to EO into effect w:!.tholJt a strug:,:1e however. It 
faced two forces which threatened to overthrow the government at 
any time -- the enrni t~r of Sparta, and the ~rowin~ threat of Persian 
expansion each of which involved the intriVles of iIi::-pie.s as he 
attempted to regain his former seat of power. 
1. Arist. Ath. Const. XLIV, 1-3 
2. Ibid. XLV-XLVII 
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In Sparta, Cleomenes ore;anized a new army from the whole 
Peloponnesus intending to aven;:;e himself 11!lon the Athenians for 
the hefeat he he!"! suffered and set ul' Isap;oras e.s tyrant. Joined 
with him in his effort were the Boeotians and Chalcidians, and 
. 1 
together the three ""r0FDS nres"'3ci Lthens frOJ"l three sldes. Athens, 
decidiTI[,: t'J meet her r;:ost formide.ble foes first, marched 8£,:flinst the 
Peloponnesians and W"" ~~l\e battle without strikin?: a sinrde blow, 
the 0,ori.nt; ~.f'J.1S having decided not to fie:ht and thQ Sr>artan kings 
hcvinC disagreed. 2 !"reed of thr: threat from the south, the !'.thenil;tns 
turned upon the Boeotians and ~ha10idians eD'l after a short war Rained 
~ 
the victory." Desirin:>; revenge the Thebans c[\.lled upon Aegina for 
help, and that city in response made e seriOlls see. raid on the Attic 
11 
coast. -
In th'3 years imm.edie.tel~' following nothinr- of a serious nature 
ocqurred and Athens proceeded to put her co~stit,'tion jnt) operation. 5 
Dnrine: this time Sparta had learned of the stratagem whereby Cleis-
thenes had guined their help in ovcrcomin8; the Peisistratids. 
Greatly ane;ered the~r sent for Hippias and proposed restorinr him 
6 
to the tyranny. Calline; her allies together Sparta voiced her 
proposi tion, b"t Corinth co!'v~_nced thorn the.t such ~'ction was unjust 
awl. Bippias left the city without hny:n"" recc:i ved the Sll}!nort he had 
1. Hdt. V, 74 
2. Ibid. V, 75-76 
3. Ibid. V, 77 
4. I'bId. V, 81 
5. The Consti+-ution went into effect in B. C. 503 
6. Hdt. V, 90~91 
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1 
anticipated. Refusin!'; offers of a tyranny in cities under the 
control of his allies in Un,cedonia end Thessaly, he returned to 
2 
his own stronr:hold i"1 SiGe"m and ('.waited developments. 
Havins fEiled in his attempts to raise assistance against Athens 
i]'1 Greece, .t1:ippias now went to Sfl.rclis anrl attempted to arran~e an 
alliance between himself !'Inn. Persia whereby he mir:ht !rain possession 
of the city as a dependent of that empire. Artaphrenes,.the gov-
em'or . e;t; Sardis, sent word to the Athenians advis:in~ them to receive 
Eippias back as the price of peace" belt the Atbenia...'1 embassy 5.n-
3 dignantly refused. 
Probably nothinp: would have come of this refusal except for a 
serious revolt ()f the Ionian cities in B. C. 499, a revolt which was 
destined to last for five JcTears. In the second year ot the wer a 
party of Athenia.?1s took part in an expedition which ended in burning 
Sardis, the capital of Asia L~inor. For SOLe reason Athens slddenly 
decided to aband)]t the stru "gle, but the Ionians fou5"ht or' until 
4 B. C. 494 when the~r were finally suppressed. 
Durin~ the revolt Hil tiades in the 'jhersoneS11S hed been on 
friendly terms wi th Darius of Persia; indeed, he he.rJ. beon friendly 
5 
to the ~reat l"siatic power from its first entre.rce into Thrgce. 
With the Ionic revolt, however, he ber;an to fe.CEl a series of mis-
1. Hdt. V, 94 
2. Ibid. 
3. Ibid. V, 96 
4. Y'bId. V, 99-103 
----5. Nepos, Milt. III, 2 
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fortunes. Withdrawal of thl'3 Persian forces from the :!hersonese 
area had removed restraint from the Scythian's who overran the 
oountry and forced him into exile for a period of three years. 
After their deperture hA wes brol.',r;ht back a:,;ain and resnmed his 
1 tyranny. Before the year was out he found himself f~.cinr; the 
Persian fleet which had been sent to reclaim the rer.ion now thet 
the revolt was cr';shecl. He must hflve been suspected of taking 
part in the revolt by the leaders of the ex!>edition, for we find 
Persians takinr: the cities which he ha't ruled. 2 Seeinr; th·t his 
case was hopeless fil tiflfles enp:p~ed five ships, loaded the:rn with 
his possessions, and set out f'or Athens. On the ,~ourney one ship 
was lost to the enemy aboard which was his son3 but he and the 
4 
remeinder of hiS s];ips reached port safely. 
In the meantime, Athens had been the scene of a. great rivalry 
between two statesmen, Aristeides and Themistocles. Aristeides, a 
man of moderate circumstances, had made his reputation in the city 
through his love of justice. One of the nobility,5 he was 8.1so an 
inti ,ate friend of Cleisthenes v.ho had set up the Consti tt''.tion. He 
was in addition a ?;reat admire, of Lycurt:,us the Spartan 1awe:i ver 
1. Edt. VI, 40 
2. Ibid. VI, 34 
3. Apparentl:,r the actions of the Persians must ha.ve been a misunder-
standing for the Emperor treated the captured son with distinction 
and even r;ave hi!>; a Persian wife. See Rdt. VI, 41 
4. Edt. VI, 41 
5. His family had been well established in Athens as had he himself 
before bein", "!."Dointed to the GhersO!1es1Js by Rippias (pp. 51. 57-




whom it was his ambition to e~ual if not slJrpass. Under such oon-
ditions it was a natural thin8; 'When he favored an aristocratic form 
of governmentl and lined himself up with the nobles in o~position 
2 
to Xanthippus who had ta..'k:en the headship of the people. Yet for 
all his aristocratic leanin["s Aristeides hl'\d no ref'.l ~rej'::tdices, 
but only sour:ht to do that which ",ras ,just 8....'1d right. 
TheDistocles was a mAn of another type. His was an obsc1)re 
facily with an inconspi cuous man for a fa.i~her e.nd e. mother who 
was of a.lien birth.3 Nevertheless he hed a boundless ambition to 
be a leader in Athens, and beinr; of no traditional perty resorted 
to mekine; rimself a reIJutation by If!!1kin~ himself much heard. He 
therefore took a prominent IJart in oi viI sed ts and s~oke frequently 
in the Ecclesia making it his business to be on hend and have some-
thing to say every time any important affair wes considered. For-
t.t'l'1ately he had a qllick mind be:i.ng able to see the needs I)f an 00-
4 
casion end to express his views clearly. 
In ~is desire to be first it was inevitable that he should 
encounter the opposition 8nd enmi t~r of many o:f' the prominent and 
este.bUshed leaders in the city, and it washis fate to be opposed 
at most points by Aristeides. 5 Of a e:entle rs',;'lre and ClOnservati ve 
character, Aristeides enE;ar;ed in public life to secure the best in-
1. Pluto Arist. II, I 
2. Arist. Ath. Const. XXVIII, 2 
3. Pluto Themistooles, I, 1 
4. Ibid. I, 3 




terest of the state consistent with safety and righteousness, B.nd 
cared little for favor or rerutation. Themistocles, on the other 
hand, stirred up the people and often proposed ideas that were too 
1 
bold for the cal,.tious Aristeides. The consequence was a bitter 
ri valry in whi ch the two men were freq'1ently pitted against each 
other, Aristeides on the side of the nobility and Themistocles on 
2 behalf of the people. Wi th sl.1ch e. bitter ri valrJ it developed 
that each man became convinced that anything his opponent advocated 
was faulty, f;'.nd in many cases actuall~r threatened thereby the wel-
fare of the state. 
Finally there came a time when he (Aristeides) opposed 
and defeated Themistocles in an attempt to carry some 
really necessary measure. Then he could no lonser hold 
his peace, but declared, as he left the Asselilbly, that 
there was no safety for the Athenian State unless they 
threw both Themistocles end himself into the death-pit. 3 
B'<J B. C. 493 Themistocles had gained s'lch favor with the public 
that he became Archon Eponynrus for the year. Conscious of the rs.id 
which had been condu,..ted on the coasts by Aegina 4 and foreseeing that 
the futtlre of Athens lay on the sea, he made the rl~·:·.t\'."s into the (../" 
reg11lar port and turned Athens toward maritime empire. 5 It was his 
conviction the.t the move was a first start toward the constrl1ction 
6 
of a fleet second to none in the Ae~ean. 
1. Pluto Them. III, 2 
2. Pluto Irf'St. II, 1 
3. Ibid. III, 2 
4. See page 84 
5. Pausanias, Description of Greece, I, i, 
6. Thuc. I, 94 
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Such was the situation in Athens when Miltiades came on the 
scene. Since he was a man of great wealth a.nd had been accustomed 
to leadership for many years he naturally became a member of the 
nobili ty quickly raining the ascendancy of this party and sup-
planting both Zanthippus and Aristeides.1 It is possibly this new 
position of ~rominence that inspired the att~ck on his r,overnorship 
of the Chersonesus, a charge which he refuted by pointing to his 
enmity toward the Persians in the recent war. 
The following year (B. C. 491) :uessengers began to arrive in 
Greece with the demand of Darius for earth and water in token of 
submission to Persian rule, and at the same ti!TIe these messen~ers 
ordered the tributary cities of the seacoast to build ships of war 
2 
and transports for horses. Themistooles ~ained ~reat support with 
the .tI.thenians when he caused the interpreter of the message to be 
arrested and rl1t to death "because he dared to prostitute the sreech 
of Hellas to Barbarian stipulations~3 Soon thereafter Aegina, , .. ho 
had allied herself with Persia, began to ravage the coast and to 
destroy the Athenian navy. Mec.nwhile Darius was completing his 
preparations for invasion with the constant enC!'Ur8~elnent of the 
4 
Peisistratids who were with him. 
Soon the word reached Athens that the Persians had attacked 
and taken Eretria, bU.t no steps toward defense were ta1am. Then 
the Persians under the euidance of Hippias landed at Marathon, and 
1. Arist. Ath. Const. XXVIII, 2 
2. Hdt. in, 48 
3. Pluto Them. VI, 2 
4. Hdt. VI, 92-94 
the troops were set in array by him at that place where many years 
I 
ago his father had returned from dXile to seize the city in battle. 
jVhen the Athenians learned of the landine: at Marathon, they 
marched out ar;ainst the enemy tmder :Ciltiades whom they had elected 
anong their ten henerals. Once on the field the question faced the 
army as to the advisability of attacking the enemy or waiting for 
the arrival of allies. Miltiades was of the opinion that the battle 
should be fought immediately and in that view he was StJ~ ported by 
Aristeides. 2 When the matter was put to a vote, however, the generals 
were unable to agree splitting the vote five to five. EverY0ne turned 
to Callimachus, the Polemarch, and tried to win his support. Fortu-
nately for Athens two of the foremost exponents of the attack were 
Uil tiades and Aristeides both of the nobility as was Callimachus, and 
3 
they had little difficulty in winnine; him to their point of view. 
Having waited for his turn of leadership to come around des-:,ite the 
4 
decision of the generals to waive their rights to him, Miltiades 
marched against the Persians end gained a brilliant victory, his 
outstandine; leadership forcing them to retire to their ships. 
In response to a flashed shield, evidently a prearr~ged sig-
nal, the fleet sailed for Athens, but the sea attack was likewise 
frustrated. Failin~ in their attempts the Persians sailed away. 
The incident of the flashed shield is one of the mysteries of history, 
1. Hdt. VI, 107 
2. Pluto Arist. V, 1 
3. Hdt. VI, 109 
4. Ibid. VI, 110-111 
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. r-: but it was 0lear evidence of a ~roup of traitors withi~ the city • 
The Alcmaeonids, beine; the most powerful group within the city, 
were accused of the deed. In their defense I-Ierodot11s later said: 
It is to rle a thing marvellous and incredible that the 
Al cmcpr,nidae could ever by agreement he.ve held 'l'l) H shield 
as a si.gn for the Persians, desiring to make Athens subject 
to forei[,;ners and to Hi~pias, for it is plain to see -!:hat 
they were despot-he,ters e,s much as Callias ••• who dared buy 
Peisistre,tus I s possessions when they were ;?ut 'Jp to a'lction 
by the state after Peisistratus t s be.nishment from Athens; 
flnd he devised other acts of bitter emnHy ap:ainst him. The 
Abmaeonidae were despot-haters as ml1~t a.s ever was Callias. 
Therefore :i.t is to ;'le a str~ge and unt:,elievable Hccllsatio':, 
that they of' all men sho1l1d he.va held un a shield; for at 
all times thny shunned des!lots, a..nd i.t vras by their devising 
that the sons of Peisistratus were deposed from their des-
potism. Thus in my judr:,ment it was they who freed Athens 
much more then did ><armodius and Aristo;:iton; for these did 
but enrage the rest of Peisistratus's kin by killin."; Hip-
parchus, Hnd did ne.UI~ht to end the rule of the rest of them; 
but the Alcmae'Juidae did most plainly set their country 
free, if i::::tdeed it was in truth the~T by whose pers11 asion 
the Pythian priestess si871ified to the Lacedae~Ymians that 
they Sh0111c: free Athens, "'s I have ere nm", ;nade plA-in. ~!ay 
(one will sa~r), but they bore perhaps some grud'e ar"ainst 
the Athenian commonalty, and therefore betrayed their c01mtry. 
31J.t there YTere nOl'e at Athens that were of better re~1~te or 
I:'ore honoured the"n they; 11·therefore ::'lain rea.son forbids to 
belie'(lo thc"t they of all men could hRve held the shield aloft 
for any 511Ch cause. Indeed e shield was held aloft, a'1d tha.t 
cannot be denied; for the thinE W!S done; but '.vl1.o dic1. it I 
know not, and can say no further. 
It is evident from t he nature of the si tuatio71 thrt the faction 
which fav0red t~rranny flashed the shielrl, Ann it is hardly likely 
that the Alcrn~efmids would have embraced a ?ri!1ciple V'*,.i~h the~r had 
o~posed for ':-:.any ::-eneratirms 0n short notice. It is Jnllch more likely 




the.t the gr~up of nobles 'who had supported Isagoras end were old 
snpporters of Hippia.s were the ones who endeavored to betray their 
city. Haratho~, however, definitely ended these plens. 
The fa.'Tte of ~:iltiades as a res~'lt of. his victor"J made him a 
!,opular hero, and in res'onse to }'.is reqnest the !)eoplegranted 
him e fleet without req1'irine; any knowledr;e of his intenti~ns.1 
Miltiades was now in a powerful position, and in view of 'his previous 
career was liable to the suspicion of aiming at a tyranny. His pop-
u1arity was certainly great enoup;h to vr.i.n such sl1pport. Xanthippus, 
leader of the =-,opular group, '\VaS apparentlJr suspicious of his in-
tentions tho1)f,h powerless to offer opposition. The fIe.shinr; of the 
shield at ~Earathon i~rlicl?,ted that Hippias still had me....ny sU;'porters 
within the city, and it is e!:tirely possible that I!iltiades was 
airrj.nr; at their s'1pport as a move:rr.ent toward tyranny. .At any rate 
he failed in his naval eX;,edititm, and returned home vr.i.th a serious 
2 
vmund. Xanthippus now saw his opportunity and before the Council 
of Five Hundred charged him vr.i. th wronEdoinr;, presll1i1abl~r his failure 
to make '"ood on his r:romise to benefit the people. Althoue;h the 
Coundl refused any other punishment, Miltiades waS assessed a fine 
3 
of fity talents. He died of ~is wound, however, shortly thereafter 
and his son, Cimon, pe.id the fine in his stead. 
1. Hdt. VI, 132 
2. Ibid. VI, 134-136 
3.I'bI'd. VI, 136 
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Alth"l'£,:h it was the affair at Paras that led to the 
accusation of ~liltiades, there was another reason for 
his cnndermation; for the Athen:i.ans, beoause of the 
tyranny which Peisistratus had held some years before, 
dreaded excessi ve '~ower in the he.nds of any citizen. 
The~' did not think it rossible that Hiltiades, who 
had held so many e.nd· such important military commands 
would be able to oonduct himself as a rrivate citizen, 
es;!ecially since habit seened to he.ve I':i ven him a 
taste for rower. In the Chersonesus, for example, 
during all the years of 'is residence there he had 
enjoyed llninterru!'ted sovereir;nty. He had bean called 
a tyrant, but he was a just one, since he owed his 
power, not to force, but to the consent of his sub-
jects, and retained it as e. result of his virtue. 
But all men are called tyrants, and regarded as such, 
who hold permanent rule in a citi which has en-goyed 
a democratic form of Government. 
With Hiltiades dead, the mantle of aristocratic leadership 
? 
fell on the shoulders of Aristeides.~ One of the ten c;enerals at 
~!;arathon and second in reputation and influenoe only to Miltiades, 
his part in the victory irn.rnediately secured for him the office of 
3 
,Archon E;!onymus, a tokA!] of his newly won leadership. During his 
year of offi ce he sec~lred a re;!"te.tion for the honest and imrartial 
4 
11anner in which he settled cases the.t O8.J'le before him. 
At the se.:ae time Themistocles was increasing his in:':'luence in 
the Ecclesia. A member of an ob8c11re fe.1TIil~r he also had made a 
brilliant wark as general at ~/Ie.rathon, and althol':Ch yrnmg had greatly 
impressed the mult,itude. Contrary to the general opinion he thrmght 
that Marathon was merely the prelude of a big-ger ,:,ontest and desired 
5 
to prepare Athens for the evil to come. This wa.s i.n line with his 
1. ~Tepos , Hilt. VIII, 1-3 
2. Arist. Ath: Con st. 
see pr· 86-87. 
XlVIII, 2. For Ar'~sbides Hristocratic leanings 
3. Pluto Arist. V, 7 
4. Ibid. VI, 1 
5. PIi:it. Them. III, 4 
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policy of preparedness since he had already as Archon in B. C. 4~3 
~rovided for the adopti~n of Piraeus as the naval center of the 
1 
city. Realizing that no appeal based on the Persian threat would 
sl~ffi ce, 'l'hemi stoeles pointed to the war '1ri th Aegina, and suggested 
that the enemy control of the sea be overcome. He pointed out that 
vvi th sea rower Athens could not only overc,')IIle the Persians but be-
2 
come the first city in Greece as well. lIe proposed that the revenue 
from sudden discovery of a, rich vein in the Laureium silver mines he 
3 devoted to the constructLm of a fleet. AI though he faced the publio 
opposition of Miltiades, he gained his point and succeeded in building 
a fleet of one hundred triremes. 4 
The followin(~ year brouCht the first clash between the two 
factions in a stl"1. 1 ggle over the Archonship. Probably as a result 
of the powerful position which Aristeides had gained throu~h the 
office due to his reputation for honesty as well as the irnar;ined 
attempt of Miltiadesat tyra ny, the people seem to h~.ve desired 
to prevent a reC11rrance of such an oc~asion by me,kins it impossible 
f'Jr an outstandin{~ pers-m to be chosen as Archon. The simplest 
means of attaininG tr_is object was the throwin'" of the election 
5 
to t1:e fortunes of the lot. ]'Tatural1~r the aristocracy bitterly 
opposed the move. Thereupon the Ec~lesia en~ineered for the first 
1. See page 88 
2. Pluto Them. IV, 3 
3. Ibid. pr, 1 
4. I1:)'id. IV J .. 3 
5. AriSt. Ath. Const. XXII J 6 
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time its newly acquired weapon of ostracism, and the Peisistratid 
leader, Fipparchus, was forced into exile (B. C. 487).1 In the 
srune year the law was changed so that the Archonship was to be 
won by lot out of the Council of Five Hundred. This alteration 
m.eant that henoeforth outstanding leaders would turn their talents 
to other offices since merit would no lonr;er ple.y a part in gaining 
the magi straoy. With the P...rchonshi p reduced to medi 0 crity its in .. 
nuence waned, and the leadership of the dty devolved upon the 
Strate~i (Generals) who were still elected on merit and popularity. 
The following year saw the ostracism of Megacles, son of Hippocrates, 
8....'1d in B. C. 485 an unknown sympathizer of the tyrants was also 
exiled. 2 
Although no significant event can be oonnected with these two 
ostracisms save the existing revolt of Egypt against PerSia, it is 
known t.l-tat Hippias was actively enlistinr; the Thessalians in su~ 
. 3 port of PArSHl., and it is entirely possible that the two men were 
implicated in ·an attempt to restore the former tyrant, especially 
in .,.,iew of the aggressive tactics just pursued bJT the Ecclesia. 
1ffuen Xanthippus was ostracised in 4 B. C. 484, the lead~rship of 
the people passed to Themi stoc19s. 5 
1. Arist. Ath. Const. XYJI, 4 
2. Ibid. XXII, 506 
3. iidt':" VII, 6 
4. Arist. Ath. Const. XXII, 6 
5. Pluto Them. V, 4-5. That he already had close connections with 
the me~ts and the Shore facti~n is implied from his encourage .. 







Always rivals, Thewistocles Hnd Aristeides noy, Came into 
sl?rious conflict. Aristeides I s ren''.tati-:m for justness had caused 
meny of the people to feel that he threatened their government due 
1 
to his hchi t of settl:in~ q11arrels before they reached the courts. 
Opposed in his naval policy by the aristocracy and wi shin~ to gain 
complete ·control in the Ecclesia,2 Themistocles started a rumor to 
the effect that Aristeides had done away with the public courts of 
justice thro11r;h his habit of private arbitration, and had without 
3 perception established a monarch;,. This br"1u;-:ht forth the mul ti-
tude in 3. C. 482, and the ipevi table ostracism vms visited upon 
4 
Aristeides in the Ecclesia. 'l'his pl. ced Themistocles in a pre-
eminent rosi tion since hath the aristocratic and po?ular facti"ms 
were now leaderless in the Ecclesia. 
Themistocles now continued his ?olicy of preparin3; for the 
Persian invasion which. seemed to be drawin rr ne!'l.rer. With the dis-
covery of the mines of Maronea, funis were avails.ble for strengthen-
inr the n~vy, and Themistocles immediately ~roceeded with his prep-
5 
aration of the city for attack. 
At lencrth the Ion!'; awaited attack began vITi th the visit of the 
Persian emissaries and their deJ'l1and for earth and water. Them5.sto-
cles, havin,?; becone Strate["us, set about arranr:ine; for the defeHt 
1. Pluto Arist. VII, 1; he probably ':lid this after as wel1 as during 
his Archonship. 
2. Aristeides was still a favorite of the lower classes 
3. Cf. note 1 
4. Pluto Arist. VII, 1-2 




of the en91ny. Seeing the public d~ire f'ir the presence of .A.risteic!es 
and fearful lest he lend his abilities to the enemy, ~hPInistocles 
introdu:::ed a bill perm"ittin~ the r6)turn of all the exiles in order 
1 
that they In"i~ht serve their country against the Persian. At the 
same time they established a boundary line from the s':mthern point 
of Euboea to the s'utheastern poiht of Argolis within which no 
ostracised person might enter during his ti'ce of' exile without ab-
solute loss of citizenship.2 Aristeides, who even in exile had made 
every effort to incite the Greeks to unite in a fight for freedom, 
returned to the city and for~ot for the time his rival~J with Themis-
tocles. Even th0U'~h his enemy was Strate["Us with sole powers he con-
tinned to ~ive assistance in every Vla~r !,ossible alth-ur:;h such COO!l-
:3 
eration elevated his rival to the chief pIece in the city. 
Foreseein~ the illlPOssibili ty of holdin!< the city should the 
Persians r:ain H land Yicto~', The,iistocles tried to perauade the 
ci tizens to take to their ships nnd defeat the enemy !y sea. All 
his efforts thereto were in vain until the ~tedizi)1g of the 'l'hes-
4 
salians at the hands of Ei:lpias became knoWn. Thf'mistooles next 
b'rned to Sparta for help, 9.!1d even ~ave up his naval command in 
5 
order to gain Lacedaemonian s1l.pport, but the defeat at Therl!1opylae 
sealed the fate of the city since the Spartans detennined to set up 
1. Pluto Them. XI, 1 
2. Arist.~. Const. XXII, 7-8 
3. Pluto Arist. VIII, 1 
4. Hdt. VII, 6. Hippies operated frll'1 Sl1sa. 
5. Pluto. Them. VII, 3 
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1 
their line of defense at the Peloponnesus. r:r"' , .,.1.PPHlS nol', ade his 
final offer of' peace on condi ti.on thBt he be received back a~ ty-
rent presumably subject to Pers;.en overlordship, but for e. last 
. 2 
tihe the Athenians reje'~ted h1.s ov'"'rt1'res. Athens was detennined 
to fight to the finish. 
The Areopa?;Us Of all the instr:nnents of <""overnment Drobabbr the ~." .... 4J 
most ancisnt except for the Basileus was the Areopaf';Us. ProbAbly 
ori c"inlltinl.'" PS r. c01.1Dcil-0hruaber of nobles for the ancient kings, 
its first powers very likely were limited to control of the morals 
of the community, e. ]lower 'which it retained even under the most un-
3 
fe.voravle circumstences. Nothing is known of the original method 
of cho')sin;" membership, but it is certain that the practice of passing 
ex-Archons into the body orir:inated at an early period. 4 As the 
:::mver of the Basileus 'Naned the AreOTlR<""us seized '"'H'n:r of his pO'wers 
a:mon:,:'hi~h was the im:"ortant f')ncti'm of "1.1ardian of the laws. 
Building:: ppon this power the Council j n~reased in povrer 1)nt~l it 
ree.ched a .»osi tioD of Daramount ir'lportr...nce in which i t e~re!"'. ('lhose 
r:; 
the Archons." 
Under Draco the Areopasc's found its powers increased in two 
res11ects. For ene thin"" it kept P dOSA watch on the Arcl:ons and 
prevented them from exceedin~ the letter of the 18.'i'l. F'lrthermore 
1. Pluto Them. IX, 4 
2. Hdt. VIII, 52 
3. Arist. Ath. C')nst. I, 1 
4. See pa,,:e 12 
5. }-Fist. Ath. Const. VIII, 2 
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anyone unjustly treated by the me.p;i strates f)nuld apply to the 
1 
Areopar:ns and gain a rehee.rin~. 
~'0en Solcm leid dovm his laws in • c. 594 th~ Ccmncil was 
raised to 9.n even hi~her position in the state. The ;:oi'rer to 
choose the Archons was t.aken away, hut in return the .Areopag;i tes 
recei ved the honor and resronsibili t;;T of watchir..r; over the most 
im~"'ortl3nt affairs of state. 2 Thi s d"ty included correctin£", of-
fenders against the const.i tl'tion with the right to inflict fines 
or other pmishment in serious cases. Under the rosit.ion of 
snardian of the laws it had the rie;ht t.o try those rerso!'~ who 
3 me.de atterrtpts e.t tyranny. With all these responsibilities Rr..d 
the excellence of the !:lembershir recrui t.ed, the AreopaGus was· 
4 
rated as sur::.:mssin[' all other Councils in the city in excellence. 
Under the Peisistratids the bod;jr snffered ecli!,se since all 
of the l_rchons were hand ~;icked consistin.,,: fqr the most pp.rt of 
members of the fa.dly of tyrants. The resrlt was a Council which 
was entirely subversive to the wishes of the supreme head of the 
s ta te. 'Nhe r' the t;jrr?nn;jT was 0verthrm:m the Areop[,<~J s mAde "p of 
sympathizers with the Peisistratids ... vas in disrep"te and found 
itself more or less in the backp;round. Even so it could rise to 
the occasion should an emerGency threaten e.s vms the case when the 
. 5 
olir;archic efforts of Ise.gors.s were Wl. thstood. 
1. Arist. Ath. Canst. III, 5 
2. Pluto Solon, XIX, 2 
3. Arist. Ath. Const. VIII, 4 
4. !socrates, Areopagi ticus, 37 
5. See rage 72 
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TTnder the reorganization of Cleisthenes the Areopa:-us seems 
to have retained most of its old powers, but the emer~ency IJreated 
by the Persian Wars to,D'ether with the interest of the people under 
the leadership of Themistocles and Aristeides conspired to push the 
C0uncil into the background. 
, 
We now come to an almost unbelievable development. So far in 
the conduct of the i'Ja.r the lower class had dominated proceedings in 
the Ecclesia under the leadership of Thenistocles. One aristocratic 
arm of the f':overnment had been subdued, namely the Archonship, an~ 
the Generalship was becomin!; more and more a substi blte for that 
official. Thus far the prosress of the people had been steady; in-
deed, the Persian Wars were the ulti!f,ate C~luse of the fimd success 
of the democracy, but !fOVO! the u.nbelievable occurred -- the .'~reopagus 
by a turn o£ fortune gained leadership of the state. . 
At this date, therefore, the state had advanced to this 
point, e;r0winp; by slow stages 11'Ti th the groi'vth of the demo-
crac~r; but after the Persian Wars the Council on the Areop-
aeus became powerful again, B-l1d carried on the e,<i'!linistration 
having ga,ined the leadership by no definite resolution but 
owing to1its havin~ been the cause of the naval hattIe of 
Salamis. 
Seeing the Persian hosts bearing down upon them the Athenians 
became panic stricken becal1se no public money was ava,ilable to finance 
the impending neval ex:;edi tion, 2 and the p;enerals were on the verge of 
giving up hope. At this p0int the Areopa~1s, still considered the 
foremost Council in the state, r>royed its excellence by coming to the 
I; Arist. Ath. Const. XXIII, 1 





rescue a.nd financin[,: the expedition. l%en the be.ttle of Salemis 
relieved the Persian pressure the Athenians rettlrned to their "ity 
to build anew. The Areopngus, hHvinG made the vi~tory possible, 
was held in hiGh esteem, end the Constitution thouSh constantly 
subject to modifica.tion continued under its leadership for 8 ;:eriod 
2 
of seventeen years after the war. 
Development of the Ecclesia. At the se.me time the Ecclesia on the 
!'lotion of Themistocles had voted the return of nIl ostracised c:iti-
3 
zens that they might join in the defense of their country. This 
e:enerosi ty brou~ht baok Aristeides, end the two ri va.ls were quick 
to join he.nds a~ainst the enerrw. Since Therrd stocles had ::>roved his 
ability as a m litary ma.n end the just rraCltices of Aristeides were 
exceeded b:, no one, it was ap;reed the.t the former act as :,;e)leral and 
4 
the latter as his cOlmsellor. 
With victorJ at Salamis a result of the cooperation of the two 
erstwhile ensl;,ies, we find the Athenians bestowinr; in B. C. 479 the 
sale 1':eneralship upon Aristeides. "Havine; been elected general 'lnth 
S91e rowers in view of the expected battle, he oame to Plataea at the 
head of eight thousand AthenieJl hopE tes. ,,5 .Joining forces 'Hi th the 
Spartans under Pausanias the armies after a lon~ period of maneuvering 
deal t the Persians a cC)llclusi ve defeat. After the vi ctory the Athen-
6 
ie.ns ret':rned to their oi ty and set abrmt the task of reconstruction. 
1. Arist. Ath. Canst. XXIII, 1-2 
2. Ibid XXV, 1 
3. See pe.e;e 97 
4. Mist. Ath. Canst. XXIII, 3 
5. Pluto Arist. XI, 1 
6. Pluto Them. XIX, 1-2 
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~hemistocles desired to rebuild the city wall, and hearinE; of 
Spartan o~position personally deceived them with the aid of Aristei-
I 
des until the walls were in defensible condition. 
Havin~ restored the Athenian self-confidence, Themistoc1es 
began to increase the power of the common people at the ex::-'ense of 
the nobles, and the new naval policy, drawing the people into the 
ci ty plHced the controllinr, ::,ower in the hands of those engaged in 
2 
seafaring. It was later said that maritime empire mothered the 
:3 
Athenian democracy. Another '··lan for securing naval domination 
4 
through burning the Hellenic fleet was checked by Aristeides, 
who he.vine:: the confidence of the Ecclesia, refused to give his 
consent to the project. Themistocles now beg:an to favor a more 
independent course for Athens and tried to destroy the Spartan 
hee;emony over Greece. In return the Spartans tried to advance 
young Cimon, Son of Mil tiades, in public favor and make him a 






•• ~since he (!~iJ'1on) displayed brilliant and heroic 
ql)ali ties in the actue.l strugg-le at 8al8..."nis, he soon 
acquired reputation and ~ood will in the city ••• So 
wh.en he entered politics the ·people gb.dly welcomed 
him, and promoted him ••• to the highest honors and 
offices in the city, for he was en~aging end attract-
ive to the common folk by reason of his r;entleness 
and artlessness. But it was Aristides ••• who more 
Thuc. I, 90-91 
Pluto 
Ibid. 
~. XIX, 4 
TIil'd. XX, 1-2 
Ibid. XX, 3-4 
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then e~ny (me else furthered his career, for he saw 
the fine features of l'Jis oharacter, end made him, as 
it were, a fall to the oleverness and darin~ of 
Themistocles. 
JI:Ieenwrile Ari steides, seeinp; the desire for a lEore popular form 
of government, introduced a decree recommendins that the admini-
stration of the city be extended to all classes and that the Archons 
be chosen from all the Atheni811S,2 but nothing seems to have oome 
of this proTlos8,1 wHch was probably blocked thr0ugh the influenoe 
of the Areoragus. Aristeides now joined with Cimon in the expe-
di tion against the Persians, and ~pon the mjsconduct of Pausenias, 
the Spartans decided to give up their leadership of the exnedition 
3 
abandoning Hellenic leadership against the Persians to Athens • 
Aristeides now, upon sut';f"estirm of the Allies, assessed the 
ci ties accordine; to their w'rth and ability to pay, 8..Yld thus in-
4 
sti tnted the DeHan Naval L,'av.'e (E. C. 478). As a part of the 
agreement all of the cities SNore 'with Athens to have the same 
5 
enemies erd frionds, 8..Yld a common treasury was established at 
Delos which was to be the me8ting place of the Leag;ue. Since 
collectirm of the "tribute" was eY'trusted to the Athenians they 
oreated the office of "Treasurers for Hellas" who took charge 
6 
of the funds thus ~roduced. 
1. Pluto 1"" ..,l1non, V, 4 
2. Pluto Arist. XXII, 1 
3. Pluto Cimon, VI, 1-• A.lso 4. Pluto Arist. XXIV, 1 
5. Arist. Ath. Canst. YJCPI, 
6. Thuc. I, 97 




Aristeides also played an iMporta~t ?art in the development of 
the Ecclesia when he advised the people to come dovm from their farms 
1 
and live in the city thus keeping their lead"lrsnip of the city • 
•• • he began to advise them to ain at the leadership ••• 
telline them that there would be food for all, soma 
serving in the army and others as frontier-suards and 
others condl~r;tinE the business of the community, and 
then by this method they would keel' the leadership ••• 
They ••• established a :r;lentiful food-su::::,ply for the 
multitude, a.s .A.r;steides had proposed; for the com-
bined proceeds tif the tri btltes ar..d the taxes aYld the 
allies served to feed more then twer..ty thousand men. 
For there wet'e six thonsand jl'~rmen, one thousa.nd 
six hundred archers and also one thousand two 
hundred cavalry, five hundred lEembers of the 
Council, five htmdred ~lJardians of the docks, and 
also fift~T watcr-.men in the ci t~r, as man:l as seven 
hundred officIals at home and as many as seven 
hundred abroad; and in ad-ii ti ')n to these, when le.ter 
they settled into the war, two thousand five h'_mdred 
hopli tes, twenty [,;us.rd-ships and other sbips convey-
ing the f:1.Hlrds to the m",,1~er of two ht1~dred eladed 
by lot; and furthermore the pryte.neum, orphaYls, end 
we.rders of nrisoners -- for all of these had their 
yr,ainten!'u1ce- from public flmds. 3 
While Themistocles a:'1d Aristeides were enrrar-ed in exrandinl" the 
'-'. '.' , ".' 
power of the people and were stren~t~enin~ the posit on of the Eo-
clesi.a, Cimon the young leader of the nobility was hl'ildinrr a repu-
tation as a !'1ilitar~,r let".dC'r, anr]. with each successive victory ~is 
influe'1ce in the Ecclesie ""rew. One of his e/1.rly acl~ie'ce~'ents was 
the discovery of the bones of a ,o:ient which '.,!p.;~e identified by the 
Athenians as the rel'1ains of These1)s. The brjn,,:ine; back to the oi ty 
1. Arist. Ath. Const. Y..xrr, 1 
2. The toV"m hell 
3. Arist. Ath. Const. y:.Xrr 
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of the remains was se.id to be the chief ree.son for his pop1.llari ty 
1 
vd th thp, 1 ommon folk. Another means hy which he 0011rted ;:o;:ule.ri ty 
was the opening of his fields to Rll passersby that they ~ight partake 
of the fruit of' the 1 and plus a d8.il~r dinner <;i van at his house to 
"'Thich any poor man who wished miGht come a."1d receive e. fref'l Tflein-
2 
tenance. Thus his populRrity with the masses grew, and yet he was 
the last great chalnpion of the aristocrp,cy, and as Aristeides's 
3 
prote~e succeeded to his position of leadership. 
Wi th the s1'_PIlort of the Alcme.eonids and others, Cb-lon engineered 
a charee of lKedizing against Themistocles as a means of offsetting 
105 
his powerful leadership. 4 The reoI'le, already jeabus of The:·d.stocles' s 
stren.:r.th hegan to welcome these slsnders, and hi s earlier attempts to 
5 
extract msney from the allies were now re,ne:;~bered against him. The 
sequence is easily seen. ~Iis self-conceit a.nd e0nst~mt recital of 
hi s 8.chieve-;-:\ents soon beca;"'le tiresome, and 8. ringl charse brought 
against him by the aristocratic 0ombinati~m brouz:ht about his ostra-
cism. 6 About four years after this Aristeides pessed fro:·) the scene 
7 
in death. 
C5.mon was ,",ow S"rreTlle RC"d T!wint"':ined the :?ower of the Areoraglls. 
EiTery ~hallense lI'ffiS successf,.'lly Plet thrm---:h his brillie.nt rep'1te.tion 
~0urtinr" the friends1--i n of' Snarta we.s a basi 0 
';..; 1. 
1. Pluto (I' ... J.mon, VIII, 6 
2. Ibid. X, I 
3. Ibid. IT . , 4 
4. Pluto J.-t:ist • Y:X'J, 7 
5. Pluta Them. XU, 1 
6. Ibid. XiffI, 1, 3 
7. Ne~-)os , Aristides, III, 3 
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policy, and so lonp; as he remained successful with the Sparta.'1s in 
1 
cooperation his aris.tocratic position and leaders1'ip v'rere seCl're. 
Downfall of the Areope.[':Us.· Cimon had not maintained the power of 
the Areopa~s wi thollt OIJPos~.tion. Some time before his ostracism, 
The;l1istocles had conveived an a.version for that body even thou[':h he 
2 
ViaS a member. In all rrobahili ty this een be tre.ced to his loss 
of influence with the nobles and the inereas;ne; s:andals connected 
with bis nene. At any rate he se8ms to have "0lotted the downfall 
of the last stron~hold of the aristocracJr. At the wame time the 
people a:!pear to have turned from him e.nd adopted for their leader 
3 
one Ephialtes 4 who had a re-·utati:m as one of extreme honesty. 
The istocles :10W th'Jllc,ht th!lt he saw an opporhmi t~r to rid him-
self both of the ari stocratic C0uncil and his newly-found rival 
b.:' pitting t1:em aEainst each other. He, therefore, inforNed Ephl:-
al tes that the i'..reopat:us was p1an n i:1g to arrest hhl whilo he info!"m.ed 
the Areo9a~i tes thnt certai!l persrms were cons:,iriilg to destroy the 
Consti tution, indicating to certain :::1embers the meetinr;s (probe.hly 
political) which were takinr>: place at his rival's res~dence.5 
Themistocles and Ephialtes now ber;8...11. to deD.o'J!lce the Areopat';us 
b f +h C "1 P F" IT d d d 1 + b f t' v I " 6 e ore ~ e ~l.,nCl 0,- 'l,!9 nun re en 8."er e ore ne ... ,r·c eSlB.. 
Thei r efforts seem to he.va heen rreJ"lJ,t" re, however, and Cj. mon 's in-
1. Pluto Cimon, XVI, 1-2 
2. Arist. Atti. Const. 'XXV, 3 
3. Ibid. XXVIII, 2 
4. Ibid. XJ:lI, 1 
5. Ibid .. XX'lT ~ 3 
6. lU'1. st. 1~th. Const. r.:x:v , 4 
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fluence together with Themistocles' s e:rowing unpopulari ty ~ained the 
ostracism of the latter. 1 Ephialtes evidently remained s:JsI'icious 
of the AreopafUs J 1:mt in face of Cimon' s ascendency seems to have 
been content to de,relop lcadprship of' the people2 while awaiting an 
oppor~,nity to continue his attack. 
In the followi~[': ei"'ht or nine years eLLOn ~ontinued supreme. 
His naval career was one cnstant series of successes. Seeinr; the 
DeHan allies little :in~lined to provide their portion of slo.ips and 
men, he consented to accept as a substi tnte money to defray the 
eXl'ense. With this moY'e~r new ships were built and manned by the 
Athenians themselves. Tr.us, Athens was becoming more end more pre-
3 
dominant in the League. When Naxos withdrew f:om the League, Ci::uon 
su?prewsed the revolt, and :Haxos found herself in consequence a 
subject instead of an ally. The revolt of Thasos had the same 
result. Thus by degrees '07. lon was chan sino; the Lear;ue into an 
empire. 
Cimnn t S career at len[';th met with an effecb'al check. Ephtaltes 
had formed an alliance with a y0une; and rapidl:, risine: l:lember of the 
4 . 5 Alcmae":mid family -- Pericles. D')ubtless encnl1racred hy Ephlaltes, 
. 6 Peric:les challenp:ed the accounts of Cunon following the reduction 
of Thasos, and Cimon, althotlEh acquitted of the charge, seems to 
1. Pluto Cimon, X, 7-8 
2. Arist. Ath. Canst. XXVIII, 2 
3. Pluto Cimon, XI, 1-3 
4. Hdt. if'!., 131 
5. Pluto Pericles, X, 7 
6. Arist. Ath. Const. XXVII, 1 
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have lost some ~ert of his popularit-J. The trial seems also to 
have secured the future for Pericles because he inrnediately p;ained 
statll.re with the populace and loomed as their eventual leader. 
E!)hial tes now saw l-,is lon~ a'-limited opportuni'bJ to contihue his 
attack on the Areopagus.2 Forming ~~ alliance with Pericles he 
directed another attack ~\7;ainst the nobles, b"t as had been the case 
in all previous attack!; Cincon l'lenar:ed to keep the people in check. 3 
He was however first e.nd foremost a e;eneral, and d'.:ty called 
him away once mOr'e, this time with succor for the Spartans who were 
in the throes of a Helot rev')lution as a reslll t of the confusion 
accompanyinr, a recent earthq'.'ake. 4 This tilne Cimon' s system ot 
oontrol broke dO\"Il1, probably through the rising populari t:r of Per-
icles,5 and Emphialtestakin~; the lead6 directed the attack against 
the Areopagus. This time his effort st1 cceeded. Perut1aded of the 
disproportionate authority of that body, the Council of Five Hun-
dred heard the charges, was convinced, and passed the matter on 
to the Ecclesia. There the metter was a fore~one conclusion. With 
Cimon absent and the nobles leaderless the blow fell. 
E::,hial tes attacked various members of the Areope.r;us thr01'gh the 
7 
Heliaea and brou!':ht ab0ut their retirement. va th the whole body 
thus s'J.ffering in esteem the Ecclesia proceeded to deprive -t:he Are-
1. Plut. eimon XIV, 2-4; XV, 1 
2. Pause I, xxix, 15 
3. Plut. eimon, XV, 1 
4. Ibid. XVI, 7-8. Erhialtes o~)posed the relief expedition 
5. Plut. Per. IX, 3-4 
6. Plut. Moralia, 802 D, 805 D; also Per. VII, 5-6 
7. Arist. Ath. Con st. XXV, 2 
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opa~ls of all its added powersl le8ving it only the ancient right 
of sup~3rvisi()n over the public morals. Joining with Pericles he 
m.ade hin'self master of the Relinea 2 whi ch had been effectively 
opened to tho :,eople by Pericles when he instituted payment for 
" " "t:5 serVlce In 1 • This payment for Heliaea dnty made possible active 
participation by the Thetes by affording to them a recompense for 
time lost from their farming duties. By urging the :'eople f11rther 
towards naval power Pericles created additional interest in the 
masses who became all the more interested in controllin~ the gov-
4 
emment. It is also probahle that at this time the Council of 
Five Hundred lost its sovereign power to pass verdicts of ~ilt 
ar.d sentence being henceforth req,lired to submit such findings to 
the Heliaea thr0"c;h the Thesncothetae. 5 
With the reople nmlf in f1111 oontrol of the government E:?hialtes 
and Pericles were now ready for the return of Cinon. l'lhen he came 
back: and a -:te:12pted to restore the Areopagns to its old posi ti on of 
influence the people withstood him. 6 The ref')sal of Sparta to 
accept the solicited help of Athens a.r:sinst the fTelots broug"ht 
into disrepute Cimon' s long advocated polic:' of friendship for 
Lacedaemon, and the populace in fury ostracised him.7 Ephialtes 
did not lonr; survive his triur:ph for shortly thereafter he VlTaS 
1. Arist. Ath. Const. LX'l, 2 
2. Pluto eimon, XV, 1 
3. Arist. Polito II, ix, 3; also Ath. Const. XXVII, 2 
4. Arist. Ath. Canst. Y]QlII, 1 
5. Ibid. XLV, 1 
6.· PiU't. elman, XV. 2 
7. Ibid. XVII, 2 
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murdBred, apparently a:t the instig$.tion of' the aristocracy, but 
1 
their cause was hopeless. Pericles was now undisputed leader 
of the people, and the opening of the Archonship to the Zeugitae 
completed the democratic triurnph. 2 
State of the Democracy in B. C. 457 The Constitution at the ao-
cession of Pericles had undergone il'r;.portant chanr:,es, When comppred 
wi th the ''fOrk of Cleisthenes the Contrast is great. Whereas the 
le.tter had left the 6overn~~ent larfely aristocrAtic, the state had 
now become p;enuinely democratic. The Archons were now entirely 
subservient to the will of the people, And in their de~raded posi-
tion no lon.o:er played an important part in the adrninistrs.ti0n. 3 
The P.reopnzus, stri rped of i ts ad~·i ni stre.ti ve !"lowers, retained 
4 
only its ancj.ent prero:,"Btive of snpervisin('; the public morals. 
The Cc>uncil of Five Hundred, divested of its sovereign powers of' 
fine and punishment was subject to the 1i'rill of the Ec~lesia oper-
5 
ating more or less as a committee. The center of all nower in 
the state now rested with the Ecclesia consistinc of the sovereign 
6 
people ~~d therefore ex~ressive of their ¥nll. 
The RaEaee. was the [,;Jarentee of the people IS no·wer' and had 
7 
ultimate decision as an appeal body. Under com~lete control of 








Pluto Per. X, 7 
Arist.""'ifEh.Const. XXVI, 2; in :'3. C. 457 
Due to the i'tmctionihe; of the lot. 
Arist. Ath. Const. X]ll, 2 
Ibid. XLV, 1 
ArISt. Polito II, vi, 12; see also Rdt. II, 80 
Arist. Ath. Const. XXIV, 3, JC1VII_ 2 
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The position of leadership had been tra:lsferred from the Archonship 
to the Stratec;i. b"t even thouf:h he was the a~ent of leaders"ip the 
Strate"'us was subject in most cases to the will of the Ec"lesia whi eh 
, , d h' d 'd h' t' 't' I a;-'poln-r;e 1m an sUTlervlse 1S ac l V1 les. 
In the hands of Peri,cles. theT', the Athenian Constitution had 
become f1 democracy in which the Iloople ruled and were destined to 
rl1le L~ntil overc-:Jrne b~.r b.lcibiades. '1 descendnnt of the sarne fB..--nily 
which had been resY)onsible for the new crmsti t1 1 tion and the insti-
CleisJ,-.henes IS Consti t"t, 0n in B. C. 457. The Archonship was much 
vroakened by B. C. 457 a1 th "ue;h theethod 6f election was not g'reatly 
changed. The trjber- stil1 elected ten candidates 
2 
was by lot, an.d the nine Archons were chosen fro':' 
each, but the 
3 
ttO!ll hy lot. The 
III 
Zelwi tae were 8d)'1i tted to the :,relin,in?r:r rolls f)"oJ'Tl which the Archons 
4 
were chosen. The electi'lCl took plA.ce in the Ecclesia and the of';'icers' 
were calle to account hy that body. Prosrective Archons were still 
sub,jeC't to a quali fication check by the Areo?8.i\'Js, but had nOVi the rieht 
of a'neal to the IIeliaea. 5 The term of offi oe was one yw~r without tr-e 
privileEe of ~eelection. 
The familiar distinctirl!lS cf Arcl-·on E?onymus, Basile1)s, Pole;"'f1rch, 
and Thesmothetee re~"ained, bnt t;heir public r'mctilns were !';reatly 
1. Thuc. II, 65; Pl'lt. pr\!'o XVI, ;5; Rlso :"Ior. n02 C 
2. Arist. Ath. C0nst. V~, 1 
3. Ibid. The method hy w}-l~c:r the Tretes were excl11ded is 
kiiOWn. 
not definitely 
4. Ibid. XXVI, 2 
5. Ibid. YJ.N, 3 
.. 
t. 
lilUcted. The Archon Eron;rmus still retained certain oeremonial 
duties such 8.S arpointinr: the Chorlls-Iea.ders for the tragedies, 
and the Polene.rch still retained his encient ancestral duties 
1 
connected wi th the war responsibi li ties, b"t his leadership of 
the army seems to hrve been eliminp.ted. The Basileus retained 
his ancestral rights and religious dl1ties, bllt as he had alree.dy 
been reduced in early thr]!3S n,othin::,: remained to be done to him. 
It is prob2,ble the.t Elven the power to rrowmnce curses had been 
circumscribed. ,The Thesl'lothetae held the .:.)reli~:linD.r~r trial in 
2 
le.W'suits and see!>"; to heve hnd little !lower to do anythin~ else. 
In other words the Arr>honshir rad bee!). red':ced to a ~r011p of 
officie.ls who had l1othinr, b'.1t routine jobs to perform. 
The AreopaGus still Jontninod 0nl~r ex-Ar0r.ons vrho were l:i fa 
menbers, but the~r l-Iad beEly) sheared of nIl hnrortant powers. In-
di vidually the clembors were suhject to attack and retirement through 
the Helia.ea, 3 and leave of absence still remained to be e;o.ined only 
by a plice.ti0!.1 to the f\overnment. The old CO'..'l1cil still retained 
4 
the I~ower to su?ervi se the ~ublio :'lOrals, 8.?:d its ancient richts 
of trial of' sacrilege end 1I1':rder cases rern.e.ined. Other tha....'1 this 
Ii ttle reme.ined since all the added ='owers of safe":'.'.Hrdinr; the 
5 
Constj.tutio'·! ha.d been re::loved b~r E:lhif3l tes Rnd Pericles. 
1. The sllecific duties are lmk:covm 
2. Arist. Ath. Const. EI, 5 





The Council of Five HU!ldred ~onsisted of five hunnred TPembers, 
fifty from eaah tribe all chosen by lot frClffi the three upper 018.sses 
1 
81 thouGh this latter rer:.l1irel'lent seems to have been i:s;nored. As 
before no !,orson conld hold offioe e. second time until the entire 
list of eli::;ib:).es he.d been run through, and the lot was 0r.en to 
oi tizens thirt:r 'rears of Bbe or older. The members were snbject 
to a'1 o8.th of ind11ction, <1.l1d fe,ill're to attend the meetings resl1lted 
in a fine. The Coundl, like the Areopa[':11s, hnd lost most of its 
i:!'F'ortant :,owers. 7erd~cts of :':11il t and renalties passed in o'}n-
necticn therewith had to be sl,bmi tted to the Heliaea by the Thes-
2 
mothetae, 8.n.Q the "'ower to reject officers-elect was also subject 
t 1 to t 1 · 3 o appea he He 1.a,ea. The Council retabed rower of the 
1.;aucraria.e, 4 and still had some cO':1trol over ections of the Strategi, 
but its ma.in busi!l8sS was the consideration of subjects to be intro-
5 
anced to the Eoclesia. This latter function seems to have lost 
much of its potencJr , and it is IJr0bahle that thp. GOl1':1cil f'cted in 
this respect 8.S a. co;,mi ttee effecti vel~' oontroll ed by the now more 
powerful Eoclesia. 
The le~i slati va power n01V 'VEtS c()~:::oletel:,r i Y\ th0 ha.'1ds of the 
Eoolcsie.. It wa::: cornl1osed of all c;rou:!?s -- tr8.desr.1e!l, fe,rmers, and 
nobles, -- and e;ronp 8otion seems to have taken plaoe by fc.ction 
1. Arist. Ath. Co~st. VII, 4 
2. Ibid. XLV, 1 
3. I'bI'd. XLV, 3 
4. See par;e 31 
5. Thu o. I, 45 
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leaders, the so-called "heads of pHrties." The body was convoked 
b~l the Stretegi 1 who received their arpointment throngh it, 2 and 
3 
arbitrated all counsels. It held the sovereign power in the state 
and 11sed those powers to dethrone the .'~reora~ls and limit the Coun-
cil of Five Hundred. It ,'ras a deli1·,eretive body, and althour;h all 
topi cs were subject to previous actirm by the Gouncil, the Ecole sia 
4 
had final decisi-:ln as to the e.genda. It had the nower to provide 
for safety of individuals and therefore of the state, and the 0evice 
of ostr~"cism took place under its supervisicn. The Ecdesia was 
certeinly the "center" of the government in Athens. 
The Heliaea wa::-, considered by the ],"'orle to be the' "'01).nda-
tion of their democracy. It vms a system of courts of justice con-
trolled by the IJeo~'le and representine; 8.11 classes. The .juries 
consisted of at least three hundred members, and ever~r citizen had 
the riGht 0f ?r~Jee.l to theCou.rts. The jt1rOrs were ele0ted by 
lot, and by the thne of Pericles were beine: raid for their services. 5 
As UJnrire in all d5.sputes rublic or privete the Heliaea was the 
source 0:' the peorle's power. A third person could introduce to the 
Heliaea an:' disrute between twa oth"r inrli viduab. The >:relie.ee he.d 
ache ck on everybody ar.d evcr7 or.sen of (~overnment except th"" Ecclosia. 
The Thesmothetae were rer;uired' ta s1~bmi t fine.l hearinr;s t~ i tj all 
cases in the Council of Five F\mdred could be appealed to the rleliaea; 
1. Thuc. II, 59 
2. Xenophon, Hemoriabilia, II, vi, 38 
3. Hdt. III, 80 
4. Thuc. I, 45 
5. Arist. Poli t. II, ix, 3 
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and disputed cS.ses of disoualifi cations of officers by the Areopagus 
could be heard. The only legal groups not elected by the :!:leople were 
the Local cJustices, and they were elected by the Council of' Five Hun-
dredl which was itself subject to Ecclesia rressure. 
The rower of administration still remained with the Eoclesia, 
but on rare occasions a dominatinr, personality s'.Joh as Pericles or 
Therdstocles could under favorable circumstances direct ;mblic affl?irs 
almost at mIl. Thess I",en as str!"tegi 'worked in close conjunotion 
with the Ecclesia throur;h which they were appointed. Their eleotion 
took place by tribes, each of whi ch prIJvided one strategtls. Although 
the Polemaroh was closely connected with the strategi, his power seems 
to have been curtailed for he is never menti-:med anrl must h"ve h~.d 
only a relir:ious signifioance. In e:eneral these military loaders 
were subject to the s\lpervision of tho Ecclesia by which they could 
be fined 0r removed, but the Stratee:i seem nevertheless to have had 
power tc oonclude treaties without consent of the ~cclesia even thoUGh 
2 
contraI""J to i',eneral opinion b. the sovereig;n body. That the Strateei 
had s11.perseded the Archon Bpon:'lnus in administrative leadership oan be 
seen not onl;)' in his active leadership, bnt also jn the fAct that he 
convened and presided over the Ecclesia which vms now the most im-
3 
portent body in the state. 
1. Arist. Ath. Sonst. LIII, 1; ]]GJI, 3. They were chosen by lot. 
2. Thuc. I, 61; II, 70 




The Heliaea. In the Athenian mind the whole rlemocracy could be 
explained in terms of the law courts. This belief probably arose 
from the fact that in the reriod from Pericles on, the courts could 
be seen actin~ as a check on practically ever~r a~~ency of the £,;overn-
mente The Archonship was limited in that the Thesmothetae were 
required to submit everythin~ to the courts, holdine: only prelim-
inary trials. The Areopa:ms ha'" been stripped of its powers and 
retained only Ofl.ses involvinp; sacrilege and homicide under its 
jurisdiction. The Council of Five Hundred h!vl lost its sovereign 
power to fine an '2 runish, beinE'; required to submit its findine:s 
to the courts. Furthermore, a citizen had the free riC';ht of 8!!peal-
ing any case from these sgencies to the .juries for final decision. 
Only the Ecolesia, the sovereir,n people collectively, were above 
the He li aea. 
In the formative period of Athenian history we find the judicial 
powers in the hands of the kine; and the Council. As the nobility 
circumscribed the powers of th" monarchy, th" judicial 'Cowers ceme 
to be concentre,t80. more and. more into the hendlll of the Archons and 
the Areopagus l'ntil scarcely any power remain,:d to the Basileus 
exoept certain reli[,;ious duties. As power became concentrated in 
the hands of the Archon Eponymus he tended to gather in hi s hlillds 
the judiciel dnties as well as the a r1..ministrati VA responsibilities. 
The action of the nobles in di yidinr: these two powers and creat-
in~ the six Thesmothetae was e. first move toward the emancipation , 
of the court s~rster]. 'fhe ~Tunior Archons (as the Thesmothetae were 
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sometimes lmown) were entrusted with the recording of the public 
1 
laws a.nd thus preservine; them for 11 se in tho trial of li ti ,,;ents. 
Under Solon the power ~f these officials W93 exnanded so that they 
were emrowered to give final ,judrment in 18.w~31'its. This nnwer was 
retained until the onsleu~·ht 0f ~ho Peri clean demo'?racy, and even 
2 
then the Thesm0theta.e cOEtinued to hold !!reI:!.minar:,r trials. 
The first ree.l I'ppearance of the JUIJr Court as A. po!,ule.r device 
can be traced to Solon. As a part of his reforms Dolon divorced the 
law courts from the other ?arts of r;overnment and made them inde!'en-
3 
dent throwin2: the election for membership open to the lot. All 
clas ses were :::'8rmi tted to serve as jl1rors, even tho lmlJ1y '::'hetes, 
and everyone W8.S pOr"nitted the privileo:e of a~)pee.l to the Helie,ea 
. 4 
even from the -['inclinEs of" the me."'istrates. It was further permitted 
tht"t ever~r citizen J"i o:ht exercise the pri vilef':e of enterinc; suit in 
behr;.lf of f'.ny injured "erson. "If e men was assac'l ted and. s1)ffered 
violenon or injur:,r it was the pri "Tiler'e of rny one ,rno had the abil-
5 
i ty ~L"1::l the i!lclination, to indict the \'lTonn:-doer en rl prosec'1te him." 
Thus it came abol)t that the "4e liaea had thl~ final sPY in all 1 "'Gal 
6 
ma.tters public or ~ri vr..te. AccorrUnr: to Dl ll t1;'rch: 
... it is said that ].ds la1'is were ohsc1Jrely and a 1nbig-
nousl~r worded on IJurpose to enhence th8 !,O'.'J'er of the 
pop-c;le.r courts. ::Cor sino'" parties to a controversy 
could not get sl'J.tisfaction from the laws, the result 
1. Arist. Ath. Canst. X3Jr, 4 
2. Ibid. III, 5 
3. Arist. Polito II, ix,.3 
4. Pluto Solon, XVPI, 2 
5. Ibid. XVIII, 5 
6. Arist. Ath. Canst. IX, 2 
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was the.t the;)' always wanted jurors to decide it, and 
every dispute was laid before thrm, so that they were 
in a mp.nner masters of the laws. . 
Thus we see the re as 0,.". why Athenians considered the lleUaea to be 
democratic and a souroe of th0 peorles t power. It was oren to all 
classes and ha r ultimate r1ccision in all matters of legal dispute. 
Yet, the fact thet thl? Thetas were unable to leave t!Jeir farm duties 
and come to the city to exercisn t!-:eir legal rirr,hts without f:inancial 
loss neltated the nractical w.lue of the set-,"p. 
~ ... =-----
T}nder Peisistratus the lav. courts contimJed to fnnctirm in their 
nanni'll ma.1'}Y'c-r, thou::h restricted by the t:rrant. ~!owever, it is not 
likely that they suffered seriously. s inC0 there IVB.S little occasion 
for th(~m to co.nflict wi t!1 t~e "Peisistratiri 2 system. The conrts do 
spem to hHve under;-r:one an eXI1ansion, for l,'re h!?cve seen that he orsan-
ized a ;"roup known 'C.s tho Local .Justi ces as fl. consequenco of his in-
3 
crease in revenue. 
cirm1i t and tried cases in each of the districts (leter demes)4 thus 
makinG it possible for the citizens tC' obtnin justic'" '.vi thol1t taKing 
the trouble to ,~)'"rney to Athens. T'ne Local <Tustices Viere !l::'IJ!'.rently 
abolished ? -Pter the exn111sion r:f H:i.::,:)ias. but wer,.., instituted np;e.in 
by Pericles in B. C. 453. 5 
1. Plut. Solon, TvIII, 3 
2. Due to -th'3 o'"'0rnti rm "r the LOCAl <Tpsticps 
3. Arist. Ath. f;:J"',,:t. X~TI, 4-5 
4. Ibid. LII1, 1 
5. "I'5Tci. XXVI, 3; I'ossi bly fl l'1eans "f servin:,: the increasin~ number 





~here is no evidence on the Heliaea for th~ ~eriod of Cleis-
thenes, but it is cArtain that they were functionin~ duriT'~ the 
entire time e.nd, furth~r, that the Courts were held in hi:--,h esteem by 
the peorle. It is in-t;erestinr; to note t!,a+; Thernistocles iI: his ef-
fort to se0ure the ostracism of Aristeiries ap;~ealed to this feeling 
when he accuseri j.,is rival I)f ebolishin,\ the "publi0 ~ourts of Justice 
I 
by ris -letenninine and iun.:3inr: everythin~ iYl ?ri vete." 
The Heliaea reached its finel state of "'rovvth under Pericles. 
, ' -
When with Ephi al tes he took ~'art in the overthrow of C imon, the 
Courts werA his rrinci:;:al tar:;ot. Des'_rin: to find a counter-ricvice 
ae;ainst Cimon' s wenl th, Fericles 11.sed the :?ublic i'l'nds to ~ain IJop-
nlari ty2 rod tho r'r::".1cirl') of the ;:aid ~nrJ court was 1,j s SOh.ltion 
3 
to the IJroblen. Thl's '.'fere the reople anall~r able to taleS the 
4 
Reliaea comIJletel~r in their o'\'ffi hands. iii th a. nanel of s:i.x thousand 
lon:cr faced a lo:s "fheT'. '!articir·atin r in J'l~-:r service, anc1 VIl:l"; ahle 
to serve at every orn10rtnni t~r -t;hrt af'f'orded. 
ments of :overnmen+. Sf've the Eccles~~.. ':':'he: '''hesTI()thetc~e ','fOre able 
to hold onl~r a r:relim:inar;r tria.! in lawsl1its with the !'infll ':00ision 
{) 
in the hands of the '-{el:i !'l.en. The Jl.reopD~us we.:'; pO"l'Terl9ss to oppose 
1. Pluto Arist. VII, 1 
2. Pluto Per. IX. 2 
3. Arist.Mh. Con'st. XXVII, 2 
4. --Plut. Cimon, Xi!, 1- 2 
5. Arist • .l\.t1-1. Const. XXIV, 3 




popular will. Al thou~l) t:-.e Council of Pi ve Hunnre:l hr,d rece.i vod 
the old power Of' the Jereope.2;Us to checl{ the onalifications of those 
persons elected tn hold office the :!:'r,llol'rinr year, it no lon~er had 
soverei~n power tn reject the rlisqualified, but had to s'.1bmit to 
1 
possible a:,pe8.1 to the courts. Onl~r the. Lcclesia withstood the 
all embracin[,; a1Jt!1ori ty of t1">.8 F!8liaea, a.nd it was exempt only be-
cause it, tno was composerl 0" th::: :oeople. Otherwi se the lleli aea 
was surreme. 
The stre.tegi. Althou~h the democrac:,r ha..-1 triulnphe'l (Inri all power 
was in th", hen,ls of th? p80ple, it '\vas poss:i.ble for Df)werf111 men 
to cO':ltrol the "'overnment. The }treopa,ys and ',:ouncil of F5.ve Hun-
dred had fallen bei'ore the democratic m:::>v3ment, fln] was forced to 
8.cJmowledg-e the supremac:;r of th(' lCccle~i!:". The Arcr:.ons were com-
pelled to st)bmi t their j1Jdi0ial f:indi'1 rr s to the rleliaea for con-
firmation or rejection and in Z0nernl werp efecti vPly checb::!d. 
Yet the two r.~encies ':If th'" corll'no') ;.'eo}11e were hawlica:7oed. rhe 
of the ~:i,tizen-bod:r o.nd rrev"'nt enoroe.ohnant 0'''; the lo.wswere by 
their net11re nn8"i tect for laadership 'm~1 IF'fi t to c8.rr:r on Hn D.d-
1"tini strnti:m. The t':cclesia HI thouCh holdin:,; the sovereign power 
in the stP.tA St':':'f8red fror:l th,? 18.cl:: of an official leader who could 
be certein of retRinj'1~ "'.is rosition for a set reriod of time. 'fhe 
Archon Eponymus ha:: throu.":h thr> lot be''m de~r!'1.ded to a :,osi tion of 






iupotence since the ho1din[,; of the office was now purely a matter 
of chnnce. Under the circumstances leadership had to come from some 
~artof the government which 00u1d provide both a stated term of 
service and a means by which the most fit miGht be selected. The 
answer to both requirementswas found in the Generalship. 
The stratep;i were the rasnl t '::Jf a lon~ peri0d of evol"tion as 
was true of 8.11 f"\+;her Athenian c;overnin?; [\p'ents. In the earl~r legend-
ar:- r period all military power had been entrusted +,..., t.J'" k:in~s, and the 
1 
mythical rulers were for the Plost part men')f ·lfrar15. 1rp ~haracter. The 
creation 0f the Polemarch was a step which se~)8rRhd the !T .... i.1i t8ry 
and affininistrativ8 powBrs. The new offi.c"'r b:' "inn!': his w'ole atten-
tion '!'r) mili tar~' e.ffairs i"re.s able to Y)rovide for defense !1uch more 
easily than the earlier all-embracing kinr.:;ship since the choice of a 
man fitted to the task was possible, and the element c)f cowf:'rdice was 
2 
limited to a ~reat degree. Creation of the six ~hesmothetae elimi-' 
nated his legisle.ti ve d"ties, and from about B. C. 630 tj--le ",,: r; "".rch 
was purely e, militar;;r leader with only those judic~.~_l p'C"rer::; trr...di-
tionall~r connected with his office. !3 
TTnder the lavrs of Draco vm find a ne'';'[ ~rOl1p of mili tary me~ 
ap:oearin~ on th,: scene -- t1:.1J Strr..tei!.i or Senel"'als. The~r were elocted 
by the ci ti zen-bo'ly from those rersons who :'ossessed an unencumbered· 
estate worth Ht least one hundred mi~ae and vih0 han lc~i tim!"te sons 
1. Theseus is thet:yI'o 02" the; hero king 
2. Arist. Ath. 'Jonst. III, 2-3 






over ten years of R~e. ~i[e also see that these new military leaders 
were req,'ired to submit to B.Jl 9....'1!1'lal accountin['; to the pe0p1e as was 
? 
the case of the other electi vo ,,:roups.·~ It is not c1efip:itely stated 
their "osi tio!l plus the systCJYl of gualificatic)J:'. and £1.11'li t s".'ems to 
3 imply sl.1ch status. Under Solar. we find that tho ~osition of the 
Strate:::,i is raised in di;:ni t~r and that ths Thetes wore ~r0h:i_Mted 
. 4 from sernnT as sl}ch. 
Under Cleisthenes the strategi were elected by the tribes wit:r 
5 
one from each tribe. This definitely puts the generalship on a 
consti tutionl'll basi s for we find them subject to the sa.'ne checks ~ 
the same prorert~r r. n a1ifications, end the same method of election 
seem the- i- they were a~)T'roachiw~ the Polemnrch in importance and classi-
fi cation even thouCh that officer continned t" direct tr.e -vhole army 
6 
end was therefore leader of the armed forces. Offj ciall~r the ten 
stratep;i took their nosition in the r;07orp..mental set-up in B. C. 501. 
At some time (1 1;riw· this period the election of the 3trate3;i took 
place in the Council of l' i ve Hundred, and the fact that eleotion is 
by show of hands indicates the pr8cticnl :i.mporte...'1.ce:f the office 
7 
wi th ea.ch m~.n selected on a basis of merit rather then chance. 
1. Arist. Ath. C·JP.st. IV, 1-2 
2. Ibid. 
3. Ibid. 
4. Ibid. VII, 4 
5. 1'bId. XXII, 3 
6. "f6'I'(r. XXII, 1-3 
7. Ibid. LXI~ 1 
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With the Persian War period we see a const~~t increase in the 
~ovler of' the Strater:,i and a corresponding waning of influence of 
the Polemarch. In the :;opulari ~r of 1,':iltis.des we see the possi-
bili ties of leadership throu!h the office 'when a I''3l'son of strong 
personali ty and reputation held it. It is interestin;; to note that 
I 
Miltiades was appo:i.nted through the influence of ths people and 
2 
that he was ranked e.s least influential. Yet his experienoe was 
such that he co':rrnanded the respect of all, and when the ten fp.iled 
to agree upon the }!olicy at Marathon it W6.S th0 IJersnasion of Kil-
tiades whioh won over Callimachus the Polemarch (who held the deciding 
3 
vote) a~d led to a determination to do battle. 
The prerog:ati ves of the !}enerals in R. C. 490 is interestine. 
The Polemaroh is still nominal leader of the army holdins the hon-
1I. orar~r first position of commanri or the rir:ht. win,~, ~ but it seems thet 
he had little power to determine military }Jolicy since his vote was 
only neeried should it be ret::tllired to break 8. tie amon.0 the ten.
5 We 
further see that the officers were 7raded with the Polemp,rch in 
posi tion of honor Hnd the Strategi rftted fran hi:,:hest to lowest. 
Also it ha;,!,ened the.t tho Strlltegi took turns at learUn::,: the forces 
,"lith each ta.kin~ a day in t,'rn. This tre.dition was evidently so 
strone; th8t Mil tiades hesitated to aoce}Jt the rights relinouished 
1. Rdt. VI, 104 
2. Ibid. VI, 103 
3. Ibid. VI, 109 
4. I'i3Td. VI, 111 
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to him by others, but preferred to wait his own turn before doine 
1 
battle at Marathon. 
TJnder Themistocles we find the Strategus in control of the 
government. In this oepeoi ty he ach:ally seems to have oarried on 
the administratio~ subject to critioism p~d moral restraint from 
_tlristeides -- anothnr Str'ltep:us. 
From the time of the be.ttle of .li.i.prathon 1"1'8 find that the leaders 
of l'1"thenian policy are Stretee;i 0 ThoT".istocles, . risteides, Cimon. 
Pericles eec]., rietennined -:-,ublic ;\olicy throuf,h CO'1trol nf the 
mili tar,! leadership. Themistocles without a definite fe.ctional 
alignment man~ged to keep control subject to the veto of Aristeides. 
Aristeides l'1[m,"~ed to keep moral control 0f' the si tustion lmtil his 
death. Cimon throu(';h his succession of brilliant vict0ries kept 
control of the situation for !1~.ne years u!1til his 'lefent at the ha."lds 
of Pericles -- another Strategus. The Generalship with its possi-
bili ty of c0ntimlOUs reelectirm was the only agency throuch which a 
unified EtnrJ. c0'Jsistent polioy mie;ht be maintained, and the pressure 
of external politics forcei Athens to acquiesce t~ such leadership. 
~J the time of Pericles we find the Generalship at the e?ex of 
its influence 0 Th0 Strate:,:i were in clese tone!:. ,vi. th the "~cclesia., 
and worked through thet portlIer r:roup. They were a::,},ointed by the 
Ecclesia2 and were sl1bjectl~o its '.'rill, bein;,: compelled to submit to 
3 fine or removel if the people felt S11Ch measnres necess8.l"'J. On the 
1. Rdt. VI, 110-111 
2. Xen. ~.!em. II, vi, 38 




other hand the strategi were empowered to convene the Ecclesia 
and to conclude treaties2 appHrently at times without cor-sent 
of the sovereign body.3 Thus by deg:rees had the General emerged 
from obs C'llri ty £,,nd climbed to a ~osi tion of nreeminence in the 
state. 
Pericles as Leader f)f the State. Pericles throuc:h his lon:, tenu.re 
of the offic'? of strl'ttegus held contr!)l of' the st'lte p.nd through 
wise 1)S8 of' hi s ")osi tinn '.'1'8.8 ~racticelly an antoore.t. :He was a man 
of illustrious ancestry. His father \'ffiS Xanthip!,l1S, 8. forrrter leader 
of the popular rarty, and his mother, Agariste, was en Alcmaeonid 
and niece of.' Cleist:b.enes the law-gi VAr. 4 Thus by ancestr~: he 1'TaS 
conn..ected with the .~,ercha...'1t 8.n"! ::,o;:'ltllar factions, !,ossibly an irn-
portant factor jn his later influ<mce 'lnon thA ~eo:?le; yet, ho was 
b~r nature of an aristocratic enrl sensi ti ve n8ttJre. As a younG man 
he waS said to resemble Peisistratus closely i Y1 a:r:pearance and 
5 
Inr'.nner. Old th a br5.1liant linear,8 and powerful friends ,C.ericles 
feared throt entranc'" into ;'-'l1blic life miGht lead to ostrecisJ11, so 
6 
he turned to a l'dlitHr" career as en ~utlet for his tplents. 
Thou~h bre.ve and enterprisinr:; he avoided public J.ife until the 
death of Aristeides ~~d the b~~ishment of Themistocles had removed 
the most fonnidable op!,osition. Then with Gimon away from the city 
1. Thuc. II, 59 
2. Ibid. I, 61 
3. 'IbId. II, 70 
4. Edt. VI, 131 
5. Pluto Per. 1,1"11, 1 
6. Ibid. vIr, 2 
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wi th his lonf, oampaigns, Pericles thr",,:ht thet the proper time for 
his entrence into poli tios was at hand. TTnable to match the preat 
wealth of Cimon, he espoused the ca1;se of the poor, allied himself 
wi th Ephial tes, a'JdflCiOlls1~r attacked !~~iJ1J.rm hl the Ecclesia, "nr:'l. soon 
I 
became. a powerful ch!Ll1'rpion of the !,80ple. In ord'-'r to Ml.tch the 
t';enerosi ty of Cimon he devised the plan of using public mon-jes for 
bl . . 2 pu lC serVlces. In the course of this acti vi ty pe.;yment for jury 
duty was instituted, and the objections 'If (jimon were mRt by the 
3 
ostrecism of that aristocrfl.tio 18ader. 
A.'1d soon, "mat ·with festivAl p:rants end jurors' '.I'mges and 
other fees !:l.nd lar~esses, he bribed the multitude by the 
w:holesale, l'l.'1d used them in op~Josi tio'1 to the 'jounotl of 
the Lreiopa[';us. Of this bo-ly he himself i'f8,S not a rl8mber 
sinol") the lot had not lTLade him either !"irst i'rohon, or 
Arohon Thesmothete, or V:in~ Archon, or Archon PolePl.8rch. 
These offices were in ancient times filled by lot, and 
throuf':~ them t..hose who prorerl=r 8c,!1 1 itted themselves were 
promoted into the !lreiop'"-sus. For this reason all the more 
did Pericles, stron~ in tho affections of the people, lead 
a successful party ae;e.inst tLo Council of the Areiopar;us. 
Not only was tho :::ouncil r0bbed of ~ost of its jurisdic-
tion b~r Ephial tes, but Cil:lon also, on tlt8 chHr~~:~ 0:' b'::Jinr.; 
a lover of Sparta and a hater of tn', n8ople, VI'l3.S ostra.cized 
~ - l! 
••• Snch Vias the power of Pericles 8Nonr the ::.eople • ..; 
With the deeth of bphir.ltes by assassination Periclos was rnEtster 
of Athens. Yet he never made hi;:}self too fe.miliar with the :;Jublic. 
It ·was his policy to avoif! ::ublic contact e~:cept o~ in1portent oc-
cHsions when emer:~enci,::s were at hand. Otherwise he refrained from 
speak-in,': in the Eoclesia or addressin"" thp ~eoI?le preferrine; to c~r!"'J 
1. Pluto 'Per. VII 
2. Ibid. IX , 2 
3. Ibid. IX, 3-4 
4 • Ibid. 
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out his ::'l1bH~ In1ici p s +,l,rOl1""h hi~ friends !"nn wi th ITllblic slleakcrs 
1 ~tS !";"er.ts. It was' this ten:'enc~' of his which 101 the 'Treel:s to e.t-
trihl1te all he- ::-,e~in:::J j.n Fericles' s time B-S em!"natin[,; from his leader-
srip. This .!1robabl;,;' Bccounts for the desi;snation of ~nhieltes as a 
tool of Pericles when in all probability the case wc.s ,just the opposite. 
ItT such meflns Pericles was able to centrol tho popllle.ce. He 
held his position as leader for fort;)' years:nostlJr b:r melms r,f h;.s 
2 
occasion for fifterlTI succes25ve :rears. :r-~e VJB.S Yiot entirel:,' ':.ri thoc).t 
o.!1position, ho·wever. Tht1 cvdides3 met with ostrfwism ~t }lis h8TIds, 
G'. (~ 
and on Hnother 0ccasinn h~ vms fined and ar)'arently severel' censured 
by the Ecclesia, but the followinr: yee.r ,vi messed his reelection and 
11 
c~,ntinued cO'1trol of all :::,ubli c e.ffai rs •.. 
BeCal1 se of' this ffic.rvelous control of the 1,'op1)laco and his con-
tinued success 8.S a holder of the office of Strategus, his Dosition 
resembled that of the princeps under A"~lStus Caesar -- an im;,licntion 








For this reason the ~oY8rn,o"'nt6in })ericles I s tiTtle ,',ras 
"in nmne," as '::r'huc;;rdides says, "a de:rnocrac~', but in 
fact the 17le of the foremost mnn," beCB.use of his :~o'.'ler 
of speech. 
Pluto Per. ~I!, 5-6 
Ibid. XVI, 3 
ITOtto be ccnfllsed with the historia.n of like murre 
TIme. II, 65 
PInt. ~lor. 802 C 
ThlJC. IT,· 6fi 
Pluto Mor. 802 C 
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The democrac~T developed in Athens only after a hflrd strl'~"""le • 
It grew as did the Gonsti tution -- step by st.ep. The first ~ains 
were i:r.significrmt and at :'irst si:,:ht do Dot a :!:lear rJe~ncrD.tic, but 
eVGr~r check on an officia.l, or every restriction em llnresponsible 
power we.s a Y':o'Ve to,vnrd the ,,1tiHo.te .':08.1 of rule b," the roerle as 
exemplified in the Ecclosi"t and the =:-eHaea. lTobili t;y checked roy-
a1 ty, and the trl"'.ders and merchants checked the nobles. .Asthe two 
le.tter ~roups strtJe:~led for ~1ower they bar~:ained 'With the COnIT'D:::1 
people. As the comrnon pearle clcveloped leadArs, they beGnn to develop 
:,ower, and once the~r realized their streng:tp the~r were invincible. 
The first step toc·w.rds ,hmocracy was the .70,vth of tpe nnhili ty 
at the expense sf roye.l ty. The earl~r kinr:s '\'rere absohlte r"lers able 
by their- mip;ht to inspire fear and respect thus EPinine: their ends 
1 
through superior mi,?-'ht. They n;led b~r divine ri[ht a.."1d were de-
soended from the ro:ods throurrh some r;reat hero. In the 1mifioation 
of Attica we see the method by which thp nobles stripped the kin6 
. 2 
of hls power. The Id:qe; seeks to centralize or otherv;ise strenp.:then 
1. Plutarch, Theseus, JC~IV 










his power~ but to attain his end he must o:ive somethinc in ret1'rn 
in this instance he ~rants a council chamber to the nobles. Even so 
he holds all of the powers. He is comma.nder in V'rar and ~uardian of 
the laws, and in addition !mows the "viII 'YI -i:.he '""ads thus ser'vin~ as 
a religi01JS londer. It was 11f; t-: t!'le nobili t~r to briI1t~ the 1.:-j_n~ rlovrn. 
to their level by strip;,ing him. of' his lJriviler;es until he retAined 
no advantases more than tr.ey. 
The first Httack on roy!' 1 ty ",ros directed At the hereditary 
right of' the sovereir:n, and the institution of more than one royal 
I 
house was the first step in the reduotion of the royal f'l1thori ty. 
The second onslauGht robbed him of a :>:reat :::ert of his relisious 
autl:ori ty when nobles 3ained the cO'1trol and Carn sf the 
2 
ri tes in the city. Next mune the lmowled~e of tho laws of the state 
s"riftl~' followec by contrnl of the rna~L::;tracies which hterpreted 
3 
thoso laws. Rf1v:i.n:,: taken his halo frwe:y, the king stood reve!tled 
as merely the most :"owerf1 1 of' the nobles, and it VffiS Ylot so dif-
fim1lt to ce.rry the process to the rl8sired cOflclusir;n. 
The next serious s te:::, in debili tatin~ the r-ler W8.S the strip~':ing 
Lt 
off of the nilita!"2r ~)owers throu,:"h the creation '1f' the Polemarch.· 
This officer took all mili tar~r control from the jurisdiction of the 
kine; includine:: relicious !}.nd ju.dicial ri '""hts oonnecbd therev-ri th. 
The vi tal blow. vms st!"1_' ck, hO'W'ever, in the c·ree.tion of the Archon 
1. Pluto Thes. 
2. Ibid. "f!!li.r 
3. Ibid. 





vmo took over the aQ~inistrative powers of the king. After the 
creation of that n'1W official the king was without ::,ower~ for the 
Arohon now did the r"line;~ the Polemarch went to wer ~ and the King 
managed the relirio'Us affa.irs of' the city. Recog;ni zing their im-
potence th0' royal dynasty gave up the kin£';ship for the office of 
2 
Archon, and with that step royalty vms r:.estroyed. 
The second step tOWArds ilemocrr.cy was the strl1o:o:le among 
the nobles for eC!1.'ali ty. The l-ine; had now b'?come a fip:urehead 
in the modern sense of tho expression, and thA ::?owor cf sta.te 
became cor:centrated in the Archon because of' his capacity for 
3 
addinf, new duties to his original administre.tive responsibilities. 
But the Archonship was a life job and. the exclusivl9 possession of 
one feJUily -- the }\,ledontids. So the Archonship was at 80;;'.e time 
declared open to the other nobles by means of limitine: the tem 
of office first to 8. period of ten ~rears a.nd then in a short time 
to a one year job without privileGe of reelection.4 Once more 
nobles had sl,cceeded in destroyin;:: the privileges of (me femily. and 
in the future the Archonship would b'3 open to all of the nobi li t~r on 
equal terms • 
The Archon with the passr.r,e of years had become too power:';"l, 
however, and our first historio!"l :>;1im!,se of the f,thenian ,,:overn-
ment reveals a system of six assistants or t.Tunior Archons who 
1. Arist. Ath. Const. II. 3 
2. Ibid. 
3. Ibid. 




t~ok chargo of the legal res,onsibilities of the Major Archons. 
Thi s measure wepkened somewhe.t the Archon "f::TJony:mus (as th0 Fi rst 
Archon crone bJ be called) but ho wa.s desti.ned to remp.in the surerior 
of his oollea~ues. 
Meanwhile the Council of the Areopagus be£,:9....n to p:ro"1N in influence. 
~fuen we moet it in histo~J we find it consisting of ex-Archons holding 
their office for life actin€: e.s Guardian of tho laws !>J'"I.d ~uarrlian of 
the morals of the comrnuni ty. Me8tin«(", on the Areop!>.gus and havine: the 
religious fl.mction of tryinr cases of sacrile;0 the Gouncil was des-
tined to be the ruling body Qf tIle nobiE t;)r. 2 Thus af; the cll.rtain 
of histon.! is lifted we find :~thens to be a city-state under tho rt'le 
of en oUt':archy of noble famili",s. 
The third step towards democracy took pIece wh.en the common 
pe"ple gained knowledge of the h,ws. As the nobles strenr::thened 
their hold on the lend they o~TDressed tJ->ose less fortunate than 
themselves, and as t.ime nassed the nobles conti::.ued t') i. Y1 crea.se 
in wealth while the poorer ole.sses re.ssed into a condition res em-
hlinz serfdom. iihen the crc,mmon people needed hell', their debts 
becl)JnB secu.red on their rersons, and fe.i1ure to meet their ob1i-
3 
g8.tio!!s enta.iled forfeiture of their nersons or families. As 
family after fmni1y rassed into slaver:r di8C~'!ltent r:rew until 
the commons a.pparently rose in revel tend derne.nded knowledge of 
1. Arist. Ath. Canst. II, 4 
2. Ibid. III, 6 
3. "fbTd. IV, 4 
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the laws by which they were beiTI':". sold into slevez:r • The Code 
of Draco was the f'irst important e;ain for the comnlODS. Their 
si t1.'ation wa.s not improved, but they at least knew the law as 
1 
it had been wri tten by tho 18.1'1"-~i ver. 
The fourth step towards democracy was taken ,'Then tre nobles 
end conunons be,s:'=tn to orrre.nize thnmselves into factions '3l1d to 
contest for the sl~premacy. The importa.nt feature of Athen:i an 
factional disputes is the creation of 8. third r;rollp representing 
the merchants who were in most cases without citizenship ha.ving; 
arrived in the city for busirless purposes, bl1t without the nec-
essary birth cor::nection for ci tizens~ip. iii th the existence of 
two disfranchised fnctions the breakinf" out of ~iS:~111tes among 
the nobility crented a sit1'8tion where the rival Ellpatrids wOllld 
line up one or both of the lower class "'roups to ~~'in a victor;,r. 
Wi th the q"'arrel botween the <'ccscendents 0f C:'lon o.no 1:.1c-
maeon over thp bloorl tflint the factional strife reached 8. climax, 
and the Eill, Shore, anriDlain submit·sed to the arbitration of 
one man, Solon, ,mo attempted to arrange a compromise for all. 2 
Wi th tr e !,:reat consti tlltional work of Solon the f011rth step towards 
democra.c:{ har1 b':en completed. For the first time the common pe091e 
ha.d rip;hts, including a jnr:,r C01Jrt and !'l deliberatj.ve body -- the 
Ecclcsia -- al tho1.1,'""h the ~o'1cessions were so hed::.ed ('tbout with 
restrictions thet they 9robaQly never onerated effecti vel:i'. 
1 .. Pluta Solon, XVII 
2. Arist. Ath. Jonst. V, 1-3 
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The fifth step towards democracy came with the tyrenny of 
Peisistre.tus. Taking to hims~lf the. r)()Wers of the ldng-Archon 
of old,l Peisiotratus and his sons took chare;e !)f tho administra-
tion; anr1. b~r co!~trollin[" the Archonship 8.n r1 11..reo:r;>!3g;tls throl1~h 
personal s election of candidates mEl.nnGed to seriously irrmede 
the political machinerJ of the r:0bili ty. The common folk did 
not seem to suffer under his rule, but on the contrary benefitted 
as evidenced by the prosperity making possible the reduction of 
the tax on produce from ten to five percent. 2 . Solon's la,vg, 
however, had. been lyin['; dormant so Iani': that the exp'11sion of 
Hi npias found them incapable of fl'nctionine; as before, 3 and the 
new Constitution of Vleisthenes "V'm.s a di stinct gain for democracy 
since it provided the foundation for seizure of power by the cormllon 
people. 
The sixth ster towards democracy came w5. th the Persi 8..'1 Wars 
which made thA conunon people corscious of their power. Through 
the exhortations of men sl1ch as Themistocles, Aristeir1.es, and 
Ephial tes, the !.leople were made fa.miliar with their strenp;th. 
The att.empts o:£.' the tyrant 1fip:r;-i as to ree;ain the. oi ty made r:,ost 
Athenians all the 1,10ro determined to :-reslJrve their city by op-
posing the principles f0r which he stood. Themistocles turned 
4 
the mind of Athens toward the sea '1nrl brol1.~ht abouto:reeter 
1. Diogenes Laertius, Peisistratus to Solon, I, 53 
2. Arist. Ath. Const. :x;rI, 4; Thuc. VI, 55 
3. Arist. Ath. Jonst. XXII, 1-3 







participation of the corrnnon :r?eople in the stru!,,;p;le. Aristeides 
advised the eamission of the COl1U1l0n people to the 2rJministra.ti va 
ofnces 1
1 ~nd later !'d,riseri the :geo:::,le to come down :frOM their 
fnrIns PJ1'l dwell in th" d t:, j 1" order to ,":lJin the leadershi D of 
t~e ci t~t. 2 Ephial tes directed [tn attack or:sinst th"l !~reoD"~t1S 
n 
a."ld destroyer! t"'e last stro'1(1'hold of aristocratic a.l1thority.') 
The sevnnth ste::, towprds rJemocrac~.T carne ,ren tho exn anslnn 
of ti"o Dm;>; re threw 0o"ltr:",1 of af-r~irs i nt() the hands . .,£' the 
naval element. Themistocles, tJ->ro1J1:",h his encr mrl1,3ement ,.,f the 
co:struction of ? l&r:::e nevy, laicl the fC)1md.c.tio:'2 0f' e'TJ'c'nt'lal 
sinc? the many duties co:~nected with the e.llies threw controlling 
4 
:Dower into the hands of the "ski;::'pers ann. boatswains Qnd ~'ilots." 
The influence of the ;'['.vI}l :-ro':::.' to'!mrd der:l.ocrac~r Wf:l.S recoGnized 
b~r the aristocrats 1!Th~ regardAd the l1'.aritime emrire with its ey.-
:r?ansion of res::,onsibilitv tow[',rds tr.e com"lO:O>. foD:: as the n![lother 
of dem6crae".n5 
" 
Aristeidss won the leA.dership of the allies from Sr~rta by 
tactful means and succeeded in or[';E'.nizinc- thejelian Lea~ue which 
vras rlede;ed to driv,,; the Persian 011t of the !:.e~enn. The nustry''l 
of the allies of ~e.~r~r::" a CIJI'trtblltio~, to the Snartans for the 
1. Pluto Aristides, XXII, 1 
2. Arist. Ath. ~onst. XXI'T, 1 
3. Pluto Pericles, "III, 5-fi 
4. Pluto Themi stoeles, XIX, 4 




Ivar was continued ..,vith Athens end fl.riste:Hes ,,(':.'-;c-::::~":S nf'.ch city 
according to i ts ~bili tv to nay. 1 As the (luties of Athens snread 
.. "" _ v _ 
f!1rth,"'r and farther, more and more of her ci ti zens beCfu1l8 htvol ved 
until the COffi1".0n ;:eoplc were acti vel:r en[a:~erJ. in the mo.ri tir::e 
pursui ts of the city. As the ci t~T hecame m0re de::,endent u:::,on 
its em::,ire. in like manner it beceme dependent tJ.:)on the will of 
those who made the em;:ire nos sible -- the common pearle • 
The final step toward democre.c:r was taken when the Ecclasie. 
and Reliaaa ber,an to function in full strenp;th. ""i"hen the Fcclesia 
becan to strip the Council of Five TIundred ('Dr! the Aeeo]!a:;us of 
their restrictive powers, the doom of the ari1'ltocre.c~T w~.s sealed, 
and the ostracism of ,Ci::n.on2 was ",,-orel:, a s~rrnbol of the overwhelming 
supremac;;r of the faople. The pa=rment of the o';1"1':-:1.on reople for 
jury service mp.de possible the exercise of the j'lr:r privilege by 
all ci ti zens I while the extendin~ 0f the finnl decision i D le[';al 
matters to the jur:r assured the COTfllnO'1 citizens thet their riE':hts 
would be taken care of. 
1. Pluto Arist. XXI'!, 1 
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C0FCL'JSI01: 
In the course of this work the Buthor has ".iven attention to 
fi ve forms of the Athpnian Gonsti t,)tion. The different neriods 
considered were 1) the LeGendary and Formative :]tate; 2) the 
Ref')Tms nf Solon; 3) the Effect of the ~.)eisi~tratid T:rrenny; 4) the 
Cleisthenean Refori-:lsj find 5) the "Periclean Constitution. In the 
course of the disCll.ssion e 1". C[; o:~ the qt1.estio::1s propounded in the 
introductiC1ll has been considered at lon;:;thl nnd t 1,eir i::1terdenendent 
posi tions h[',ve h':en rointer] onto 1::1 st:mni'1~ lYp the auth.or "'JOuld 
li~e to recall to the reader the important characteristics of each 
neriod in outli::1e form. 
In stud~rinr:: the Athenian Constitution we saw rononr:, other things: 
1. That ther" was alread~r a cn'1sti tution v;hen Solon came to power 
a) the.t it consisted of 8. class system 
b) that the Archonship was well established 
c) that thC! i'.reopa:,;.ls cO::1trolled th? a1.1!linistration of 
affairs and '.vas the center of rower in the 0ity 
d) that the I.cclesia was in existence thoug:h R.I'parently 
not ver~r strong 
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e) that jur~r courts 'were i'1 existenoe thou3h probably for 
exclusi ve use of the nobility 
f) that the t;ouncil of Four Hundred existed, and exchl,ded 
the Tr.'3tes 
g) t!:.at the Strategi "Here elected b~r the citizens 
2. Tha~ Solon's reforms were based upon the then existin~ 
oonstitutiDn 
a) that t'he tribal system was undisturbed 
b) thr,t the "pper classes co.':tinl1ed to r"le 
c) that hi s refo·rm.s were a c()J:rpronise ,,:i vine the people no 
more po,\"rer th!.'n was necessary 
d) that he centered the power of r'.is s~rstem in the Areopaeus 
')-.. 
e) that the lower classes were aJtmitted to the Ecclesia 
f) tha,t the Council of Four Hundred '/ms stren~thened a!:!d 
ohecked the Ecclesia 
g) that the Eelie.ea. ":ras tho center 0f Solon's democratic 
reforms 
3. The.t the Peisistratids did not seriOllsly interfere vlith 
the Solania!:! GO'csti tutbn 
• 
a) that thl'3~' held administrative powers Rccording to the 
pre-Salonia...n Archanship 
b) that as administrators they could assess and collect taxes 
c) thRt as admi.nistre.tors the:' c0111,1 dominate the Council 
d) that theJ' had a (1m in istre.tive control of the Courts 
~~ ,\ ,', 
;,~ .:.~':( ~,;" 
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e) that they "rere hends of t::'e :!!eo:?le. thu n r1ominatin:,: the 
Ecclesia 
f) that they did not hold le~islatiye or jlldininl powers 
c;) th0.t the t:r ra.'lJ'y negated the laws throuGh disuse, not 
by destro~':in ~ them 
4. That Cleisthenes I s Consti tlJtion WDS based '1pon the Solonian .model 
a) thet the tr;bl3.1 reorrenization was the :>riYlcipal chanGe 
b) thr.t th') Council of Five Hundred was a (lirect result of 
the tribal chenc;e 
c) that the ArchoTIsri n '.'fas not seriol1sly B.ffected 
d) that the Areo~)ar;us retained soverei[';I1 :?ower ir. the state 
e) that the Ecclesia held theoretioal power althoufh it did 
not exeroise it 
f) that ostracism was a weapon of control 
5. That the Periclean Constitution was entirely d0mocratic 
a) the.t the .Archons were entirely subservient to the will 
of the 1'eo:>le 
b) thet t~.e Areopagus retained only its (lY>c::'ent Dowers over 
Dublic "lOre.ls 
c) that th0 Council of ?i ve Hnndred was subject to the will 
of thp Ecclesia. 
d) that all ,::overnmental power centered in the Ecclesia and 
its will 
e) that the Reliaea was the guarantee of the peoples' povrer 
f) that the Generalship .. though the e.e;enoy of leadership, was 
subject to the Ecclesia 
Havine: given consideration to the above outlines .. I submit that 
t!-le seven main points of the thesis have been proved. From the study 
as conducted from the legendary period to the da.ys of Peri olos it has 
been evident that 
1. T!1ere was a C0'1stitl1tL)n funotiCln:i.n:,: w!1en Solon C9J!le to power. 
2. Solon's Constitution was a constitution of the nobility .. and 
all democratic powers were effectually checked. 
3. Peisistratus did not destroy the Constitution of Solon but 
operated under it using the laws for his position as admin-
istrator with the old po'~rs of the life-Archon. 
4. Cleisthenes' s reforms did not have the de':locratic effect that 
is commonly supposed .. but took place f,radually. 
5. Cleisthenes definitely increased the Dower of the Ecclesia or 
popular Assembly. 
6. The Ecclesia was the· i.nstrument by which comr1ete democracy 
was achieved, Hnd the; Heliaea were used as e. !'leans of backing 
up the decisions of the Ecclesia. 
7. 'I.'he development of democrac:r was due to the rise of Athens 
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